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ABSTRACT 

To design a robust controller for active suspension systems is very important for 
guaranteeing the riding comfort for passengers and road handling quality for a vehicle.  

In this thesis, the mathematical model of full vehicle nonlinear active suspension systems 
with hydraulic actuators is derived to take into account all the motions of the vehicle and the 
nonlinearity behaviours of the active suspension system and hydraulic actuators.  

Four robust control types are designed and the comparisons among the robustness of 
those controllers against different disturbance types are investigated to select the best 
controller among them. The MATLAB SIMULINK toolboxes are used to simulate the 
proposed controllers with the controlled model and to display the responses of the controlled 
model under different types of disturbance. The results show that the neurofuzzy controller is 
more effective and robust than the other controller types. 

The implementation of the neurofuzzy controller using FPGA boards has been 
investigated in this work.  The Xilinx ISE program is employed to synthesis the VHDL codes 
that describe the operation of the neurofuzzy controller and to generate the configuration file 
used to program the FPGA. The ModelSim program is used to simulate the operation of the 
VHDL codes and to obtain the expected output data of the FPGA boards. To confirm that 
FPGA the board used as the neurofuzzy controller system operated as expected, a MATLAB 
script file is used to compare the set of data obtained from the ModelSim program and the set 
of data obtained from the MATLAB SIMULINK model. The results show that the FPGA 
board is effective to be used as a neurofuzzy controller for full vehicle nonlinear active 
suspension systems. 

The active suspension system has a great performance for vibration isolation. However 
the main drawback of the active suspension is that it is high energy consumptive. Therefore, 
to use this suspension system in the proposed model, this drawback should be solved. 
Electromagnetic actuators are used to convert the vibration energy that arises from the rough 
road to useful electrical energy to reduce the energy consumption by the active suspension 
systems. The results show that the electromagnetic devices act as a power generator, i.e. the 
vibration energy excited by the rough road surface has been converted to a useful electrical 
energy supply for the actuators. Furthermore, when the nonlinear damper models are replaced 
by the electromagnetic actuators, riding comfort and the road handling quality are improved. 
As a result, two targets have been achieved by using hydraulic actuators with electromagnetic 
suspension systems: increasing fuel economy and improving the vehicle performance. 
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1. Introduction 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Vehicle suspension systems 

By the early 19th century, most British horse carriages were equipped with springs; wooden 

springs in the case of light one-horse vehicles, and steel springs in larger vehicles. These were 

made of low-carbon steel and usually took the form of multiple layer leaf springs (Adams 

1971).  

Automobiles were initially developed as self-propelled versions of horse drawn vehicles. 

However, horse drawn vehicles had been designed for relatively slow speeds and their 

suspension was not well suited to the higher speeds permitted by the internal combustion 

engine (IC). In 1901, Mors of Germany first fitted an automobile with shock absorbers. In 

1920, Leyland used torsion bars in a suspension system. In 1922, independent front 

suspension was pioneered on the Lancia Lambda car and became more common in mass 

market cars from 1932 (Jain and Asthana 2006). 

The drawbacks of excess vehicle body vibrations are that: reduced vehicle-frame life, reduced 

limitation of vehicle speed, negative biological effects on passengers and detrimental 

consequences to cargo. Modern active suspensions are tried to provide good handling 

characteristics and to improve riding comfort under harmful vibrations caused by road 

irregularities. 
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Very important objectives set for designing a suspension controller system deal with the 

riding comfort, suspension relative motion, road gripping and body inclination. The riding 

comfort is directly associated with the level of vertical vibration sensed by the passengers 

when travelling on a rough road. The suspension relative motion describes the displacement 

magnitude between the sprung and unsprung masses. The road gripping is associated with the 

friction forces between the tyre and road surface. The body inclination occurs during sudden 

manoeuvres such as braking and cornering. The difficulties faced in the active suspension 

design often are: the performance requirements are usually conflicting and the model used in 

the control design contains unresolved uncertainties.  

As shown in Figure 1.1, there are three types of suspension system: passive suspension 

systems, semi-active suspension systems and active suspension systems.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The passive suspension systems consist of spring and damper or shock absorber model as 

illustrated in Figure 1.1a, which are most commonly used and may be found in most vehicles. 

The model systems of springs and dampers are assumed to have linear characteristic, whereas 

most of shock absorbers exhibit nonlinear relationship between the force and velocity. In 

passive systems, the suspension damping and stiffness are fixed coefficients, hence, have no 

mechanism for feedback control.  

Hydraulic 
actuator 

Damper 

Body mass 

Wheel mass 

Spring 

(a) 

Variable 
damper 

Body mass 

Wheel mass 

Spring 

(b) 

Damper 

Body mass 

Wheel mass 

Spring 

(c) 

Figure  1.1 (a) Passive Suspension, (b) Semi-Active Suspension, (c) Active Suspension 
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The semi-active suspension systems have the capability of modifying the damping coefficient 

of the suspension systems dependent on outside demands. It can be achieved by using a 

mechanical device called variable damper, which is used in parallel with a conventional 

spring as shown in Figure 1.1b. It requires some form of measuring devices (sensors) and 

controller board for tuning the damping coefficient. Many researchers proposed very 

attractive and efficient semi-active suspension systems featured by electrorheological (ER) 

fluids or magnetorheological (MR) fluids.  

The active suspension systems supplies external forces to increase the passengers comfort, 

safety and road handling. It consists of actuators, which can be hydraulic, pneumatic or 

electro mechanic, and passive suspension system (spring plus damper) which is secured in 

parallel with the actuator device as shown in Figure 1.1c. The active suspension requires 

sensing devices, control system and an external power source. The sensing devices, which can 

be accelerometers, force transducers or potentiometers, located at different points of the 

vehicle to measure the motions of the body. The control system is employed to supply 

suitable control commands to the actuators. The external power source, which can be 

hydraulic pump or electrical pump, draws power from the vehicle’s engine to generate 

appropriate external forces for the suspension systems.  

In general, the road handling and safety rules request harsh suspensions, while the passengers 

comfort feeling require a soft damping. Driver action and vehicle speed effect on safety 

aspects. However, the perception of rider’s comfort depends on the environment such as road 

excitation. Therefore, the active suspension system should be used to solve the conflict 

between riding comfort and road handling requirements. Existing active suspension systems 

have several drawbacks, such as high energy consumption and complexity. Therefore, by 

using the active suspension systems in modern vehicles, these problems should be solved.  
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The active suspension elements demonstrate a nonlinear behaviour especially in the case of 

large deflections. The suspension forces generated by the hydraulic actuators introduce 

nonlinearities to the system. The dynamic characteristics of suspension components, i.e. 

dampers and springs, also have nonlinear properties, which change during the vehicle life 

cycles. The nonlinearity behaviours of the active suspension system make the control design 

for the suspension system very difficult.    

Several models and controllers have been developed in attempts to enhance and improve the 

riding and handling qualities in modern vehicles. In most of the studies related to the active 

suspension control system, a quarter or half vehicle model is usually adopted to design the 

control system. The quarter vehicle models only deal with vertical motions of the vehicle 

body and do not take into account the pitch and roll motions. While half vehicle models only 

deal with the vehicle body vertical motions and the pitch motions, but they do not include the 

roll motions of the vehicle body. On the other hand, there are several researchers who used a 

full vehicle model to design the control system to take into account all the vehicle motions 

such as vertical motions, pitch motions and roll motions.  

Due to the complex mathematical relationships in nonlinear active suspension system, most of 

those researchers approximate the active suspension systems as linear models when designing 

the controllers. Since the nonlinearity and uncertainties inherently and significantly exist in 

suspension systems, the nonlinear effect has to be taken into account when designing the 

control units for the active suspension systems. 

1.2 Literature review of control for suspension systems  

A literature search in control systems by the author for vehicle suspension models shows 

many researchers have proposed control systems for linear or nonlinear quarter, half or full 

vehicle models. For simplification, linear model of spring and damper are usually used to 
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design the control system. A few of researchers used the nonlinear model of vehicle 

suspension systems, which include electro-hydraulic actuators and nonlinear characteristics of 

dampers and springs, to propose a nonlinear controller for suspension systems. 

To create an appropriate structure for discussing the literature review of control systems for 

suspension models, the following topics are to be addressed: 

1) Control systems for linear quarter vehicle model. 

2) Control systems for linear half vehicle model. 

3) Control systems for linear full vehicle model. 

4) Control systems for nonlinear quarter vehicle model. 

5) Control systems for nonlinear half vehicle model. 

6) Control systems for nonlinear full vehicle model. 

1.2.1 Control systems for linear quarter vehicle model 

Many researchers have proposed the control systems for the linear quarter vehicle model. The 

model consists of a sprung mass, i.e. vehicle body mass, connect to single unsprung mass, i.e. 

wheel mass, via suspension system. In this case, the characteristic of the spring and damper 

are considered as linear. The model has two degrees of freedom: one degree for sprung mass 

and one for unsprung mass. 

Peters et al. (1993) proposed a  control method based on fuzzy logic system theory to improve 

the passengers comfort. It considerably reduces the number of rules in the input matrix and 

adapts the inference rules without the need of learning phase. The proposed control system 

delivered an improved riding comfort to drivers while guaranteeing high level of safety. The 

performance of the system shows the advantage over a conventional suspension system. 

Sung et al. (2007) presented real-time control characteristics of electrorheological suspension 

system via a fuzzy sliding mode control algorithm. Equation of motion of the proposed 

system is derived and the discrete time sliding mode controller with system uncertainties is 
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formulated. A stable sliding surface is then designed and followed by the formulation of the 

discrete-time sliding mode controller which consists of a discontinuous part and an equivalent 

part. The fuzzy control algorithm is also adopted to enhance system robustness to the mass 

variation and reaching time to the sliding surface. The robustness of the proposed controller is 

tested under various road conditions. 

Sharkawy (2005) described Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) and Adaptive Fuzzy Controller 

(AFC) schemes for the automobile Active Suspension System (ASS). The design objective is 

to provide smooth vertical motion so as to achieve the road holding and riding comfort over a 

wide range of road profiles. To achieve robustness and adaptability controller, the 

development of an adaptive fuzzy controller have been investigated. In comparison with the 

LQR, the FLC has similar performance as it can be noticed from simulations. Indeed, the 

output surface of the FLC can be shaped so as to get this performance; which is an inherent 

property of fuzzy systems. However, this kind of shaping requires a trial and error procedure. 

To overcome this difficulty, an AFC was developed based on the Lyapunov direct method. 

The adaptive law ensures fast convergence of the parameter vector, which enforces robustness 

against terrain irregularities. Computer simulations demonstrated that the proposed AFC 

achieves the best performance. 

Jianmin and Yang (2007) applied a fuzzy control method based on adaptive technology for 

active suspension system. In order to improve the passengers comfort and road handling, an 

analytic fuzzy control algorithm is advanced. There is no membership function choice of 

fuzzy subset for input and output of the controller. The factor of the analytic fuzzy controller 

is adjusted online according to adaptive method. By using this advance algorithm, the 

disadvantages of fuzzy logic can be avoided. In addition, the advantages of fuzzy logic can be 

emphasised. 
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Kuo and Li (1999) presented a genetic algorithm based fuzzy proportional-plus- integral/ 

proportional-plus-derivative (PI/PD) controller for active suspension system to improve the 

riding quality.   The fuzzy PI controller is employed to reduce the sprung mass acceleration 

due to the step-like road surface. In the situation of common terrain, the fuzzy PD controller 

will be employed to improve the riding comfort for the vehicle. By using the merit of genetic 

algorithm, the optimal decision-making rules for both types of controllers are constructed. 

The performance of the designed controller is compared with conventional optimal controller 

and passive system. The simulation results demonstrated that the fusion of genetic algorithm 

and fuzzy controller can provide passengers much more ride comfort. 

Kumar (2007) designed a proportional derivative controller for an active suspension system to 

improve riding comfort. The optimal parameters of proportional and derivative gains are 

selected by using genetic algorithm. In the PD controller the proportional term provides inputs 

that correct for “current” errors. Derivative term provides “anticipation” of upcoming 

changes. Various road profiles applied as excitation road inputs to examine the performance 

of the proposed controller. The results show that the performance of the active system has 

improved as both the peak overshoot of sprung mass acceleration, suspension travel and tire 

deflections have reduced compared to passive system.  

Foda (2001) presented a neurofuzzy controller for semi-active suspension system to improve 

both suspension travel and riding quality in terms of both vehicle acceleration and dynamic 

tyre loading. The neural network is used to learn rules and infer conclusions.  Simulation of a 

quarter vehicle model with the designed fuzzy controller under various road conditions is used 

to confirm the validity of the proposed controller. 

Biglarbegian et al. (2008) proposed a neurofuzzy strategy to implement a semi-active 

suspension. The proposed method consists of two parts:  a neurofuzzy controller, to establish 

an efficient controller strategy to improve riding comfort and road handling (RCH), and an 
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inverse mapping based on the neural networks to estimate the semi-active suspension current. 

The inverse mapping is used to modify the rules of fuzzy system to supply the current needed 

to control the semi-active suspension system. To verify the performance of the fuzzy 

controller, two sets of results are reported. Firstly, an experimental analysis was performed to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the fuzzy controller in comparison with the benchmark 

skyhook and Rakheja–Sankar controllers. Secondly, a random input was considered to 

examine the robustness of the neurofuzzy controller in comparison with the other adopted 

controllers. 

In the above investigations, the quarter linear vehicle model was used to design a control 

system. By designing the control system with the quarter vehicle model, just the vertical 

displacement can be improved. Therefore, other degrees of freedom which should be taken 

into account to improve all the control objectives have been ignored.    

1.2.2 Control systems for linear half vehicle model 

In the case of the quarter vehicle model, just the heave motion can be investigated. To take 

into account the pitch motion, some researchers used a half vehicle model to design the 

control system. The half model consists of a single sprung mass connected to two unsprung 

masses, one at each corner, via suspension systems. Therefore, it has four degrees of freedom: 

two degrees of freedom for the heave motion and the pitch motion for sprung mass; and two 

degrees of freedom for the two heave motions of the unsprung masses. In this case, the 

nonlinear model of the actuator not include in the mathematical equations of the half vehicle 

model. The dynamic characteristics of suspension model, dampers and springs, are assumed 

linear. 

Krtolica and Hrova (1990) investigated all optimal suspension control problem for a half 

vehicle model.  Using an efficient equivalent representation, a complete analytical solution of 

the related fourth-order LQ problem was obtained. The problem structure and associated 
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analytical results are used to deduce generic properties of the optimal solution, which in turn 

form a basis for global, centralized, and decentralized optimal suspension performance 

investigation. 

Lin and Huang (2004) developed a fresh nonlinear backstepping scheme for the control of 

half vehicle active suspension systems to improve the inherent tradeoff between riding quality 

and suspension travel. The novelty of this active suspension design is in the use of two 

particular nonlinear filters at both the front and rear wheels. The effective bandwidths of these 

two nonlinear filters depend on the magnitudes of the front and rear suspension travels, 

individually. When suspension travel is small, the proposed controllers soften the suspension 

for enhancing passenger comfort. The results demonstrated that the closed-loop system 

performance is good enough to minimize the displacements and accelerations of both the front 

and rear body. 

In Reference by Karkoub and Zribi (2001), an optimal control scheme used to generate a 

control signal to magnetorheological dampers (MR) which are used as variable dampers in 

semi-active suspension systems. A half vehicle model including passenger dynamics is used 

in this investigation. Two MR dampers attached to the front and back tyres are used to reduce 

the vibrations of the passenger seats and the vertical motion of the vehicle body.  

Yue et al. (2008) presented a fuzzy logic control for the active suspension system. The model 

used in this investigation is described by a linear system with five degree of freedom. It 

consists of single sprung mass connected to two unsprung masses, the seat mass and the 

passenger mass. Road roughness height is modeled as a filtered white noise stochastic 

process. By using the MATLAB/SIMULINK software, the simulation model is obtained. In 

particular, a mechanical dynamic animation of five degree of freedom half-body vehicle 

suspension system is obtained, with the aid of the software ADAMS and the media player. 
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Moon and Kwon (1998) designed a fuzzy controller for active suspension systems to improve 

the riding quality and maintain vehicle manoeuvrability. The genetic algorithm is applied to 

select the optimal values of membership function of the fuzzy controller rules. To measure the 

performance of the designed genetic based fuzzy active suspension system, three road 

disturbance models are designed to simulate the actual road conditions. The performance of 

the designed system is evaluated with respect to these disturbance models. 

Wu et al. (2005)) developed an artificial neural based fuzzy scheme to design a self learning 

optimal controller for active suspension systems. A robust optimal fuzzy controller is 

designed based on the proposed fuzzy model to improve riding quality and to support 

appropriate movement in the suspension system. T-S fuzzy model from a six layer self- 

constructing neural fuzzy inference network was obtained.  

The drawback of investigations above is that the third rolling movement had not been taken 

into account; therefore, the rolling angle can not be improved when sharp cornering occurs.         

1.2.3 Control systems for linear full vehicle model 

To take in to account all the vehicle body motions such as heave motion, pitch motion and roll 

motion some researchers presented a full vehicle model to design the control systems. In this 

case, the model has seven degrees of freedom because the sprung mass of vehicle body has 

three degrees of freedom (heave motion, pitch motion and roll motion) and each unsprung 

mass has one degree (the heave motion). 

Braghin et al. (2007) designed a feedback controller for active and semi-active suspension 

systems to improve riding comfort with respect to traditional suspension systems. The 

proposed controller is allowed to control separately the vehicle body motions of heave, pitch 

and roll taking into account the dynamics of the active and semi-active actuators. Simulation 

results showed that significant improvements of ride comfort can be achieved with respect to 

passive absorbers.    
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Ikenaga et al. (2000) investigated a control approach of combining a filtered feedback control 

scheme and an input decoupling transformation for active suspension systems. Motions of the 

sprung mass (car body) above and below the wheel frequency modes (ω0 � 57 rad/s) are 

mitigated by  using  active filtering of  spring and  damping  coefficients  through  inner  

control  loops  (ride controller)  plus  skyhook  damping  of  heave,  pitch  and  roll velocities  

through  outer  control  loops  (attitude  controller). The inner ride control loops and the outer 

attitude loops are blended with the input decoupling transformation. 

In the reference by Esmailzadeh and Fahimi (1997), an optimal active suspension is designed 

for a linear seven degrees of freedom model. The optimization is achieved via minimization 

of  a quadratic cost  function and  subsequently  this  optimal  system  is  used  as  a model for  

the  vehicle  which  in  turn  is  being  controlled  by  the Model  Reference Adaptive Control 

method. The actuators are controlled with optimal full state vector feedback. After 

determining feedback coefficients, the responses of active and passive systems are compared. 

Chamseddine et al. (2006) designed a sliding mode Controller for active suspension systems 

to diagnose and accommodate faults. Two levels are investigated: the level of vehicle 

prototypes and the level of industrial vehicles. Difficulties of vehicle instrumentation and 

possible solutions are discussed. The performance of the proposed controller is compared with 

the corresponding passive suspension system. Simulation result stated that the controlled 

active suspension system improved the riding comfort for the frequencies below the wheel 

frequency. 

Choi et al. (2002) presented a feedback control of full vehicle suspension system with a 

feature of magnetorheological (MR) dampers. A H∞ controller which has inherent robustness 

against system uncertainties is formulated by treating the sprung mass of the vehicle as 

uncertain parameter. This is accomplished by adopting the loop shaping design procedure. For 

the demonstration of a practical feasibility, control performance characteristics for vibration 
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suppression of the proposed MR suspension system are evaluated under various road 

conditions through the hardware-in-the-loop simulation. 

Onat et al. (2007) described a design of gain-scheduling nonlinear controller for active 

suspension system to maximize the riding comfort and to minimize the suspension deflection. 

The proposed method is based on a Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) model of the full vehicle 

system. The variations in the suspension deflection and mass are chosen as the scheduling 

parameters. Different road profiles, having high and low bumps, hollows and combinations of 

the two are used to test the performance of the proposed controller. 

Yagiz and Sakman (2005) designed a robust controller for active suspension system without 

losing the suspension working space to obtain the desired improvement in the riding comfort. 

Force actuators are placed parallel to the suspensions and a non-chattering sliding mode 

control is applied. The performance of the proposed approach without suspension gab in the 

case of travelling over a step road profile is compared with the performance of the 

conventional approach to test the robustness of the proposed controller. Simulation results 

stated that this type of controller with the proposed approach improved the riding comfort 

significantly with robust behaviour. 

In the reference by Liu et al. (2005), a full vehicle model used to design a fuzzy sliding mode 

switch hyperplane for semi-active suspension systems to improve the riding comfort and road 

handling. 

In the reference by Zheng et al. (2007), a fuzzy-sliding mode controller is presented to control 

the dynamics of semi-active suspension systems of a vehicle using magnetorheological (MR) 

fluid dampers. The performance of the semi-active suspension systems is evaluated in both 

the time and frequency domains. The numerical simulations are carried out to check the 

effectiveness of proposed fuzzy-sliding mode controller. The obtained results demonstrate 
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that the proposed controller can effectively suppress the vibration of vehicles and improve the 

riding comfort. 

Cheng and Li (2007) presented a fuzzy logic control for active suspension system to improve 

the riding comfort and to reduce the suspension deflection. The evolutionary programming 

method is used to determine optimum design parameters of the fuzzy logic control by 

minimizing a fitness function that consists of all the desired performance of a full-car model. 

The optimal active suspension control scheme is also introduced to compare the results of this 

controller with the fuzzy controller. To test the performance of the proposed controller two 

kinds of road profiles, including a bumped road and a white noise random road, are 

demonstrated. 

Park and Kim (1998) designed a decentralized variable structure controller for active 

suspensions of a full vehicle model. The performance of the proposed controller is compared 

with the Linear-quadratic regulator. The results showed that the proposed controller improved 

the performance of the sprung mass in the heave, pitching and rolling directions when the 

vehicle travelling on a normal road or through an unequal bump. 

Although the investigations above used a full vehicle model to design the control system, the 

nonlinearity of the suspension parts had not been taken into account. As mentioned above, 

since the nonlinearity inherently exists in vehicle suspension systems, it must be included 

when designing an accurate controller. 

1.2.4 Control systems for nonlinear quarter vehicle model 

As mentioned before, due to the complex mathematical relationships in nonlinear active 

suspension system, most researchers approximate the active suspension systems as linear 

systems when designing the controllers. The suspension forces generated by the electro-

hydraulic actuators are inherently nonlinear. Also, the dynamic characteristics of suspension 

components, i.e. dampers and springs, have nonlinear properties. Since the nonlinearity 
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inherently and significantly exists in suspension systems, the nonlinear effect must be taken 

into account when designing the control systems.  

Tahboub (2005) presented a control method applied to two degrees of freedom systems with 

nonlinear suspension dynamics. In this reference, the nonlinear structure of the hydraulic 

actuator did not take into account when the mathematical equations of the model system are 

derived.  An extended observer is used to estimate the nonlinear effects as well as the road 

profile.  Based on the estimation, a simple adaptive feedback-linearization scheme is 

implemented to cancel the effects of the nonlinear suspension. 

In the reference by Renn and Wu (2007), two control schemes are designed for the quarter 

vehicle nonlinear active suspension system to improve riding comfort and to achieve control 

performance. The first one is a conventional PID controller obtained from Ziegler-Nichols 

method and the second one is the neural network controller. This work emphasized on the 

engineering aspects including the design of a servo-hydraulic test rig, the implementation 

technology of the controllers and the subsequent experimental study. 

Alleyne and Hedrick (1995) developed nonlinear sliding control for active suspension 

systems. To reduce the error in the model, a standard parameter adaptation scheme, based on 

Lyapunov analysis was introduced.  A  modified  adaptation  scheme, which  enables  the 

identification of  parameters  whose  values  change with the regions of  the  state  space,  was  

then  presented. The adaptation algorithms are coupled with the control algorithm and the 

resulting system performance was analyzed experimentally. The performance is determined 

by the capability of tracking a specified force by the actuator output. The performance of the 

active system, with and without the adaptation, is analyzed. 

Chen and Huang (2006) presented an adaptive sliding controller for active suspension systems 

of a quarter vehicle model with hydraulic actuator. The function approximation technique is 

used to represent the uncertainties with finite combinations of some basic functions, and the 
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Lyapunov method is employed to find updated laws for the coefficients of the approximate 

series. The results of the proposed controller are compared with passive system. The 

comparison showed that the riding comfort of the vehicle system was improved.  

Tusset et al. (2008) presented control strategies for nonlinear semi-active suspension system. 

Two different approaches are used for modelling and control of the mechanical and electrical 

devices in the suspension system. First, in order to design the liner feedback dumping force 

controller, the control problem is formulated and resolved. Then the values of the control 

dumping force functions are transformed into electrical control signals by the application of a 

fuzzy logic control method.  

Fialho and Balas (2000) designed the nonlinear controller based on the linear parameter-

varying control techniques for the active vehicle suspension system. The parameter-dependent 

weighting functions are used to design active suspensions that stiffen when the suspension 

limits were reached. The controllers used only suspension deflection as a feedback signal.  

Ikenaga et al. (1999) used a filtered feedback control scheme and novel compressible fluid 

suspension system to design an active suspension control for a quarter vehicle suspension 

systems. Analysis  of  feedback  for  the  mechanical  subsystem  shows  that motions of  the 

sprung mass above and below  the wheel  frequency can be mitigated  using  skyhook  

damping  plus  active  filtering  of spring  and  damping  coefficients. The frequency-

dependent filtering is accomplished through an outer control loop, which generates the target 

strut force, plus an inner force control loop.  

Campos et al. (2000) designed a backstepping based fuzzy logic scheme for active suspension 

system. The servo-valve dynamics are also included. A fuzzy logic system is used to estimate 

the dynamics of nonlinear hydraulic strut. The backstepping fuzzy logic scheme was shown to 

give superior performance over passive suspension and active suspension control using 

conventional proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control. The FL system is adapted in such 
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a way as to estimate on-line the unknown hydraulic dynamics and provide the backstepping 

loop with the desired servo-valve positioning so that the scheme becomes adaptive, 

guaranteeing bounded tracking errors and parameter estimates. 

D'Amato and Viassolo (2000) proposed a fuzzy logic controller for active suspension systems 

to minimize vertical vehicle body acceleration and to avoid hitting suspension limits.  A 

controller consisting of two control loops is proposed to achieve this goal. The inner loop 

controls a nonlinear hydraulic actuator to achieve tracking of a desired actuation force. The 

outer loop implements a fuzzy logic controller which interpolates linear locally optimal 

controllers to provide the desired actuation force. Final controller parameters are computed 

via genetic algorithm based optimization.  

In the reference by Huang and Chen (2006), a novel model-free adaptive sliding controller is 

proposed to suppress the position oscillation of the sprung mass in response to road surface 

variation. In addition, a fuzzy scheme with online learning ability is introduced to compensate 

the functional approximation error for improving the control performance and reducing the 

implementation difficulty. The important advantages of this approach are to achieve the 

sliding mode controller design without requirement of the system dynamic model and to 

release the trial-and-error work of selecting approximation function. 

In the reference by Spentzas and Kanarachos (2002), a neural network is used to design a 

robust controller for nonlinear quarter vehicle suspension systems with hydraulic actuators to 

minimize the vertical acceleration imposed on the body and passengers. The neural network is 

obtained by a Taylor approximation of an unknown non-linear control function. Because of 

the existence of numerous local minima of the neural network, an evolutionary algorithm is 

used to solve the resulting neural network problem. 

In the reference by Huang and Lin (2007), a novel neural network based sliding mode control 

is proposed by combining the advantages of the adaptive, radial basis function neural network 
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and sliding mode control strategies to design an accurate controller. It has online learning 

ability for handling the system time-varying and non-linear uncertainty behaviours by 

adjusting the neural network weightings and/or radial basis function parameters. 

1.2.5 Control systems for nonlinear half vehicle model 

Like the linear half vehicle model, the nonlinear half vehicle model has four degrees of 

freedom: heave motion and pitch motion for sprung mass; and each unsprung mass has one 

degree. The roll motion does not take into account in this case.  

Yoshimura et al. (1999) proposed linear and fuzzy logic controllers for the nonlinear active 

suspension system. The former is obtained by vertical acceleration of the vehicle body as the 

principal source of control, and the latter is obtained by using fuzzy-logic control as the 

complementary control. In the derivation of fuzzy control rules, linear combinations of the 

vertical and rotary velocities and displacements of the vehicle body are denoted as the input 

variables. Emphasis is laid on the minimization of the vertical and rotary acceleration of the 

vehicle body from the view-point of passengers riding comfort. 

Feng et al. (2003) designed a new control strategy for active suspension system by using 

combined control scheme. A genetic algorithm based self tuning PID controller and a fuzzy 

logic controller are used in two loops. The PID controller is used to improve the riding 

comfort, while the fuzzy controller is used to minimize the pitch acceleration. A genetic 

algorithm is used to tune the parameter of PID controller; the scaling factors; the gain values 

and the membership functions of fuzzy logic controller on-line.  The stability and adaptability 

are also showed even when the system is subject to severe road conditions, such as a pothole, 

an obstacle or a step input. Comparisons are made between the conventional passive 

suspensions and the active vehicle suspension systems by using linear fuzzy logic control; the 

combined PID and fuzzy control without parameters self-tuning; and the new proposed 

control system with GA-based self learning ability. The results show that the new proposed 
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controller improves vehicle riding comfort performance significantly and offers better system 

robustness. 

Shariati et al. (2004) designed a robust H∞ controller for active suspension system with 

hydraulic actuator in a cascade feedback structure to improve the riding comfort and road 

holding. The proposed controller has two loops. In the inner loop a proportional controller is 

used, while a robust H∞ controller is used in the outer loop. Two types of robust H∞ controller 

are designed. Firstly, unstructured uncertainty is not considered in the design procedure and 

secondly, the controller is designed with consider action of uncertainty. Each of these 

controllers is designed in a decentralized fashion and the vehicle oscillation in the human 

sensitivity frequency range is reduced to a minimum. For both cases the random input as road 

roughness used to examine the efficiency of the proposed controller.  

Wn et al. (2004) designed an optimal fuzzy controller for an active suspension system based 

on Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy control system. First, the half-car suspension system dynamics 

was converted to a T-S fuzzy model.  Then each local controller design was derived by 

applying linear optimal  control  theory  and  the  global  effect  can  be achieved by  fuzzily 

blending with local optimal controller if  a sufficient  condition can  be met.   The results 

showed that the performance of the proposed controller is much better than the conventional 

passive suspension system. 

1.2.6 Control systems for nonlinear full vehicle model 

The works in this subsection are focused on the design of a control system for nonlinear full 

vehicle model to improve the performances of the vehicle at sharp manoeuvre occurring such 

as travelling on a rough road, cornering or braking.     

Bui et al. (2002) presented a robust H∞ and nonlinear adaptive control methods for active 

suspension systems. The controller showed good performance, i.e. small gains from the road 

disturbances to the heave, pitch and rolling accelerations of the vehicle body.  H∞ controller  
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is designed  so  as  to  guarantee the  robustness  of  a  closed-loop  system  in  the  presence  

of  uncertainties  and  disturbances.  The system parameter  variations  are  taken  into  

account  by multiplicative uncertainty model  and  the system  robustness  is guaranteed  by  

the small gain  theorem. The nonlinearity of a  hydraulic  actuator  is handled  by nonlinear  

adaptive control  based  on  the  back-stepping  method. 

Du and Zhang (2009)) presented a Takagi-Sugeno model based fuzzy control design approach 

for a full vehicle nonlinear active suspension system with hydraulic actuators. The T–S fuzzy 

model is first applied to represent the nonlinear uncertain electro-hydraulic suspension. Then, 

a fuzzy state feed-back controller is designed for the obtained T–S fuzzy model with 

optimized H∞ performance for riding comfort by using the Parallel-Distributed Compensation 

(PDC) scheme. Simulations result shown that the designed controller can achieve good 

suspension performance despite the existence of nonlinear actuator dynamics, sprung mass 

variation, and control input constraints. 

Yagiz and Sakman (2006) designed and checked the performance of the fuzzy logic control 

for a semi-active suspension system of a nonlinear full vehicle model. The linear combination 

of the vertical velocities of the suspension ends and the accelerations of the suspension 

connection points to the body are used as input variables. The results obtained with the 

vehicle system controlled by fuzzy logic were compared with those from the conventional 

proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controlled system and passive suspension system. The 

results shown the riding comfort and road holding have been improved.  

Huang et al. (2009) presented a fuzzy feedback linearization control of nonlinear multi-

input/multi-output systems for tracking and almost disturbance decoupling performances 

based on the fuzzy logic control. The main contribution of this study is to construct a 

controller, under appropriate conditions, such that the resulting closed-loop system is valid for 

any initial conditions.  
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Guclu and Gulez (2008) designed a robust neural network for full vehicle nonlinear active 

suspension system with a passenger seat model. In the NN structure, the Fast Back-

Propagation Algorithm (FBA) is employed. The user inputs a set of 16 variables while the 

output from the NN consists of f1–f16 non-linear functions. Furthermore, the PMSM 

controller is also determined using the same NN structure. Various tests of the NN structure 

demonstrated that the model is capable of giving highly sensitive outputs for vibration 

condition, even using a more restricted input data set. The non-linearity occurs due to dry 

friction on the dampers. The vehicle body and the passenger seat using PMSM are fully 

controlled at the same time. The time responses of the non-linear vehicle model due to road 

disturbance and the frequency responses are obtained. Finally, uncontrolled and controlled 

cases are compared. The result shown that seat vibrations of a non-linear full vehicle model 

are controlled by a NN-based system with almost zero error between desired and achieved 

outputs. 

From the literature review, it can be seen that the intelligent control design problems for the 

full vehicle nonlinear active suspension system with hydraulic actuators is not covered. Also, 

the frictional forces due to rubbing of the piston with the actuator walls, which is opposite to 

the hydraulic forces provided by the actuators, are not covered either. Most researchers, who 

dealt with the full vehicle model, neglected the effect of the fractional forces. This  frictional  

force is found to be of a significant magnitude  (>200  N) and cannot be  neglected (Rajamani 

and Hedrick 1995). Therefore, the effect of the frictional forces should be taken into account 

when deriving the mathematical equations of full vehicle nonlinear active suspension systems 

with hydraulic actuators.   

In the work by the author, an Adaptive Neurofuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) based on 

intelligent control for the full vehicle nonlinear active suspension system will be designed. An 

optimal Fraction Order PIλDµ
 (FOPID) controller will be used to control the master controlled 
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system. An Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) is proposed to modify the control parameters of the 

FOPID. The data which have been obtained from the FOPID controller will be used as a 

training data to modify the parameters of the neurofuzzy controller. The SIMULINK tool 

boxes in MATLAB will be used to simulate the controlled system with the proposed 

controller. A Very High speed integrated circuit Hardware Description Language (VHDL) 

will be used to implement of neurofuzzy (NF) controller. Xilinx ISE Project Navigator 

Version 10.1 is used as environment to synthesis the VHDL codes and to generate the 

configuration file which is used to program the FPGA boards. For the simulation results, 

ModelSim XE III 6.4b simulation program will be used to confirm that the FPGA boards 

work like neurofuzzy controllers. It provides a novel technique to design NF controller for the 

full vehicle nonlinear active suspension system with hydraulic actuators and to implement the 

proposed system using the FPGA board. 

The active suspension systems are very good to bring significant performance of vibration 

isolation, but they are of high energy consumption and complex. Active suspension is 

essential technology for high performance machine system. Therefore, to use the active 

suspension in the research, the energy consumption by the suspension system must be 

minimised.   

When a vehicle is driving on a bumpy road, plus driver’s acceleration and deceleration 

operations, there will be shocks between the sprung mass and the unsprung mass. This part of 

the mechanical power is normally converted into heat power by a damper and is dissipated in 

a natural way. If the wasted energy can be reclaimed in a proper way, the overall energy 

consumption demand for the vehicle can be reduced. In this thesis, the vibration excited by 

road unevenness will be treated as a source of mechanical energy. It is being converted into 

electrical energy to compensate the energy consumption by the active suspension. To achieve 

this task, an electromagnetic active suspension system will be introduced. The power 
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generated from this device will contribute to run the electrical pumps of the hydraulic 

actuators. 

1.3 Existing problems and the research objectives 

As mentioned before, the main objective of designing the controller for a vehicle suspension 

system is to reduce the discomfort felt by passengers which arises from road roughness and to 

improve the road handling associated with the pitching and rolling movements. This 

necessitates very fast and accurate controller to meet the key control objectives as much as 

possible. Therefore, a novel neurofuzzy controller for the full vehicle nonlinear active 

suspension system with hydraulic actuators will be designed in this project. The advantage of 

this controller is that it can handle the nonlinearities faster than other control types. It is 

believed that, this is the first time to use the neurofuzzy control method to design the 

controller for full vehicle nonlinear active suspension systems with nonlinear hydraulic 

actuators.  

The objectives of this work are described as follow:  

i. Deriving the mathematical equations for the full vehicle nonlinear active suspensions 

systems with nonlinear hydraulic actuators.  

ii.  Designing robust controllers for the full vehicle nonlinear active suspensions systems 

with nonlinear hydraulic actuators including Optimal Frictional PIλDµ Controller, Fuzzy 

Model Reference Learning Controller, Neural Network Controller and Neurofuzzy 

Controller.  

iii.  Comparison between the performances of the robust controllers based on the 

measurement of the cost functions will be carried out. 

iv. Selection of the good performance robust controller. 

v.    Implementation of the selected controller for suspension systems using FPGA platform.  
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vi. Introduction of an electromagnetic active suspension system to convert the mechanical 

energy into electrical energy to compensate for the energy consumption by the active 

suspension. 

1.4 Organisation of the thesis 

In Chapter 2, a full vehicle nonlinear active suspension model including hydraulic actuators, 

nonlinear dampers and springs will be proposed with structural and analytical details. The 

nonlinear frictional forces due to rubbing of piston seals with the cylinders wall inside the 

cylinder are taken into account to find the actual supplying forces generated by the hydraulic 

actuator. 

In Chapter 3, an optimal Fractional Order PIλDµ  (FOPID) controller is designed for a full 

vehicle nonlinear active suspension system. The optimal values of the FOPID controller 

parameters for minimizing the cost function are selected using an Evolutionary Algorithm 

(EA), which offers optimal solution to a multi-dimensional rough objective function. The 

fitness parameters of the FOPID controller are selected from ranges of reliable values 

depending on survival-to-the-fitness principle borrowed from the biology science. The results 

of the response of full vehicle nonlinear suspension system using the FOPID controller will be 

compared with the corresponding responses of a full vehicle nonlinear suspension model 

without controller (passive suspension system). The controlled suspension system has been 

investigated under typical vehicle manoeuvres: cruising on rough road surface, sharp braking 

and cornering. 

In Chapter 4, a Fuzzy Model Reference Learning Controller (FMRLC) system is designed to 

be capable of improving the performance of the closed loop control system by generating the 

command inputs to the controlled process and utilizing feedback information from the 

controlled process. Four fuzzy controllers will be trained and applied to individual actuators 
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in the vehicle suspension system. The proposed fuzzy controllers adjust the hydraulic actuator 

forces to minimize the vertical displacement in each suspension point when travelling on 

rough roads and to reduce the tendency of vehicle to rollover during sharp manoeuvres such 

as breaking and cornering. Six types of the disturbances will be investigated to verify the 

robustness of the proposed controller. To show the effectiveness and robustness of the 

proposed controller, comparison is made between the cost function of the system with 

proposed controller and the cost function of the passive system for each type of the 

disturbances.  

In Chapter 5, the neural network has been used to design a control system for the nonlinear 

active suspension system with hydraulic actuator. The optimal Fractional Order PIλDµ 

controller, which has been designed in Chapter 3, will be used to design the neural control. 

The parameters of neural network have been trained using Levenberg-Maquardt Algorithm 

(LMA) to have the same behaviour of optimal Fractional Order PIλDµ controller. The 

performance of the neural network will be improved by tuning the scaling gains included in 

the structure of the neural network. The robustness of the proposed controller will be tested by 

applying six types of disturbances. The results will illustrate the efficiency of the proposed 

controller and robustness against the disturbances.  

In Chapter 6, the data obtained from the optimal Fractional Order PIλDµ  controller will be 

used as training data to design the NF controller. The learning ability of the neural network 

will be used to tune the parameters of the Fuzzy Inference Systems (FIS). The performance of 

the NF controller will be improved by tuning the scaling gains. The results show that the 

intelligent NF controller improves the dynamic response measured by mininmizing the cost 

functions. The performance of the proposed controller will be compared with the passive 

system. Comparisons will be made among the control systems designed in Chapters 3, 4, 5 
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and 6 depend on the measurement of the cost functions for selecting the best controller among 

them. 

In Chapter 7, the implementation of the neurofuzzy controller using FPGA will be 

investigated. The Very High speed integrated circuit Hardware Description Language 

(VHDL) will be used to describe the operation of the Neurofuzzy controller that is being 

designed in Chapter 6. The Xilinx Integrated Software Environment (Xilinx ISE 10.1) will be 

used as an environment to synthesis the VHDL codes. After successfully compiling the 

design, the generated programmes files (configuration files) will be downloaded via USB port 

to program the FPGA. For displaying the simulation results, ModelSim XE III 6.4b 

simulation program will be used. In order to compare the expected responses of the FPGA 

design with the SIMULINK design, MATLAB M-file will be used to plot the data collected 

by the ModelSim program and the other data collected form the SIMULINK design to make 

sure the FPGA board will work like the neurofuzzy controllers. 

In Chapter 8, the vibration excited by the road unevenness will be treated as excitation of 

mechanical energy. It will be converted into electrical energy to compensate the energy 

consumed by the active suspension system. To achieve this task, an electromagnetic active 

suspension system will be introduced. The power generated from this device will contribute 

as supply power to run the pumps of the hydraulic actuators. 

Chapter 9 describes the conclusion of this thesis and the recommendations for the future 

work. 
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2. Development of a Model for the Full Vehicle 

Nonlinear Active Suspension Systems with 

Hydraulic Actuators   

 

 

 

 

2.1 Basic considerations in the mathematical modeling 

The design and analysis of control systems are based on the mathematical models of physical 

complex systems. A mathematical model of a dynamic system is described by a set of 

equations which can be obtained by using physical laws governing the particular systems. For 

description of the given system, several types of mathematical models can be proposed from 

the differential equation, the state space equation, the transfer function and the impulse 

response depend on its circumstances. 

For obtaining a model, a compromise between the simplicity of the model and the accuracy of 

results of the analysis should be made. Such that, the neglected certain inherent physical 

properties of the system should not affect the accuracy of the results of the experimental study 

of the physical system. 

For the active suspension problems, nonlinear models have been proposed by many 

researches such as Sharp and Goodall (1969) obtained the differential equations for vehicle 

motions using Lagrange's method and Joo et al. (2000) developed a nonlinear model of a 
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vehicle suspension system from standard kinematics and kinetics. On the other hand, some 

other researchers took into account the nonlinearity effect of hydraulic actuators to derive the 

mathematical model for the active suspension system. Szaszi et al. (2002) used Newton’s law 

to derive the model of mathematical equations for a half vehicle nonlinear active suspension 

system with electro-hydraulic actuators and the nonlinear characteristics of dampers and 

springs. While the frictional forces inside the hydraulic actuator are neglected. Since the 

effects of the frictional forces are important for finding the actual forces supplied by the 

actuators and cannot be neglected (Rajamani and Hedrick 1995), therefore, in this project, the 

effect of the frictional forces will be taken into account to develop a model with high 

accuracy. The state space equation will be used to describe the final mathematical form of the 

full vehicle nonlinear active suspension systems with hydraulic actuators.    

2.2 Nonlinear force’s characteristics in full vehicle active 

suspension model 

In this section, the mathematical model for full vehicle nonlinear active suspension systems 

with hydraulic actuators will be derived. The forces between the body of the vehicle and axle 

are generated by using nonlinear spring forces, nonlinear damping forces and nonlinear 

hydraulic forces. Firstly, the mathematical model of the nonlinear hydraulic actuator will be 

derived. Then, the derived model of nonlinear hydraulic actuator will be used to derive the 

mathematical model of full vehicle nonlinear active suspension system. 

2.2.1 Nonlinear hydraulic actuator model   

To understand the performance of suspension system and develop a robust controller for the 

system, it is essential to develop an accurate dynamic model for the hydraulic servo system. 

Therefore, a description of the dynamics for the fluid subsystem, the servovalve, the cylinder 
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and the load is required. The electro-hydraulic system here is a piston which is controlled by 

the voltage signal input to the servovalve. The cylinder is attached to sprung mass of the 

vehicle and connected in parallel with a passive system combination, including spring and 

damper. The hydraulic actuators are used to generate appropriate forces between the vehicle’s 

body and the axle to enhance and improve the riding comfort and handling qualities in some 

advanced modern vehicles. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates a physical model of the hydraulic actuator with nonlinear spring model 

and nonlinear damper model for quarter vehicle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  2.1 Physical model of nonlinear suspension system with hydraulic actuator 
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Before deriving the nonlinear mathematical equations of hydraulic actuator, the flow through 

orifices concept should be addressed.  

2.2.1.1 Flow through orifices 

Flow characteristics of orifices play a major role in the design of many hydraulic control 

devices. An orifice can be defined as sudden restriction of short length in the flow passage 

and may have a fixed or variable area. Depending on the law of continuity, the flow velocity 

through an orifice must increase above that in the upstream region. Figure 2.2 depicts the flow 

through an orifice. As clear the path between cross-section 1 and 2, the velocity of the fluid 

are increased from upstream velocity to jet velocity. The points along the jet where the jet 

area becomes a minimum is called the vena contracta. The vena contracta area (�	) is equal 

to the contraction coefficient �� times the orifice area (��). 

�	 � �� ��                                                                                                                             (2.1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 

By applying the continuity equation the relationship between upstream velocity ��� and jet 

velocity ��	can be written as follows 

����� � �	��	                                                                                                                      (2.2) 

 
Figure  2.2 Flow through orifices Merritt (1969) 
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By applying the Bernoulli’s equation between cross-section 1 and 2, the pressure difference 

that is required for accelerating the fluid particles from upstream pressure to jet pressure can 

be given by 

��		 � ���	 � 2� �	� � 		�                                                                                                                     �2.3� 

 where  ρ  is the  fluid mass density; P1   is the fluid pressure at cross-section 1 and P2 is the 

fluid pressure at cross-section 2.  

By substituting Eq. (2.3) in (2.2) the jet velocity can be written as follows  

��	 � "1 � #�	��$	%�� 	� &2� �	� � 		�                                                                                              �2.4� 

 Due to the viscous friction, the jet velocity is slightly less than that given in Eq. (2.4). 

Therefore, the velocity coefficient �� can be introduced into account. 

The flow rate at cross-section 2 can be obtained from the following equation 

( � �	��	                                                                                                                            �2.5� 

Substitution of Equations (2.1) and (2.4) in Eq. (2.5) the flow rate can be written as  

( � ������
&1 � *�	��+	 &2� �	� � 		�                                                                                                        �2.6� 

 The discharge coefficient �� can be written as �� � ����
������

��
��

, so that Eq. (2.6) can be 

rewritten as 

( � ����&2� �	� � 		�                                                                                                                      �2.7� 
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2.2.1.2  General flow equations 

Consider the three land four-way spool valve as shown in Figure 2.3a. The four orifices are 

analogous to four arms of a Wheatstone bridge (Merritt 1969) as shown in Figure 2.3b. By 

using continuity equations, the flow rate through the load ((�) can be given by the following 

equations 

(� � (� � (�                                                                                                                        (2.8) 

or 

 (� � (� � (	                                                                                                                       (2.9) 

Also, the pressure drops across the load is given in the following equation 

	� � 	� � 		                                                                                                                        (2.10) 

When the difference between P2 and Pl exists, the hydraulic cylinder extends or compresses. 

The flow rates of the fluid through the valve land orifices are described by the orifice equation 

(2.6). Therefore 

(� � ����.	� �	� � 	��                                                                                                 (2.11) 

(	 � ���	.	� �	� � 		�                                                                                                 (2.12) 

(� � ����.	� �		 � 	��                                                                                                 (2.13) 

(� � ����.	� �	� � 	��                                                                                                 (2.14) 

where  	� is the pressure of the return line and it is very small. It has been neglected. 

	� is the pressure of the supply line; 	�  is the pressure of chamber one and 		  is the  pressure 

of chamber two. 

��, �	, ��and �� are the cross-sectional area at 1,2,3 and 4 respectively. These areas are a 

function of the spool valve displacement /� . 
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Figure  2.3 Three land four way spool valve 
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In general, the valving orifices are matched and symmetrical. Matched orifices require:  

���/�� � ���/��                                                                                                                 (2.15) 

�	�/�� � ���/��                                                                                                                 (2.16) 

and symmetrical orifices require  

���/�� � �	��/��                                                                                                              (2.17) 

���/�� � ����/��                                                                                                              (2.18) 

Additionally, the flow rates in diagonally opposite arms of the Wheatstone bridge are equal, 

which means 

(� � (�                                                                                                                               (2.19) 

(	 � (�                                                                                                                               (2.20) 

From equations (2.11), (2.13), (2.15) and (2.19) the pressure of the supply line is governed by 

following equation 

	� � 	� 0 		                                                                                                                        (2.21) 

By solving Eq. (2.10) and Eq. (2.21) the following equations can be obtained 

	� � 	� 0 	�2                                                                                                                                       �2.22� 

		 � 	� � 	�2                                                                                                                                       �2.23� 

By assuming that the critical centre valve has an ideal geometry, which implies the edges of 

the orifice to be perfectly square with no rounding, thus the leakage flows at 2 and 4 (Q2 and 

Q4) when xv is positive are zero while when xv is negative, the leakage flows at 1 and 3 (Q1 

and Q3) are zero. Therefore, by substituting Eq. (2.22) and Eq. (2.11) into Eq. (2.8) the 

equation of the load flow rate can be obtained 

(� � ����&2� #	� � 	�2 $      for /� 4 0                                                                                        �2.24� 
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By substituting Eq. (2.22) and Eq. (2.14) and ignoring 	� since it is very small, the equation 

of QL can be written as 

(� � �����&2� #	� 0 	�2 $     for /� 6 0                                                                                      �2.25� 

 The Eq. (2.17) is applicable. Eq. (2.24) and (2.25) can be combined into a single equation 

(� � ��|��| /�|/�| &1� �	� � 89:�/��	��                                                                                       �2.26� 

 The sigmoid function 89:�. �  is defined as 

89:�/�� � ;    1      <=>  /� 4 0�1    <=>    /� 6 0? 
The term @����

@ is called area gradient ω, therefore, the relationship between spool valve 

displacement xv, and the load flow QL, is given 

(� � ��A/�&1� �	� � 89:�/��	��                                                                                               �2.27� 

This is the general equation for the pressure-flow curves of an ideal critical center valve with 

matched and symmetrical orifices. 

2.2.2 Physical model of nonlinear valve-piston combination  

As mentioned before, the electro-hydraulic actuator model consists of a servo valve, a 

hydraulic cylinder and piston. The valve-piston combination is shown in Figure 2.4.  
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The spool valve orifices are assumed matched and symmetrical, according to that the 

continuity equation can be given as 

B (�
 � B (��� � C�CD 0 ���
C	CD                                                                                                �2.28� 

 By applying Eq. (2.28) to each of the piston chambers yields 

(� � ���	� � ���	� � C��CD 0 ����
C	�CD                                                                                            �2.29� 

���	� � ���		 � (	 � C�	CD 0 �	��
C		CD                                                                                            �2.30� 

 

Q1 Q2 

P1 P2 

Ap 

V1 V2 

Ps P0 

Cep P1 Cep P2 

Cip PL 

 PL=P1-P2 

xv 

xp 

Supply Return 

Qs Qs 

Figure  2.4 Valve-piston combinations 
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where  �� volume of supply chamber;  �	  volume of return chamber; 	�  pressure of supply 

chamber;  		  pressure of return chamber; ��� internal or cross port leakage coefficient of 

piston; ��� external leakage coefficient of piston and  ��   effective bulk modulus of system. 

The volumes of the piston chambers can be written as 

�� � ��� 0 ��/�                                                                                                                 (2.31) 

�	 � ��	 � ��/�                                                                                                                 (2.32) 

where  �� cross-sectional area of the piston; /� displacement of the piston inside the cylinder; 

��� initial volume of supply chamber and ��	 initial volume of return chamber. 

The sum of the two volumes is constant and independent of the position of the piston inside 

the cylinder. Therefore, the total volume (��) of the fluid under compression in both chambers 

can be given by 

�� � �� 0 �	 � ��� 0 ��	                                                                                                   (2.33) 

The flow rate through the load (i.e. piston) can be governed by the following equation 

(� � (� 0 (	2                                                                                                                                     �2.34� 

Substituting Eq. (2.31) in (2.29) yields 

(� � ���	� � ���	� � ��/G� 0 ����
C	�CD                                                                                         �2.35� 

Also, Substituting Eq. (2.32) in (2.30) yields 

���	� � ���		 � (	 � �	��
C		CD � ��/G�                                                                                         �2.36� 

By substituting Eq. (2.35) and (2.36) in (2.34) yields 

2(� � 2��/G� 0 2���	� 0 ����
C	�CD � �	��

C		CD 0 ���	� � ���		                                               �2.37� 

Substituting Eq. (2.10) in (2.37) yields 

(� � ��/G� 0 ���	� 0 ��� �
	G�                                                                                               (2.38) 
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where   ��� � ��� 0 ���	    total leakage coefficient of piston. 

If the following assumptions are made:  H � � ���   and  � � H��� , Eq. (2.38) can be rewritten 

as 

	G� � ��	� � H��/G� 0 H(�                                                                                           (2.39) 

The dynamic equation for spool displacement of the servo valve (/�) is controlled by the 

voltage signal input to the servovalve (I�). The corresponding dynamic relation is 

approximated by a linear filter with time constant (�) 

/G� � 1� �I� � /��                                                                                                                              �2.40� 

By supplying the control input �I��, the spool-valve is moved by /� units which cause high 

pressure difference across the piston. This pressure difference multiplied by the piston cross-

sectional area provides the hydraulic force �! on the suspension system. Therefore, the spool-

valve movement has to be properly controlled to produce and track the desired force. 

The provided hydraulic force by the actuator is calculated by  

�! � ��	�                                                                                                                           (2.41) 

The relationship between control input signal (I�) and the output force generated from 

actuator possess a nonlinear dynamics (Merritt 1969). 

Based on the above, the nonlinear hydraulic actuator model is given by the following 

equations 

�! � ��	� ; 

	G� � ��	� � H��/G� 0 H(�; 

(� � ��A/�&1� �	� � 89:�/��	��; 
/G� � 1� �I� � /��. 
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2.3 Nonlinear force characteristics of full vehicle nonlinear active 

suspension systems with hydraulic actuators 

To investigate the problem of balancing riding comfort and road handling, the mathematical 

model of four-wheel nonlinear active suspension systems with hydraulic actuators should be 

introduced.  As shown in Figure 2.5, the tyres simulated as springs with a constant stiffness K� 
(i=1, 2, 3 and 4) and dampers with a constant damping �� are connected in parallel. The road 

profile inputs I� excite the tyres and the surrounding mechanical components that are attached 

to these tyres. The total mass of the components under the suspension system is called 

unsprung mass, labelled as L�, while the mass of the components above the suspension is 

called sprung mass, M. The suspension system consists of a nonlinear spring with stiffness 

constant M� and a nonlinear damper with a damping constant ��, which are connected in 

parallel with the hydraulic actuator. The nonlinear forces ��  are applied between the sprung 

mass and unsprung masses which are generated from hydraulic actuators to minimize: the 

vertical motion (zc) sensed by passengers when travelling on a rough road; and vehicle body 

motions that are made during sharp manoeuvres such as roll angle (α) and pitch angle (η). 

The nonlinear frictional forces �"� due to rubbing of the piston seals with the cylinder wall 

inside the actuators are also taken into account to derive the accurate model. 
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The plane equation will be used to derive the full model of nonlinear active suspension 

system which can be written as 

N / � /� O � O� P � P�/	 � /� O	 � O� P	 � P�/� � /� O� � O� P� � P�
N � 0                                                                                 (2.42) 

Any point at the sprung mass plane satisfies the above plane equation. 

The coordinates of the points P1, P2, P3, P4 and Pc can be given as �0,0, P��, �0, �, P	� 

, �Q, �, P��, �Q, 0, P�� and *R�, #	 , P�+ respectively.   

The points P1, P2 and P4 are located on the sprung mass plane, so that these points satisfy the 

plane equation, as mention above. By substituting the coordinates of these points in Eq. (2.42) 

yields 

P � �P� � P��Q / 0 �P	 � P��� O 0 P�                                                                                              �2.43� 

 

Figure  2.5 Full vehicle model 

b 

� 

� 
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The vertical displacement at the centre of gravity (P�) and at point P3 (P�) can be obtained by 

substituting the coordinates of P3 and Pc in Eq. (2.43)  

P� � �P� 0 P	 0 P�                                                                                                            �2.44� 

P� � �P� 0 0.5P	 0 R�Q P�                                                                                                                 �2.45� 

where � � 0.5 � R�Q . 
The roll and pitch angles can be obtained from the following equations 

� � VPVO � P	 � P��                                                                                                                              �2.46� 

� � VPV/ � P� � P�Q                                                                                                                              �2.47� 

From equations (2.44), (2.45), (2.46) and (2.47) the vertical displacements z1, z2, z3 and z4 can 

be obtained with respect to zc, α and η as follows 

P� � P� � 0.5�� � R��                                                                                                       �2.48� 

P	 � P� 0 0.5�� � R�η                                                                                                                     �2.49� 

P� � P� 0 0.5�� 0 R	�                                                                                                       �2.50� 

P� � P� � 0.5�� 0 R	η                                                                                                                     �2.51� 

The differential equations of the full vehicle nonlinear active suspension system can be 

obtained from the Newton’s third law of motion as follows 

1. The motions of the sprung mass are governed by the following equations 

• Vertical motion 

XPY� � � B �$� � B ��� 0 B ��
�

�%�
�

�%�
�

�%�
                                                                                      �2.52� 

where FKi and FCi are nonlinear forces of springs and dampers, respectively, which can be 

written as (Ando and Suzuki 1996) 

�$� � M��P� � Z�� 0 �M��P� � Z���                                                                         (2.53) 
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     ��� � ���PG� � ZG �� 0 ����PG� � ZG ��	89:�PG� � ZG ��                                                     (2.56) 

where  wi   vertical displacements of unsprung masses; � empirical operator. 

The applied nonlinear forces Fi that are generated from the hydraulic actuators can be 

given by 

�� � �!� � �"�                                                                                                           (2.57) 

where  Fhi  is the nonlinear hydraulic real forces, Ffi  nonlinear frictional forces. 

• Rolling motion 

[��Y � ��$� � �$	 � �$� 0 �$�� �2 0 ���� � ��	 � ��� 0 ���� �2 0 

             ��� � �� 0 �	 � ��� �2 0 \�                                                                                         �2.78� 

where  Jx  is  roll moments of inertia about x-axis; b is distance between the front wheels 

(or rear wheels) and Tx is cornering torque. 

• Pitch motion 

[&�Y � ���� 0 ����R	 � ��$� 0 �$	�R� 0 ���� 0 ����R	 � ���� 0 ��	�R� 0 ��� 0 �	�R� �
��� 0 ���R	 0 \&                                                                                                           �2.79� 

where  Jy is the pitch  moments of inertia about y-axis; l1 is the distance between the centre 

of  front wheel axle and centre of gravity of the vehicle;  l2 is the distance between the 

centre of gravity of the vehicle and the centre of rear wheel axle and Tx is the braking 

torque. 

2. The motion of the unsprung masses are governed by the following equation 

L�ZY � � �K��Z� � I�� � ���ZG � � IG �� 0 �$� 0 ��� � ��                                               �2.80� 

where  ui is the road profile input.  

The forces generated by the hydraulic actuators can be written as 

�!� � ��	��                                                                                                                        �2.81� 
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Using the equation for the flow through an orifice, the relationship between spool valve 

displacement /�� and the load flow (�� is given by 

(�� � ��A/��&1� �	�� � 89:�/���	���                                                                                         �2.82� 

The continuity equation gives the relationship between the pressure across the actuator’s 

piston 	�� and total load flow through the actuator (�� as 

	G�� � ��	�� � H��/G�� 0 H(��                                                                                           (2.83) 

where  /�� is the difference between the vertical displacement of i th corner of sprung mass P� 
and the vertical displacement of corresponding ith unsprung mass Z�, i.e. /�� � P� � Z�. 
By substituting Eq. (2.82) in (2.83), the relationship between the load pressure and spool 

valve displacement can be obtained as follows 

	G�� � ��	�� � H��/G�� 0 H��A/��&1� �	�� � 89:�/���	���                                                   �2.84� 

The relationship between the spool valve displacement and output of the controller is 

described as follows 

/G�� � 1� �I�� � /���                                                                                                                          �2.85� 

The actuator friction represents the friction associated with mechanical surfaces rubbing 

together, bearing friction, viscous friction, and so on.  

Frictional forces are modeled with an approximation of Signum function (Rajamani and 

Hedrick 1995) as illustrated in Figure (2.6). From Figure (2.6) the mathematical model of 

friction forces can be written as 

�"� � ]^ 89:_/G��`       <=> a/G��a b 0.01
^ 8c: #d/G��0.02$     <=> a/G��a 6 0.01?                                                                                     �2.86� 

where µ is an empirical operator. 
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2.4 Mathematical equations of full vehicle nonlinear active 

suspension systems with hydraulic actuators in state space 

form 

The heave motion (vertical motion) of sprung mass (Eq. (2.52)) can be rewritten as follows 

XPY� � ���� 0 �	 0 �� 0 ���PG� 0 0.5���� � �	 � �� 0 ����G 0 _��� 0 �	�R� �
�3+�4�2�−��1	1−
12��	1−
1−��2	2−
22��	2−
2−��3	3−
32��	3−
3−

����PG� � ZG ��	89:�PG� � ZG �� 0 ��ZG � 0 �	ZG 	 0 ��ZG � 0 ��ZG � � �M� 0 M	 0 M� 0 M��P� 0
0.5��M� � M	 � M� 0 M��� 0 _�M� 0 M	�R� � �M� 0 M��R	`� � �M��P� � Z��� �
�M	�P	 � Z	�� � �M��P� � Z��� � �M��P� � Z��� 0 M�Z� 0 M	Z	 0 M�Z� 0 M�Z� 0
�'�	�� 0 	�	 0 	�� 0 	��� � �"� � �"	 � �"� � �"�                                                               

                                                                                                                                         (2.87) 

Eq. (2.78) of rolling motion can be rewritten as follows 

	(	# �Y � ��� � �	 � �� 0 ���PG� � 0.5���� 0 �	 0 �� 0 ����G 0 _��	 � ���R� 0 ��� �
���R	`�G 0 ����PG� � ZG ��	89:�PG� � ZG �� � ��	�PG	 � ZG 	�	89:�PG	 � ZG 	� � ����PG� �

 

µ 

- µ 

Ff 

/G� 
0.01 -0.01 

Figure  2.6 Friction model 
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ZG ��	89:�PG� � ZG �� 0 ����PG� � ZG ��	89:�PG� � ZG �� � ��ZG � 0 �	ZG 	 0 ��ZG � � ��ZG � 0
�M� � M	 � M� 0 M��P� � 0.5��M� 0 M	 0 M� 0 M��� 0 _�M	 � M��R� 0 �M� � M��R	`� 0
�M��P� � Z��� � �M	�P	 � Z	�� � �M��P� � Z��� 0 �M��P� � Z��� � M�Z� 0 M	Z	 0
M�Z� � M�Z� 0 ���	�� � 	�� 0 	�	 � 	��� 0 �"� � �"	 � �"� 0 �"� 0 	# \�                   (2.88)                                                                                   

The pitching motion of sprung mass (Eq. (2.79)) can be rewritten as 

[&�Y � _��� 0 ���R	 � ��� 0 �	�R�`PG� 0 0.5�_��� � �	�R� 0 ��� � ���R	`�G 0 _��� 0
�2�12+�3+�4�22�+�1�1
1+�1�2
2−�2�3
3−�2�4
4−��1�1	1−
12��	1−
1−��

1�2	2−
22��	2−
2+��2�3	3−
32��	3−
3+ 

�R	���PG� � ZG ��	89:�PG� � ZG �� 0 _�M� 0 M��R	 � �M� 0 M	�R�`P� 0 0.5�_�M� � M	�R� 0
�3−�4�2�+�1+�2�12+�3+�4�22�+�1�1
1+�1�2
2−�2�3
3−�2�4
4−��1�1	1

−
13−��1�2	2−
23+��2�3	3−
33+��2�4	4−
43+���1��1+���1��2−���2��3

−���2��4−�1��1−�1��2+�2��3+�2��4+��                                (2.89)                   

The heave motions equation of unsprung masses can be rewritten as 

L�ZY � � ��PG� � 0.5����G � ��R��G 0 ����PG� � ZG ��	89:�PG� � ZG �� � ��� 0 ���ZG � 0 ��IG � 0
M�P� � 0.5�M�� � M�R�� 0 �M��P� � Z��� � �M�0K��Z� 0 K�I� � ��	�� 0 �"�       (2.90) 

 

L	ZY 	 � �	PG� 0 0.5��	�G � �	R��G 0 ��	�PG	 � ZG 	�	89:�PG	 � ZG 	� � ��	 0 �	�ZG 	 0 �	IG 	 0
M	P� 0 0.5�M	� � M	R�� 0 �M	�P	 � Z	�� � �M	0K	�Z	 0 K	I	 � ��	�	 0 �"	         (2.91)                   

                                                                                                                                              

L�ZY � � ��PG� 0 0.5����G 0 ��R	�G 0 ����PG� � ZG ��	89:�PG� � ZG �� � ��� 0 ���ZG � 0 ��IG � 0
M�P� 0 0.5�M�� 0 M�R	� 0 �M��P� � Z��� � �M� 0 K��Z� 0 K�I� � ��	�� 0 �"�       (2.92)                                                                     

                                                                                                                                         

L�ZY � � ��PG� � 0.5����G 0 ��R	�G 0 ����PG� � ZG ��	89:�PG� � ZG �� � ��� 0 ���ZG � 0 ��IG � 0
M�P� � 0.5�M�� 0 M�R	� 0 �M��P� � Z��� � �M� 0 K��Z� 0 K�I� � ��	�� 0 �"�       (2.93)                                                                                                  
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From Eq. (2.84), the hydraulic actuator model for each suspension can be written as 

	G�� � ��	�� � H��PG� 0 0.5�H���G 0 R�H���G 0 H��ZG � 0  

           H��A/��.�� �	�� � 89:�/���	���                                                                            (2.94) 

	G�	 � ��	�	 � H��PG� � 0.5�H���G 0 R�H���G 0 H��ZG 	 0  

H��A/�	.�� �	�	 � 89:�/�	�	�	�                                                                                     (2.95) 

	G�� � ��	�� � H��PG� � 0.5�H���G � R	H���G 0 H��ZG � 0  

H��A/��.�� �	�� � 89:�/���	���                                                                                     (2.96)      

	G�� � ��	�� � H��PG� 0 0.5�H���G � R	H���G 0 H��ZG � 0  

H��A/��.�� �	�� � 89:�/���	���                                                                                     (2.97)       

/G�� � �) �I�� � /���                                                                                                           (2.98) 

/G�	 � �) �I�	 � /�	�                                                                                                           (2.99) 

/G�� � �) �I�� � /���                                                                                                          (2.100) 

/G�� � �) �I�� � /���                                                                                                          (2.101) 

For simplification of  the state space form for full vehicle nonlinear active suspension system 

with hydraulic actuator the following assumptions can be assumed  

8� � �P� � Z���;                                                 8	 � �P	 � Z	�� ;   

8� � �P� � Z���  ;                                               8� � �P� � Z��� ;       

 8* � �PG� � ZG ��	89:�PG� � ZG ��;                             8+ � �PG	 � ZG 	�	89:�PG	 � ZG 	�;                                          
8, � �PG� � ZG ��	89:�PG� � ZG ��;                          8- � �PG� � ZG ��	89:�PG� � ZG ��; 
8. � /��e�	�� � 89:�/���	���  ;                       8�� � /�	e�	�	 � 89:�/�	�	�	�  ;       

8�� � /��e�	�� � 89:�/���	���   ;                    8�	 � /��e�	�� � 89:�/���	���   ; 
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8�� � f89:�PG� � ZG ��   <=> |PG� � ZG �| b 0.018c: */012��32 �4�.�	 +  <=> |PG� � ZG �| 6 0.01 ?    8�� � f89:�PG	 � ZG 	�   <=> |PG	 � ZG 	| b 0.018c: */012��32 �4�.�	 +  <=> |PG	 � ZG 	| 6 0.01 ? 
8�* � f89:�PG� � ZG ��   <=> |PG� � ZG �| b 0.018c: */012
�32 
4�.�	 +  <=> |PG� � ZG �| 6 0.01 ?   8�+ � f89:�PG� � ZG ��   <=> |PG� � ZG �| b 0.018c: */012��32 �4�.�	 +  <=> |PG� � ZG �| 6 0.01 ?         
Substituting these assumptions into equations (2.87)-(2.97) leads to 

PY� � � 0��6��6�
6��47 PG� 0 �.*#0�������
6��47 �G 0 80��6��49��0�
6��49�:7 �G 0 ��7 ZG � 0 ��7 ZG 	 0
�
7 ZG � 0 ��7 ZG � � 0$�6$�6$
6$�47 P� 0 �.*#0$��$��$
6$�47 � 0 80$�6$�49��0$
6$�49�:7 � 0 $�7 Z� 0
$�7 Z	 0 $
7 Z� 0 $�7 Z� 0 ��7 �	�� 0 	�	 0 	�� 0 	��� � ;$�7 8� � ;$�7 8	 � ;$
7 8� � ;$�7 8� �
;��7 8* � ;��7 8+ � ;�
7 8, � ;��7 8- � <7 8�� � <7 8�� � <7 8�* � <7 8�+                                (2.102)                                                      

�Y � #0�������
6��4	(	 PG� � #�0��6��6�
6��4�(	 �G 0 #80�����49�60����
49�:	(	 �G � #��	(	 ZG � 0 #��	(	 ZG 	 0
#�
	(	 ZG � � #��	(	 ZG � 0 #0$��$��$
6$�4	(	 P� � #�0$�6$�6$
6$�4�(	 � 0 #80$��$�49�60$��$
49�:	(	 � � #$�	(	 Z� 0
#$�	(	 Z	 0 #$
	(	 Z� � #$�	(	 Z� 0 #��	(	 �	�� � 	�� 0 	�	 � 	��� 0 ;#$�	(	 8� � ;#$�	(	 8	 � ;#$
	(	 8� 0
;#$�	(	 8� 0 ;#��	(	 8* � ;#��	(	 8+ � ;#�
	(	 8, 0 ;#��	(	 8- 0 #<	(	 8�� � #<	(	 8�� � #<	(	 8�* 0 #<	(	 8�+ 0 �(	 \�                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                         (2.103) 

�Y � 80�
6��49��0��6��49�:( PG� 0 �.*#80�����49�60�
���49�:( �G 0 �0��6��49��60�
6��49���
( �G 0 9���( ZG � 0

9���( ZG 	 � 9��
( ZG � � 9���( ZG � 0 80$
6$�49��0$�6$�49�:( P� 0 �.*#80$��$�49�60$
�$�49�:( � 0
�0$�6$�49��60$
6$�49���

( � 0 9�$�( Z� 0 9�$�( Z	 � 9�$
( Z� � 9�$�( Z� 0 ��9�( 	�� 0 ��9�( 	�	 �
��9�( 	�� � ��9�( 	�� � ;9�$�( 8� � ;9�$�( 8	 0 ;9�$
( 8� 0 ;9�$�( 8� � ;9���( 8* � ;9���( 8+ 0 ;9��
( 8, 0
 ;9���( 8- � 9�<( 8�� � 9�<( 8�� 0 9�<( 8�* 0 9�<( 8�+ 0 �( \&                                                       (2.104)                                                                  
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ZY � � ����
PG� � �.*#����

�G � ��9���
�G � 0��6��4��

ZG � 0 $���
P� � �.*#$���

� � $�9���
� � 0$�6��4��

Z� �
����

	�� 0 ;$���
8� 0 ;����

8* 0 <��
8�� 0 ����

IG � 0 ����
I�                                                           (2.105) 

ZY 	 � ����
PG� 0 �.*#����

�G � ��9���
�G � 0��6��4��

ZG 	 0 $���
P� 0 �.*#$���

� � $�9���
� � 0$�6��4��

Z	 �
����

	�	 0 ;$���
8	 0 ;����

8+ 0 <��
8�� 0 ����

IG 	 0 ����
I	                                                           (2.106) 

ZY � � �
�

PG� 0 �.*#�
�


�G � �
9��

�G � 0�
6�
4�


ZG � 0 $
�

P� 0 �.*#$
�


� � $
9��

� � 0$
6�
4�


Z� �
���


	�� 0 ;$
�

8� 0 ;�
�


8, 0 <�

8�* 0 �
�


IG � 0 �
�

I�                                                      (2.107) 

ZY � � ����
PG� � �.*#����

�G 0 ��9���
�G � 0��6��4��

ZG � 0 $���
P� � �.*#$���

� 0 $�9���
� � 0$�6��4��

Z� �
����

	�� 0 ;$���
8� 0 ;����

8- 0 <��
8�+ 0 ����

IG � 0 ����
I�                                                      (2.108) 

	G�� � �H��PG� 0 0.5�H���G 0 R�H���G 0 H��ZG � � �	�� 0  �8.                               (2.109) 

	G�	 � �H��PG� � 0.5�H���G 0 R�H���G 0 H��ZG 	 � �	�	 0 �8��                               (2.110) 

	G�� � �H��PG� � 0.5�H���G � R	H���G 0 H��ZG � � �	�� 0 �8��                              (2.111) 

	G�� � �H��PG� 0 0.5�H���G � R	H���G 0 H��ZG � � �	�� 0 �8�	                               (2.112) 

where  � � ���A.�� 

The state of the system can be given by  

g� � hP� � � Z� Z	 Z� Z� 	�� 	�	 	�� 	�� /�� /�	 /�� /��i  
g	 � hPG� �G �G ZG � ZG 	 ZG � ZG �i  
g � jg�g	k  
l � h8� 8	 8� 8� 8* 8+ 8, 8- 8. 8�� 8�� 8�	 8�� 8�� 8�* 8�+i=  

m� � h\� \& I� I	 I� I� I�� I�	 I�� I��i=  

m	 � hIG � IG 	 IG � IG �i=  
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m � jm�m	k  
O � hP� P	 P� P� Z� Z	 Z� Z� P� � �i=   

The input state space equation can be written as 

gG � n�g 0 n	l 0 n�m  

The output equation can be written as 

o � ��g 0 pm  

where n� is called the state matrix, n	  the nonlinear matrix, n� the  input matrix, ��   the 

output matrix and D   the direct transmission matrix. 

The matrix B1 takes big size when trying to write it on full page, therefore, the following 

assumptions are introduced 

M�1� � 0$�6$�6$
6$�47 ;  M�> � �.*#0$�6$
�$��$�47  ;   M�? � 89�0$
6$�4�9�0$�6$�4:7    
��1� � 0��6��6�
6��47 ;  ��> � �.*#0��6�
������47  ;   ��? � 89�0�
6��4�9�0��6��4:7   

M	1� � #0$��$�6$
�$�4	(	 ;   M	> � #�0$�6$�6$
6$�4�(	 ;   M	? � #89�0$
�$�4�9�0$��$�4:	(	   

�	1� � #0�����6�
���4	(	 ;   �	> � #�0��6��6�
6��4�(	 ;   �	? � #89�0�
���4�9�0�����4:	(	   

M�1� � 89�0$�6$�4�9�0$
6$�4:( ; M�> � �.*#89�0$��$�469�0$��$
4:( ; M�? � ��9��0$�6$�469��0$
6$�4�
(    

��1� � 89�0��6��4�9�0�
6��4:( ; ��> � �.*#89�0�����469�0����
4:( ; ��? � ��9��0��6��469��0�
6��4�
(   
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�
1 �0.5�� �� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0.5�� �� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0.5�� � 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 �0.5�� � 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0�

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

   

D= [0]. 

2.5 Implementation of the process model using 

MATLAB/SIMULIK package 

MATLAB is a technical computing environment for high-performance numeric computation 

and visualization. SIMULINK is a part of MATLAB that can be used to simulate any linear 

or nonlinear dynamic systems. The SIMULINK model can be created by adding a new class 

of windows called the block diagram windows. In these windows, models are created and 

edited primarily by mouse-driven commands. To simulate any process model, a new Simulink 

environment should be opened by clicking on SIMULINK icon in the Matlab toolbar. The 

process model is constructed by drag-and-dropping the appropriate blocks from main 

SIMULINK Library Browser to environment windows. Figure 2.7 shows the MATLAB 

SIMULINK model of the full vehicle nonlinear active suspension systems with the road 

profile inputs: �� exciting, bending torque input Tx and braking torque input Ty.  
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As shown in Figure 2.7, the inputs of the proposed model are � � �����
� where 

�� � ��� �� �� ��
�� ��	�  

Bending torque input 

Braking torque 
input 

 

 

 

 

Road  
profile  
inputs 
 

                   Signal 
                   outputs 

Proposed model 

Figure  2.7 MATLAB SIMULINK model of the proposed system under test 
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�� � ��
 � �
 � �
 � �
 �	�   

The source block       is the signal generator that represents the random input with 0.01m 

amplitude and 0.1Hz frequency. To simulate the time delay of road exciting inputs for each 

tyre, the time delay blocks           are added. In this simulation, it is assumed that the time 

delay for the road exiting inputs u1, u2, u3 and u4 are 0, 0.3, 0.8 and 0.5 seconds respectively. 

To simulate the bending torque input, two unit step inputs have been used. The amplitude of 

the first unit step input is 5500 N/m and it is applied at 0 s. While, the amplitude of the second 

unit step input is -5500N/m and it is applied at 10 s. By adding these two signals, the 

amplitude of the equivalent signal is 5500 N/m and its effect is applied from 0 s to 10 s.  The 

same technique is followed to simulate the braking torque, but the effect of the second unit 

step signal is applied at 5s. Therefore, the amplitude of equivalent signal, which is applied to 

represent the braking torque, is 5500 N/m from 0 s to 5 s. The output signals z1, z2, z3, z4, zc, α 

and η are sent to the workspace of MATLAB program to save their data and these data will be 

used to plot the output responses of the proposed system. The construction of proposed model 

is very huge; therefore, the whole Simulink structure of the proposed model is explained 

individually in Appendix 1.        

2.6 Simulation and results 

To confirm that the design of the control system for full vehicle model with hydraulic 

actuators is necessary for meeting the control objectives or not, the time responses of the 

proposed model should be investigated without controller.   

The numerical values of the hydraulic actuators and full vehicle model that are used in the 

simulation are taken from previous data referenced by Alleyne and Hedrick (1995) and Park 

and Kim (1998) respectively. The numerical values of the proposed model are given in Table 

(2.1) and (2.2). 
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Table  2.1 Numerical values of hydraulic actuators 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The MATLAB and SIMULINK programme has been used to simulate the full vehicle 

nonlinear active suspension model with hydraulic actuators. The open-loop responses of full 

vehicle suspension systems, when the random inputs are applied as road excitation, are 

investigated. The plots of the open-loop responses will show if the control objectives can be 

met without using a control system for proposed model or not. The control objectives in this 

case are: minimizing the vibration sensed by the passengers when travelling on the rough 

roads and avoidance of the rollover of the vehicle when critical manoeuvres occur such as 

braking and cornering. 

Figures 2.8-2.14 illustrate the time outputs response of full vehicle suspension systems with 

hydraulic actuators. The road profiles are assumed to be random input. Those Figures depict 

that the vertical displacement at each corner are unacceptable which means that the passive 

suspension systems are incapable of absorbing the vibrations excited by the road unevenness.  

 

Notation Description Values Units 

 

�,  and � 

 

Actuator parameters 

4.515*1013,1 and 

1.545*109 

 

- 

 

Ap 

Cross section area of 

piston 

 

3.35*10-4 

 

m2 

�	 Supply pressure 10342500 Pa 

� Time constant 1/30 s 
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                                          Table  2.2 Numerical values of full vehicle model 

                                

Notations Description Values  Units 

 

K1, K2 

Front-left and Front-right suspension 

stuffiness, respectively. 

 

19960 

 

N/m 

 

K3, K4 

Rear-right and rear-left suspension 

stuffiness, respectively. 

 

17500 

 

N/m 

 

k1-k4 

Front-left, Front-right, rear-right and rear-

left tire stuffiness respectively. 

 

175500 

 

N/m 

 

C1, C2 

Front-left and Front-right suspension 

damping, respectively. 

 

1290 

 

N.s/m 

 

C3, C4 

Rear-right and rear-left suspension 

stuffiness, respectively. 

 

1620 

 

N.s/m 

 

c1-c4 

Front-left, Front-right, rear-right and rear-

left tire damping, respectively. 

 

14.6 

 

N.s/m 

M Sprung mass. 1460 kg 

 

m1, m2 

Front-left, Front-right tire mass, 

respectively. 

 

40 

 

kg 

 

m3, m4 
Rear-right and rear-left tire mass, 

respectively. 

 

35.5 

 

kg 

Jx Moment of inertia x-direction. 460 kg.m2 

Jy Moment of inertia y-direction. 2460 kg.m2 

 

l1 

Distance between the center of gravity of 

vehicle body and front axle. 

 

1.011 

 

m 

 

l2 

Distance between the center of gravity of 

vehicle body and rear axle. 

 

1.803 

 

m 

b Width of track 1.51 m � Empirical parameter 0.1 - 
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Figure 2.11 Time response of vertical displacement at P4 
 

 

Figure  2.8 Time response of  vertical displacment at P1 
 

Figure 2.9 Time response of vertical displacement at P2 

 
Figure 2.10 Time response of  vertical displacement at P3 

) ) 

) ) 
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Figure 2.12 Time response of a vertical displacement at Pc 

 
Figure 2.13 Time response of pitch angle 

Figure 2.14 Time response of roll angle 

) ) 

) 
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To simulate the cornering of the vehicle, a bending torque has been applied as shown in 

Figure 2.15. The road profiles have been assumed to be random input. Figures 2.16-2.22 

demonstrate the time output responses of the full vehicle suspension systems with hydraulic 

actuators. Those figures show that when the bending torque is applied, both the riding comfort 

and road handling are decreased.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.16 Time response of a vertical displacement at P1 

Figure 2.17 Time response of a vertical displacement at P2 
 

Figure 2.18 Time response of a vertical displacement at P3 

 
Figure 2.15 Bending torque 

(s) (s) 

(s) (s) 
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Figure 2.20 Time response of a vertical displacement at Pc Figure 2.19 Time response of a vertical displacement at P4 

 

Figure 2.21 Time response of roll angle Figure 2.22 Time response of pitch angle 

(s) (s) 

(s) (s) 
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To simulate the braking of the vehicle, a braking torque has been applied as shown in Figure 

2.23. The road profiles have been assumed to be random input. Figures 2.24-2.30 illustrate the 

time output responses of the full vehicle suspension systems with hydraulic actuators. After 

the braking torque is applied, the discomfort felt by the passangers is increased and the 

contact forces between the tyres and the road surface are decreased. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.24 Time response of a vertical displacement at P1 
 

 
Figure 2.23 Braking torque 

Figure 2.25 Time response of a vertical displacement at P2 
 

Figure 2.26 Time response of a vertical displacement at P3 
 

(s) (s) 

(s) (s) 
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Figure 2.28 Time response of a vertical displacement at Pc 
 

 
Figure 2.29 Time response of roll angle Figure 2.30 Time response of pitch angle 

Figure 2.27 Time response of a vertical displacement at P4 

(s) 

(s) (s) 

(s) 
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2.7 Summary 

Regarding the historical review, the researchers designed control systems for quarter, half or 

full model of suspension systems. Some researchers suggested control systems for linear 

suspension models, while the other suggested control systems for nonlinear suspension 

models. Without doubt, the nonlinearity and uncertainties inherently exist in the suspension 

system; therefore, the nonlinear effect has to be taken into account when designing the robust 

control system.  In this work, full vehicle nonlinear active suspension model has been used to 

take into account the three movements: vertical movement, pitching movement and rolling 

movement. From the literature review, the report of the intelligent control design problems for 

full vehicle nonlinear active suspension systems with hydraulic actuators has not been found. 

Also, the frictional forces inside the hydraulic actuators were not covered, either. Therefore, 

the effects of the nonlinear hydraulic actuators with frictional forces were taken into account. 

The mathematical model equations for full vehicle nonlinear active suspension systems with 

nonlinear hydraulic actuators have been derived in this chapter. 

The results in the previous section show that the vibrations sensed by the passengers are 

sensible. When the inputs to the vehicle system are just the road random profile inputs, both 

the riding comfort and road handling are decreased. The amplitude of the output transient 

responses should be small values. Furthermore, when the bending torque is applied to 

simulate the cornering (or when the braking torque is applied to simulate braking) with 

random inputs as road profile, the output transient responses oscillate around a specific value. 

The desired output responses should be over damping responses with very small steady state 

value. Therefore, the passive suspension systems without control element are not suitable to 

eliminate the vibrations which arise from travelling on the rough road or sharp manoeuvres 
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such as pitching and rolling movements. In following chapters, an intelligent control system 

will be designed to achieve the design requirements.  
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3.  Evolutionary Algorithm Based Fractional Order 

PIλDµ Controller   

  

 

 

 

3.1 PID’s function and improvement 

The PID term refers to the first letter of the names of the individual terms that make up the 

standard three term controller. These are: P for the proportional term; I for the integral term 

and D for the derivative term in the controller. The PID controllers are widely being used in 

the industries for process control applications. Even for complex industrial control systems, 

the PID control module is used to build the main controller. The merit of using PID 

controllers lies in its simplicity of design and good performance including low percentage 

overshoot and small settling time for normal industrial processes (Astrom and Hagglund 

1995). Several formulas have been proposed to select suitable parameters of PID controllers. 

Zielger-Nichols tuning formula was proposed in 1942 to tune the PID control parameters. 

This tuning formula can be applied when the plant model is given by a first-order plus dead 

time. Many variants of the traditional Ziegler-Nichols PID tuning methods have been 

proposed such as the Chien-Hrones-Reswick formula, Cohen-Coon formula, refine Ziegler-
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Nichols tuning formula, Wang-Juang-Chan formula and Zhuang-Atherton optimum PID 

controller (Xue et al. 2007). 

The performance of the PID controllers can be further improved by appropriate setting of 

fractional-I and fractional-D actions. In Fractional Order PID (FOPID) controller, besides 

tuning the proportional constant; derivative constant; and integral constant (Kp, Kd and Ki), the 

derivative order µ parameter and the integral order λ parameter must be tuned too. Therefore, 

the two extra degrees of freedom, which come from adding the fractional order integrator and 

differentiator, will add more flexibility to the design the FOPID controller.  Several methods 

have been introduced to tune the five parameters of FOPID controller. An alternative design 

method is introduced based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) to design the FOPID by 

Ghartemani et al. (2007); Cao and Cao (2006) and Maiti et al. (2008).  In Reference Vinagre 

et al. (2000), a frequency domain approach based on the expected crossover frequency and 

phase margin was performed to design the FOPID controller. A frequency-band broken–line 

approximation method was proposed to tune the parameters of fractional-order PIλD 

controller (Ma and Hori 2004). Dorcak et al. (2001) proposed state-space design method 

based on feedback poles placement to design the FOPID controller. The optimization design 

process based on Genetic Algorithm was designed by Cao et al. (2005) and Meng and Xue 

(2009) to tune the parameters of FOPID controller. Biswas et al. (2008) proposed Differential 

Evolution to design of fractional-order PID controllers involving fractional-order integrator 

and differentiator. The Evolutionary Algorithms was proposed as a design method to tune the 

parameters of the FOPID controller (Kiani and Pariz 2007). 

In this Chapter, the parameters of FOPID controller will be tuned using an Evolutionary 

Algorithm (EA) to control the full vehicle nonlinear active suspension systems with hydraulic 

actuators. The Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) is a modern technique for searching complex 

spaces for an optimum. This algorithm operates on a population of potential solutions by 
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applying the principle of survival of the fittest to produce perfect approximations to a 

solution. Therefore, the evolutionary algorithm has been used for modifying the optimal 

values of Kp, Ki, Kd, λ and µ. The proposed FOPID controller has been designed for full 

vehicle nonlinear active suspension model including hydraulic actuators in order to improve 

the riding comfort and road handling during various manoeuvres: travelling, braking and 

cornering. Six types of disturbances have been applied to examine the robustness and 

effectiveness of the proposed controller. 

3.2 Fractional order PIλλλλDµµµµ controller 

Fractional order differential equation is used to describe the fractional order PIλDµ controller. 

As mentioned before, in PID controller case, three parameters Kp, Kd and Ki should be tuned 

to design the controller. One of the possibilities to improve PID controllers is to use 

fractional-order PIλDµ  controllers with real order of derivative and integral.  

Recently, some of authors proposed the FOPID controller for different applications. 

Ghartemani et al. (2007) applied Fractional Order PIλDµ  (FOPID) controller for an Automatic 

Voltage Regulator (AVR). Ma and Hori (2004) proposed a frequency band fractional order 

PIλD controller for speed control of the two inertia system, which is a basic control problem 

in motion control. A fractional order PIλDµ controller is performed for a position 

servomechanism control system considering actuator saturation and the shaft tensional 

flexibility.  

For actually implementation, the authors introduced a modified approximation method to 

realise the designed fractional order  PIλDµ  controller (Xue et al. (2006)). The differential 

equation of fractional order controller was described as (Xue et al. (2007)) 

���� � �
���� � ����
����� � ����

�����                                                                           (3.1)    
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where e(t) is the error between a measured process output variable and a desired set point, and 

u(t) is the control signal. Eq. (3.1) illustrates that the five control parameters (Kp, Ki, Kd, λ and 

µ) should be tuned to design an accurate controller. The integral order and derivative order 

add more flexibility to design an FOPID controller.  

The Laplace transform of the fractional order differentiation  equation is defined as (Xue et al. 

2007) 

����
�����	 � ��������	 � � �����

���������	���

���

���
                                                            �3.2� 

where �! � 1� # � $ !. 

If the derivatives of the function f(t) are all equal to 0 at t=0, the second part of the right hand 

side of Eq. (3.2) is omitted. Therefore, Eq. (3.2) can be rewritten as 

����
�����	 � ��%���                                                                                                           (3.3) 

where F(s) is the Laplace transform of f(t). 

Therefore, the continuous transfer function of FOPID controller can be given by  

&���� � ����'��� � �
 � ���
� ����                                                                                                   �3.4� 

The orders λ and µ can be any real numbers. From Eq. (3.4) the classical PID controller can 

be obtained by setting λ=µ=1. When λ=1 (or 0) and µ=0 (or 1) a normal PI (or PD) controller 

can be obtained. Figure 3.1 shows that the fractional order PIλDµ controller generalises and 

expands the classical PID controller from a point to plane. This expansion gives the designers 

more flexibility to design an accurate controller. The fractional-order PIλDµ  controller is 

explained with the horizontal axis as the order of the integrator and the vertical axis as the 

order of the differentiator. It can be seen that the ordinary PI ,PD and PID controllers are 

special cases of the fractional-order PIλDµ controller since the values of λ and µ can be 

selected freely, which adds two more degree of freedom to the controller design. 
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The big challenge here is that how can the designers select the optimal values of the control 

parameters to design an accurate controller. As mentioned in Section 3.1, the researchers 

proposed different algorithms to modify the parameters of FOPID controller. In this chapter, 

Evolutionary Algorithm has been proposed to design the FOPID controller.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Evolutionary algorithm 

The Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) is an optimization algorithm that is used to search for 

optimal solutions to a problem (Back 1996). This algorithm operates on a population of 

potential solutions applying the principle of survival of the fittest to produce best 

approximations to a solution. Evolutionary algorithms provide a universal optimization 

technique that mimics the type of genetic adaptation that occurs in natural evolution 

(Goldberg 1989 and Back 1996). Unlike specialised methods designed for particular types of 

optimization tasks, they require no particular knowledge about the problem structure other 

than the objective function it self. At each iteration step, a new set of approximations is 

assumed by the process of selecting individuals according to their level of fitness in the 

problem domain and breeding them together using operators, such as mutation, crossover and 

selection borrowed from natural genetics in order to generate the new generations (Sumathi et 

al. 2008). It shares the same features with the genetic algorithm (GA) in terms of selection 

Figure 3.1 Generalized FOPID controller 

λ 

µ 

P 

1 PD 

PI 
1 

PID 

PIλDµ 
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method, crossover strategy, mutation scheme and reinsertion policy. The main difference 

between evolutionary algorithm and genetic algorithm lies in the representation of the 

individual solutions (population). In evolutionary algorithm, the individuals represent as real 

numbers, whereas genetic algorithm encodes the values of individuals to generate the new 

population (Hoffmann 2001).   

3.3.1 Structure of evolutionary algorithm 

By using the Evolutionary Algorithm, the natural processes such as selection, crossover, 

mutation and reinsertion are modeled. Figure 3.2 depicts the structure of a generic 

evolutionary algorithm. At the beginning of the computation a number of individuals (each 

individual is D-dimension variables vector) representing the candidate solutions which are 

randomly initialised. Those candidate solutions represent the current population P(t) (first 

generation). The objective function is then evaluated for these individuals to obtain the fitness 

for each individual. If the optimization criteria are not met, the creation of new generation will 

be started. The individuals that have high fitness are more likely to be selected as a parent to 

generate the offspring for a new generation. The best parents are recombined to produce 

offspring. This process is called crossover. The crossover operator is applied to the mating 

pool with the hope that it creates a better offspring. After a crossover, offspring will be 

subjected to mutation which is randomly reforms an offspring to generate new variants. The 

fitness of the offspring is then computed. The offsprings that have high fitness are inserted 

into the population to create a new generation P(t+1). The cycle is performed until the 

maximum number of generations elapse or a desired level of fitness is reached. 
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3.3.2 Components of evolutionary algorithm 

The evolutionary algorithm (EA) has a number of components; the most important 

components of EA can be listed as 

Start 

Randomly generate initial 
population P (t=0) 

Evaluate objective function 

Are termination criteria 
met? 

Select fitness parent 

Crossover (offspring 
generation) 

Mutation 

Evaluation of offspring 

Reinsertion 

t =t+1 

Select best individual 

Yes 

End 

 

Figure 3.2 Structure of an evolutionary 
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• Evaluation or Fitness Function: It is a measurement function that quantifies the fitness 

for each individual, so that particular individual may be ranked against all the other 

candidate solutions. The individuals that have high fitness are allowed to breed and mix 

their values to produce the next generations which may be even better than the pervious 

generations. There are two formulas that can be used to compute the fitness value for an 

individuals 

1. Linear ranking fitness formula: in this formula the fitness value can be computed by 

this equation 

%)�!�����*�� � 2 � +� � 2 , �+� � 1� , ��*� � 1��-��� � 1�                                                      �3.5� 

where Nind is the number of individuals in the population; Pos is the position of an 

individual in this population (least fit individual has Pos=1, the fittest individual Pos= 

Nind); and SP is the selective pressure. The selective pressure can be defined as: the 

probability of the best individual is selected to compare with the average probability of 

selection of all individuals. 

2. Nonlinear Ranking fitness formula: the fitness value can be given by 

%)�!�����*�� � -��� , /��	��

∑ /�������

���

                                                                                             �3.6� 

where X is computed as the root of the following polynomial 

0 � �+� � -���� , /������ � +� , /������ � 3 � +� , / � +�  

• Selection: It is used to determine the best individuals according to their fitness values. 

The selected individuals are represented the parents that will recombine to generate the 

offsprings. There are many methods that can be used to select the best parents such as 

Roulette-Wheel Selection, Stochastic Universal Sampling, Local Selection, Truncation 

Selection, and Tournament Selection.   
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In this project, the Roulette

Roulette-Wheel Selection

technique: the individuals

individual’s segment is

and the individual whose

repeated until the desired

Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of six i

fitness value 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.1 demonstrate the fitness values and selection probability for 

ranking and selective pressu

number of uniformly distributed random numbers 

independently generated. 

For a sample of 6 random numbers

 

Pos Fitness

1 0.15

2 0.95

3 0.36

4 0.45

5 0.84

6 0.22
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In this project, the Roulette-wheel selection has been used to determine the best parents.

Wheel Selection: This is a stochastic algorithm and involves

individuals are mapped to contiguous segments of 

is equal in size to its fitness value. A random

whose segment matches that random number is selected.

desired number of individuals is obtained (called

 shows the distribution of six individuals in roulette wheel

the fitness values and selection probability for 

ranking and selective pressure SP=2). For selecting the mating population, the appropriate 

number of uniformly distributed random numbers (uniform distributed between 

 random numbers: 0.81, 0.32, 0.96, 0.01, 0.65, and 0.42

 

Fitness 

0.15 

0.95 

0.36 

0.45 

0.84 

0.22 

0.15 

0.95 

0.45 

0.36 

0.84 

0.22 

Figure 3.3 Roulette Wheel Selection 

to determine the best parents. 

involves the following 

 a line, such that each 

random number is generated 

selected. The process is 

(called mating population).  

ndividuals in roulette wheel according to their 

the fitness values and selection probability for 11 individuals (linear 

). For selecting the mating population, the appropriate 

uniform distributed between 0.0 and 1.0) is 

0.42.   
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Position of individual 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Fitness value 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 

Selection probability 0.18 0.16 0.15 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.0 

 

  

Figure 3.4 shows the selection process of the individuals for the example in the table together 

with the above sample trials. After selection the mating, population consists of the 

individuals: 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, and 9. 

 

 

 

 

 

• Crossover: In this step the best parents are recombined to produce the new offsprings. 

The types of recombination can be listed as 

1) Intermediate Crossover 

2) Line Crossover 

3) Extended Line Crossover. 

The intermediate crossover has been selected in this work. 

Intermediate Crossover:  Offsprings are produced according to the following formula: 

456�
� � 456�

�� , 5� � 456�
�� , 71 � 5�8   9 : �1, 2, … , -����                                              (3.7)   

where aj uniform at random, 456�
� is the jth offspring (new individual) variable,  456�

�� is the 

j th  parent1 (individual1) variable, 456�
�� is the j th  parent2 (individual2) variable and Nvar  is 

the number of variables in each individual. 

Table 3.1 Selection probability and fitness value 

 

Figure 3.4 The selected individuals using roulette wheel selection  
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Consider the following two individuals with 3 variables each: 

individual1     12   25  5 

individual2     123  4  34 

The a chosen for this example are: 

sample1     0.5  1.1  −0.1 

sample2     0.1  0.8    0.5 

The new individuals are calculated as: 

offspring1    67.5  1.9  2.1 

offspring2    23.1  8.2 19.5 

• Mutation: It means that reformation the offsprings by adding random values to the 

variables of an offspring with low probability.  The probability of mutating a variable 

is inversely proportional to the number of variables (dimensions). 

• Reinsertion: Once the offspring have been produced by selection, recombination and 

mutation of individuals from the old population, the fitness of the offspring may be 

determined. If the numbers of the produced offsprings are less than the size of the 

original population, the produced offsprings should be reinserted into the old 

population to maintain the size of the original population. Similarly, if not all 

produced offsprings are to be used at each generation or if the numbers of the  

produced offsprings are bigger than the size of the old population, then the reinsertion 

scheme must be used to determine which individuals are to exist in the new 

population. Different methods are used to reinsert the offspring into the old population 

to obtain the new generation. These methods can be listed as 

1. Pure reinsertion method: Produce as many offspring as parents and replace all 

parents by the offspring. 
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2. Uniform reinsertion method: Produce less offspring than parents and replace 

parents uniformly at random. 

3. Elitist reinsertion method:  Produce less offspring than parents and replace the 

worst parents. 

4. Fitness-based reinsertion method: Produce more offspring than needed for 

reinsertion and reinsert only the best offspring. 

The Elitist reinsertion method has been used in this work to generate the new 

population.  
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3.4 Implementation of the FOPID controller with proposed 

system using MATLAB/SIMULINK package  

Figure 3.5 shows the layout of the Simulink model of FOPID controller with controlled 

system.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Simulink model of FOPID Controller with the Proposed System 
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The amplitude of reference inputs are set to be 0 m, because the desire outputs of the 

controlled system should be forced to zero.  The FOPID controller model has eight inputs four 

outputs. The outputs of this model are applied as valves control signals of the hydraulic 

actuators (um1, um2, um3 and um4). The construction of FOPID controller model is depicted in 

Figure 3.6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

As shown from Figure 3.6, the FOPID controller consists of four FOPID sub-controllers each 

one is used to generate a control signal for one hydraulic actuator. The math function block 

illustrated in Figure 3.6             has two inputs ports. The first port corresponds to the base of 

the function, which may be the derivative of the error or integral of the error and the other 

port corresponds to the power of the function (constant).                                  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Construction of FOPID Controller Model 
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3.5 Simulation and results 

The Evolutionary Algorithm has been used to modify the parameters of the FOPID controller 

for full vehicle nonlinear active suspension system with hydraulic actuators. The nonlinear 

model of the active suspension system with nonlinear hydraulic actuators that is described in 

Chapter 2 has been use as a controlled system. As shown in Figure 2.5, the full vehicle model 

has four suspensions system, therefore, four FOPID sub-controllers should be designed at 

which one controller for each suspension system. The OptiY 4.0 program is used to obtain the 

optimal parameters of the FOPID controller.  

From Eq. 3.4, five parameters KP, Kd, Ki, λ and µ should be designed for each suspension. 

Each individual vector has five parameters (five-dimension variables vector).  For reducing 

the time of optimization, the ranges of FOPID parameters are selected as 

�� : �0 20000	, �� : �0 4000	, �� : �0 1500	, < : �0 1	 5!= > : �0 1	. To evaluate the 

objective function, the following function will be used: 

?� � 0.5 � @�
�

�

���

                                                                                                                                   �3.8� 

The stop criterion of the computation of evolutionary loop is the one that defines the 

maximum number of generations being produced. 

The initial values and optimal values of the FOPID controller parameters are shown in Table 

3.2. Figures 3.7- 3.11 demonstrate the changing of the control parameters (values of Kp, Kd, 

Ki, λ and µ) during the optimization steps. After 225 optimization steps, the parameters of the 

FOPID controller reach to steady state values (them optimal values) while the objective 

function Jf  value reach to small value as illustrated in Figure 3.12.  

During optimization phase, it is assumed that the inputs to the full vehicle model are just the 

road uneven excitation and control forces. The white noise input is applied as a rode profile. 
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Parameter Initial value Optimal value 

Kp 100 12678.26 

Kd 20 3253.92 

K i 1 768.1 

λ 0.3 0.45 

µ 0.7 0.886 

Table 3.2 Initial and optimal values of FOPID controller 

 
Figure 3.8 Changing value of Kd during 
                   optimization steps 
 

 
Figure 3.7 Changing value of Kp during 

optimization steps 
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Figure 3.9 Changing value of Ki during 
                   optimization steps 
 

Figure 3.10 Changing value of λ during 
                    optimization steps 
 

λ 

 
Figure 3.11 Changing value of µ during  
                   optimization steps 
 

Figure 3.12 Objective function 
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The suspension deflection (zi – wi) and body acceleration (zC  ) are used to evaluate the road 

handling and riding comfort of the riders, respectively. By supplying the control signal, just 

the vertical displacements of sprung mass (zi) and body acceleration (zC ) will be reduced to 

minimum while the vertical displacements of unsprung masses (wi) will remain as it is. When 

zi decreases, the road handling performance will be improved, while the decreasing of body 

acceleration (zC  ) means that the riding comfort is also improved. 

Figures 3.13-3.19 illustrate the comparison between the time outputs response of controlled 

system with FOPID controller and the passive system, i.e. the system without controller. The 

road profiles are assumed to be random inputs.  Those Figures show that the vertical 

displacements at each corner (at P1, P2, P3, and P4); the vertical displacement at center of 

gravity (at Pc); the rolling movement and the pitching movement have been improved when 

the FOPID controller are used. In another word, the riding comfort and road handling are 

become better.   
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Figure 3.14 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P2 
 

Figure 3.15 Time response of a vertical 
                   displacement at P3 
 

Figure 3.16 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P4 
 

Figure 3.13 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P1 
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Figure 3.17 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at Pc 
 

Figure 3.18 Time response of roll angle 

Figure 3.19 Time response of pitch angle 
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A bending torque has been applied to simulate the cornering of the vehicle (Figure 3.20). The 

road profiles are assumed to be random input. Figures 3.21-3.27 show the comparison 

between the time outputs response of controlled system with FOPID controller and passive 

system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.20 Bending torque Figure 3.21 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P1 
 

Figure 3.23 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P3 

Figure 3.22 Time response of a vertical 
                   displacement at P2 
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When the bending torque is applied, the outputs of the controlled system have been improved. 

When the FOPID controllers are used, the oscillations of the outputs of the controlled system 

have been omitted, but the final steady state values of the outputs remain the same.  

 

Figure 3.27 Time response of pitch angle 

 
Figure 3.24 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P4 
 

Figure 3.25 Time response of a vertical 
                   displacement at Pc 
 

Figure 3.26 Time response of roll angle 
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To simulate the braking of the vehicle, a braking torque has been applied as shown in Figure 

3.28. The road profiles have been assumed to be random input. Figures 3.29-3.35 show the 

comparison between the time outputs response of controlled system with FOPID controller 

and passive system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.29 Time response of a vertical 
                   displacement at P1 
 

Figure 3.28 Braking torque 

Figure 3.30 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P2 

Figure 3.31 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P3 
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It can be seen that when the braking torque is applied, the outputs of the controlled system 

have been improved. When the FOPID controllers are used, the oscillations of the outputs of 

Figure 3.32 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P4 
 

 
Figure 3.33 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at Pc 

Figure 3.34 Time response of roll angle Figure 3.35 Time response of pitch angle 
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the controlled system have been omitted, but the final steady states values of the outputs 

remain.  

3.6 Robustness test of the FOPID controller 

An efficient controller should be insenstive to disturbances signal which is applied on the 

plant. Therefore, the robustness of the FOPID controller should be examined to establish the 

effectiveness of the proposed controller. After obtaining the optimal values of the FOPID, the 

robustness of the proposed FOPID controllers with optimal values should be tested. Six types 

of disturbances are performed in turn to test the robustness of the FOPID controller. 

• Square wave with varying amplitude is applied as the input of  road profile      

The square input signal is applied as road input with fixed frequency (1 Hz). Its amplitude is 

changed from 0.01m to 0.08m. At each value, the cost function (as described in Eq. 3.13) is 

calculated from 

      

D � 0.5 � @!
�

�

!��
                                                                                                                              �3.13� 

 

Figure 3.36 shows the response of the cost function against the different amplitude values of 

square signal input. 

• Sine wave input signal with varying amplitude is  applied as the input road profile  

Different amplitudes of sine wave input from 0.01m to 0.08m have been applied as the input 

of road profile with fixed frequency (1 Hz). The response of the cost function for the full 

vehicle without control and a result of controlled system with FOPID controller are shown in 

Figure 3.37.  
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Square wave with varying frequency is applied as the input of road profile  

The square wave with fixed amplitude (0.03 m) has been applied as road profile. The 

frequency of the input signal is changed from 0.1Hz to 20Hz. The cost function has been 

calculated for each value of square input frequency. Figure 3.38 illustrate the cost function 

against different values of the square wave frequencies. 

• Square wave with varying frequency is applied as the input of road profile  

A sine wave input with different frequencies (from 0.1Hz to 20Hz) has been applied with 

fixed amplitude (0.03) to test the robustness of the proposed controller. Figure 3.39 shows the 

cost function against different values of the sine wave input frequencies. 

• Different values of bending inertia torque (Tx) are applied.  

The values of bending torque (from 1000 Nm to 9000Nm) with random signal as road profile 

has been applied. The cost function response is plotted as function of Tx in Figure 3.40.  

• Different values of breaking inertia torque (Ty) are applied  

The values of breaking torque (from 1000 Nm to 9000Nm) with random signal as road profile 

are applied. The cost function response is plotted as function of Ty as in Figure 3.41.  
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Figure 3.38 Time response of the cost function against 
different values of square wave frequencies 

 

Figure 3.39 Time response of the cost function against 
different values of sine wave frequencies 

 

Figure 3.37 Time response of the cost functions 
against the different amplitude of sine wave. 

 

 
Figure 3.36 Time response of the cost functions 
against the different amplitude of square wave. 
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From the above results, it is clear that when the FOPID controllers are used, the cost functions 

of the controlled system are slightly improved.  Only the response of the cost function against 

different values of the bending torque is still unchanged which means that when the different 

values of the bending torque are applied, the FOPID controller will be not a robust controller. 

3.7 Summary  

Fractional Order PIλDµ controller has been developed to improve the performance of vehicle 

motion by minimizing the cost function. The evolutionary algorithm has been used to select 

the fitness parameters of the FOPID controller. The FOPID controller has been designed by 

using OptiY 4.0 software to control the nonlinear active suspension systems with hydraulic 

actuators under typical disturbances. Simulation results stated that the output transient 

responses of the controlled system with proposed controller are better than the outputs 

transient responses of the passive system. Nevertheless, the amplitude of the output transient 

responses of the controlled system with FOPID controller is not small (can be sensed by the 

 
Figure 3.41Time response of the cost functions 

against breaking torque (Ty) 
 

Figure 3.40 Time response of the cost functions 
against bending torque (Tx) 
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passengers) so that the control objectives can not be met totally. On the other hand, when the 

bending torque with random inputs as the road profile is applied (or the braking torque 

applied), the oscillation of the output responses of the controlled system are reduced to nearly 

zero, but the steady state outputs are still unchanged. Furthermore, when the six types of 

typical disturbances are applied, simulation results illustrated that the performances of the cost 

function for the system with the FOPID controller have been slightly improved while for the 

fifth disturbances type (different values of bending torque applied) the performance of the 

cost function of the system with proposed controller is close to the performance of the cost 

function of the passive system which means when different values of the bending torque are 

applied, the proposed controller will lose its robustness. Due to that the FOPID controller is 

not adaptive controller, i.e. it does not have the ability to modify its parameters when sudden 

disturbances occur, the adaptive controller should be suggested to design a robust controller 

for the full vehicle nonlinear active suspension system with nonlinear hydraulic actuators.    
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4. Fuzzy Model Reference Learning Control 

 

 

 

 

4.1 Self-learning of fuzzy logic controller  

The complexity and the nonlinearity inherently exist in most practical systems which present 

a big challenge for designing robust controllers for these systems (Buckley and Ying 1989).  

Knowledge based control more and more tries to integrate the knowledge of human operators 

or process engineers into the controller’s design. Fuzzy control shows good performance for 

controlling nonlinear and uncertain systems that could not be controlled satisfactorily using 

conventional PID controller. The main advantages of the fuzzy logic controller (FLC) are: it 

can be applied to plants that are difficult to model mathematically and the controller can be 

designed to apply heuristic rules that reflect the experience of human experts. The drawbacks 

of designing the fuzzy controller depend on the experience of human experts are:  it is 

difficult to select the parameters of the fuzzy system (the parameters of the input and output 

membership functions of fuzzy rules-based) and the fuzzy controller that is constructed for the 

nominal application may later perform inadequately if significant and unpredictable plant 

parameter variations occur. In this case, a fuzzy learning system is effective to overcome 

these difficulties. A fuzzy learning system possesses the capability to improve its 

performances over time. Therefore, the designed learning controller has the ability to improve 

the performance of the closed-loop system by generating command inputs to the plant and 

utilizing feedback information from the plant. Over the last two decades, some researchers 
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proposed adaptive algorithms to design the fuzzy system. In Reference Damousis et al. 

(2002), fuzzy logic system was used to simulate the induced electromagnetic filed problem. In 

order to create the rule base for the fuzzy logic system, a special incremental learning scheme 

is performed during the training phase. The genetic algorithm was used to train the fuzzy 

system. In Reference Chiang et al. (1997), a reinforcement learning technique was applied to 

learn fuzzy logic control rules. The proposed self-learning fuzzy logic control used the genetic 

algorithm through reinforcement learning architecture. Qiao et al. (1992) proposed a method 

to design fuzzy control rules where the rules are represented by an analytic expression with a 

regulating factor. Simplified fuzzy control algorithm was used in this reference to regulate the 

fuzzy control rules online. Kovacic et al. (1995) described a model reference based self-

organizing fuzzy control scheme which is suitable for high-order systems of well-known 

structure. Kovacic et al. (1997) described a self-learning fuzzy logic controller (SLFLC) 

whose learning algorithm utilizes a second-order reference model and a sensitivity model. 

Fuzzy  if-then  rules  with  non-fuzzy  singletons  in  the  consequent  part  are  adjusted  by  a 

gradient  descent method  in  fuzzy systems (Ishibuchi et al.  1994). Gurocak and Lazaro 

(1994) proposed a method that treats the rule base of the fuzzy system as a multivariate 

function and performs parameter optimization to approach the desired rule base output with 

the given set of rules. 

Some other researchers used the Fuzzy Model Reference Learning Controller (FMRLC) to 

determine the optimal values of fuzzy controller parameters, such as Chen and Teng (1995); 

Kamnik et al. (1998); Ismail (1998); Mayhan and Washington (1998) and Layne and Passino 

(1993). In Reference by Layne and Passino (1992), the learning algorithm of the FMRLC is 

developed by synthesizing several basic ideas from fuzzy set and control theory, self-

organizing control, and conventional adaptive control. Learning mechanism which observes 

the plant outputs and adjusts the output membership functions of the rules in a direct fuzzy 
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controller is applied so that the overall system behaves like a reference model (a model of 

how the designer would like the controlled system to behave). The reference model is 

employed to provide closed loop performance feedback for synthesising and modifying the 

parameters of the fuzzy controller. 

In this chapter, the FMRLC has been used for full vehicle nonlinear active suspension 

systems with hydraulic actuators. The control forces between the body and wheel axles are 

generated by hydraulic actuators to achieve the objectives of both good riding performance 

and suitable road stability. The proposed fuzzy controller adjusts the hydraulic actuator force 

to minimize the vertical displacement at each suspension when travelling on rough roads and 

to reduce the tendency of vehicle to rollover during sharp manoeuvres such as breaking and 

cornering. Four fuzzy controllers will be trained and applied to individual actuators in the 

vehicle suspension system. To show the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed 

controller, comparison is made with the passive system for different types of the disturbances. 

4.2 The fuzzy logic systems 

A Fuzzy logic system, which was proposed by Lotfy Zadeh in 1965, emerged as a tool to deal 

with uncertain, imprecise, or qualitative decision-making problems. It is a static nonlinear 

mapping between its inputs and outputs. The following subsections show the general concept 

of the fuzzy logic system.  

4.2.1 General definitions 

To deal with fuzzy logic system, the following definitions should be introduced (Passino 

1998). 
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• Definition 4.1 “Linguistic Variables” 

It is a constant symbolic description that is used to specify the rules for rule based of fuzzy 

system inputs and outputs. If the fuzzy system has two inputs (u1 and u2) and one output(y), 

the following linguistic variables (for example) “�E� � position error, �E� � velocity error and 

FE � control signal” can be used to describe u1, u2 and y, respectively.  

• Definition 4.2 “Linguistic Values” 

Linguistic values are the symbolic domain of the linguistic variables. They are used to 

describe characteristics of the variables. In other words, the linguistic variable (�E�  or FE� ) takes 

on the elements from the set of linguistic values denoted by GH� � IGH�
�: j= 1, 2, …,Ni}, where 

Ni is the total number of the linguistic values for each of linguistic variable. For example, if 

�E� denotes the linguistic variable “position error”, then it may assign GH�
� = “negative”,  GH�

� =  

” zero” and GH�
�= “positive” so that �E� has a value from GH�= {GH�

� , GH�
�, GH�

�}. 

• Definition 4.3 “Linguistic Rules” 

The linguistic rules of fuzzy system can be described by using If-Then form  

If  premise Then consequent 

The inputs of the fuzzy set are associated with the premise (sometime called antecedents) and 

the outputs are associated with the consequent (sometime called action). It is considered that 

the MIMO form of rule can be divided into a number of MISO rules using simple rules from 

logic. Therefore, the general form of the linguistic qth rule can be described by  

Rq: If  �E� is JK�
�,# and �E� is JK�

�,# and… and �E� is JK�
$,# Then FE	 is LM	

�,#  

If the fuzzy system has just one output, then the total number of the possible rules which can 

be written for any problem depends on: the number of fuzzy system inputs and number of 

linguistic values for each linguistic variable. The total number of the rules in the fuzzy 

inference system can be calculated as: -� � ∏ -�
��� %�

 , where -%� is number of linguistic 
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value of  i th linguistic variable and n is the number of the fuzzy system inputs. Notice that 

each premise can be composed of the conjunction of several terms (e.g. �E� is JK�
�,# and �E� is 

JK�
�,#). The “and” operator is called conjunction operator. The conjunction operator can be any 

other logic operators such as: “or”, “ not”, etc.    

• Definition 4.4 “Membership Function” 

It is the function that maps the real numbers (crisps) of fuzzy system inputs to any numerical 

values between 0 and 1. The symbol µ
&
�
�,� (ui) is used to describe the membership function 

associated with linguistic value JK�
�,#. There are many shapes can be chosen as membership 

function such as Sigmoid function, Gaussian function, Trapezoidal function, Triangular 

function, Bell-shape function, etc. 

• Definition 4.5 “Fuzzy Sets” 

Given a linguistic variable �E� with a linguistic value JK�
�,# defined on the universe of discourse 

Ui and membership function µ
&
�
�,�(ui) that maps Ui to [0,1], a “fuzzy set” denoted with J�

�,#  is 

defined as 

J�
�,# � I���, µ&

�
�,������: �� : ��P 

4.2.2 Fuzzy logic system structure 

The fuzzy system consists of three main blocks: Fuzzification, Inference Mechanism and 

Defuzzification as shown in Figure 4.1. One of the famous fuzzy systems is the Mamdani 

fuzzy system which is constructed to work with crisp inputs and it takes one or more real 

value inputs and transforms them into fuzzy sets in the fuzzification part. These sets are then 

programmed to the inference system where the actual computation is performed. 
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The inputs and outputs of the fuzzy system are crisps (real numbers) not fuzzy sets. The 

fuzzification block transfer the crisp inputs (u1, u2…un) values to fuzzified inputs while the 

inference engine block uses the fuzzy rules from the rule-based block to generate fuzzy 

conclusions and the defuzzification block converts these fuzzy conclusions into the crisp 

outputs (y1, y2…ym). These crisp outputs values represent the outputs of the fuzzy system. 

Each part of fuzzy logic system will be explained in detail below. 

• Fuzzification 

Fuzzification is a mapping from the observed numerical input space to the fuzzy sets that are 

defined in the corresponding universes of discourse. The fuzzifier maps numerical values 

(universe of discourse) of any input denoted by (u1, u2, u3, …, un) into fuzzy sets represented 

by membership functions. Therefore, the fuzzifier’s duty is to transform (encode) the crisp 

valued inputs into fuzzy sets. The encoded information is then used in the fuzzy inference 

process. 

• Inference mechanism 

Inference mechanism has two main tasks. In the first task, the premises of all rules are 

compared to the controller inputs ui to determine which rules can be applied to the current 

Figure 4.1 MIMO fuzzy logic system 
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situation (this step is called matching). In the second task, the conclusions (related to control 

action) are determined using the active current rules (this step is called inference).   

The main item to focus on is how to quantify the logical operation “and” in the premise part 

of the rules. There are several ways to defined the value of the premise part of qth fuzzy rule 

(µpremise(q)) when the “and” operator is used. 

1. Minimum: Define µpremise(q) = min {µ
&�
�,�����,µ

&�
�,�����, … , µ

&�
�,�����P .  

2. Product: Defined µpremise(q)=µ&�
�,����� , µ

&�
�,����� , … ,  µ

&�
�,�����. 

The value of the conclusion part of qth fuzzy rule (>'#(�F	�� can be described by using one of 

the following formulas (implication formulas) 

1. Minimum: Define   >'#(�F	� � min I>
�)%�	)'#(, >*+	

,��F	�P . 

2.  Product: Define   >'#(�F	� � >
�)%�	)'#( , >*+	

,��F	� . 

where >*+	

,��F	� is the output membership function that is corresponding to the current rule. 

• Defuzzification 

It maps the fuzzy conclusion values defined over a universe of discourse to crisp outputs 

(converting decisions into actions). In other words, defuzzification operates on the implied 

fuzzy sets produced by the inference mechanism and combines their effects to provide the 

fuzzy output. It is employed because in many practical applications a crisp output is required. 

There are many approaches to perform the defuzzification such as 

1. The Center Of Gravity (COG) method 

The center of area generates the center of gravity of the possibility distribution of the 

implication fuzzy output.  

Let bq denotes the centre of the membership function (at which the membership function 

reaches the maximum value) of the consequent of qth rule. The output of the fuzzy system 

can be calculated by 
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F	
���	
 � ∑ T# U >'#(�F	�#∑ U >'#(�F	�#

                                                                                                          �4.1�  
where U >'#(�F	� is the area under the membership function >'#(�F	�. 

2.  The Center Average  (CA) method 

By using this method the output of the fuzzy system can be given by 

F	
���	
 � ∑ T#>
�)%�	)'#(#∑ >
�)%�	)'#(#

                                                                                                     �4.2�      
The fuzzy logic controller is usually based on the operator’s knowledge. Therefore, it is 

difficult to determine the appropriate parameters of the fuzzy controller (constants of 

membership functions) which are used to generate the control action especially when there are 

changes in the parameters of the controlled process. In this case, the fuzzy controller will be 

improper controller unless its parameters are modified to overcome the changes in the plant 

parameters. In order to perform that, Fuzzy Model Reference Learning Control (FMRLC) has 

been proposed. 

4.3 Fuzzy model reference learning control (FMRLC) 

This type of controller combines two control technologies: the Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) 

and the Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC). The FMRLC goes one step beyond 

direct fuzzy control by possessing the ability to improve the performance of the closed loop 

system. Conventional adaptive methods are just proposed to tune the controller parameters. In 

other words, most conventional adaptive control methods would need to re-tune a condition 

that it has already tuned for. In the Fuzzy Model Reference Learning Control, the word 

“learning” is used instead of “adaptive” because the FMRLC does not only tune the 

parameters of membership functions, but it remembers the values that has been tuned 

previously. Figure 4.2 illustrates the structure of fuzzy model reference learning control which 
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has three main parts: the Fuzzy Controller, Reference Model and Learning Mechanism. Each 

part of the FMRLC is described in detail in the following subsection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3.1 The fuzzy controller 

The fuzzy controller consists of three main parts: fuzzification, inference mechanism and 

defuzzification which are explained previously. As shown in Figure 4.2, the fuzzy controller 

has two inputs and one output. Discrete time equivalents will be used to help clarify how the 

signals flow through the controller. The inputs to the fuzzy controller are generated via some 

functions of the plant output y(kT) and reference input r(kT). Therefore, the inputs to the fuzzy 
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controller are represented by the error e(kT) and the change in error c(kT)  which are shown in 

Eq. 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.  

��V�� � 6�V�� � F�V��                                                                                                      �4.3� 

W�V�� � ��V�� � ��V� � 1��                                                                                                            �4.4� 

The output of the fuzzy controller, i.e. the control signal input into the plant, is u(kT). The 

signals error, change in error and controller output are scaled using the scaling gains ge, gc 

and gu respectively. 

The rule base for the fuzzy controller has rule of the form 

X#: Y% �̃ )� 'M# 
� 5!= W̃ )� [K#

$  �\�! �E )� �H#
� 

where �̃ and W̃ denote the linguistic variables associated with controller inputs e(kT) and           

c(kT) respectively, �E  denote the linguistic variables associated with controller output u(kT), Rq 

denote the qth rule of the fuzzy controller and 'M# 
� , [K#

$  and �H#
� denote the j th, lth  and r th 

linguistic values of  the qth rule associated with �̃, W̃ and �E  respectively.  For example, if the 

total numbers of linguistic values for each input are five then the total number of the possible 

rules for this controller will be 5 ] 5 � 25. The input membership functions are defined for 

the premises part to take into account all possible situations in which the rules should be 

applied. The parameters of the input membership function are not tuned by the learning 

mechanism. Whereas, the learning mechanism is just modifying the parameters of the output 

membership functions that are associated with the consequent part of the rule-base. 

In this work, the triangular shape membership function has been used for both input and 

output linguistic values. The fuzzy controller’s rule base can be initialized by either setting all 

centres of the output membership functions to zero or providing an initial guess as to how the 

controller should act. The CA defuzzification method has been applied to compute the output 

of the fuzzy controller. 
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4.3.2 The reference model 

The reference model should be chosen to quantify the desired performance of the close 

feedback loop. In general the reference model could be any type of dynamical system, for 

example linear or non-linear, time-invariant or time-variant, discrete or continuous time etc. 

Given that the reference model characterizes design criteria such as stability, rise time, 

overshot, settling time, etc. The input to the reference model is the reference input r(kT). The 

desired performance of the controlled process is met if the error between reference model 

output (F%�V��� and plant output F�V�� remains very small for all time such that F)�V�� �
F%�V�� � F�V�� ^ 0. If the performance is achieved, the learning mechanism will not make 

significant modifications to the fuzzy controller. Otherwise, if F)�V�� is big, the learning 

mechanism must adjust the parameters of the fuzzy controller. 

4.3.3 The learning mechanism 

The main benefit of learning mechanism is to tune the rule of the direct fuzzy controller to 

achieve small value of F)�V��, i.e. to make the closed-loop system behaves like the reference 

model. The learning mechanism consists of two parts: a fuzzy inverse model and a 

knowledge-base modifier. The fuzzy inverse model produces the suitable outputs p(kT) to 

force the error F)�V�� to be zero. Knowledge-base modifier performs the function of 

modifying the fuzzy controller’s rule-base to applied the required changes in the plant inputs 

control signal u(kT). Each of these parts is explained in detail as follows.  

• The fuzzy inverse model 

The fuzzy inverse model is a direct fuzzy logic system that is explained in Section 4.2. The 

inputs of the inverse model are the error F)�V�� and possible function of F)�V�� such as the 

rate of the error F��V�� � �

�
�F)�V�� � F)�V� � ��� or any other closed loop system data and 

the output of this model is the process inputs p(kT). The main benefit of this model is to 
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generate a process signal p(kT) to press the plant output to follow the model reference output. 

As shown in Figure 4.2, the fuzzy inverse model contains normalizing scaling factors, namely 

gye, gyc and gp for each universe of discourse. Selection of the normalizing gains can impact 

the overall performance of the system. The rules form of the fuzzy inverse model can be 

written as 

 X�: Y� FE))� _M),�
�  5!= FE�  )� _M�,�

$  �\�! È )� �M�� 

where FE) and FE�  denote the linguistic variables associated with fuzzy inverse model inputs 

F)�V�� and F)�V��, respectively; ̀E  denotes the linguistic variables associated with fuzzy 

inverse model output p(kT); Rv denoted the vth rule of the fuzzy inverse model; _M),�
� , _M�,�

$  and 

�M�� denoted the j th, l th  and rth linguistic values of  the qth rule associated with FE) , FE�   and ̀E  , 
respectively. Any membership function shapes can be assumed for the inputs and output 

universe of discourse. In this work a symmetric triangular membership functions have been 

assumed.   

It is important to note that:  

(a) The development of the fuzzy inverse model does not depend on the existence and 

specification of the mathematical model of the plant or its inverse, i.e. the plant inverse does 

not need to be existing.  

 (b)  The fuzzy inverse model should not be confused with the mathematical model of the 

inverse of the plant that is sometimes used in the fixed control, i.e. the non-adaptive control. 

• The Knowledge-Base Modifier 

The knowledge-base modifier performs the function of modifying of the fuzzy controller so 

that the error F)�V�� will be very small. The knowledge-base modifier changes the rule-base 

of the fuzzy controller so that the previously applied control action will be modified by the 

amount p(kT). Consider the previously computed control action is u(kT-T) which contribute to 
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the present good or bad system performance. Note that e(kT-T) would have been the 

processed error and the change in error c(kT-T) respectively at time kT-T. Likewise, u(kT-T) 

would have been the controller output at that time. In order to produced a small error 

(F)�V��), the fuzzy controller’s knowledge-base should be tuned to produce a desired output           

u(kT-T)+ ap(kT).  Then, the next time fuzzy controller has similar values for the error and 

change in error, control signal will reduce the error between the reference model and plant 

output. 

By assuming that the symmetric output membership functions are used for the fuzzy 

controller, and bm denote the centre of the output membership functions associated with LM#
�. 

Knowledge-base modification is performed by shifting centers of the membership functions 

(bm) of the output linguistic value LM#
� that are associated with the fuzzy controller rules that 

contributed to the previous control action u(kT −T). 

To modify the parameters of the fuzzy controller, the following steps should perform: 

1. Finding all the rules in the fuzzy controller whose premise certainty is greater than zero 

(µi(e(kT − T),c(kT − T)) > 0) and those rules set is called “active set” which can be 

characterized by indices of the input membership functions of each rule that is on. Since all 

possible combinations of rules have been used, there will be one output membership function 

for each possible rule that is on. 

2. The following equation should be used to modify the centres of fuzzy controller outputs 

membership function 

T%�V�� � T%�V� � �� � a`�V��                                                                                        (4.5)         

where bm(kT) represents the centre of the mth output membership function at the time kT and a 

is defined as adaptive gain or learning rate. Rules that are not in the active set do not have 

their modified output membership functions. For the case, where the fuzzy controller has 

triangular membership functions in the premise part as shown in Figure 4.3, there will only be 
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at most four rules in the active set at any individual time. Then, only at the most of four 

output membership function centres are required to update via Eq. (4.5).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This type of learning is very valuable because the entire rule base does not need to be 

modified for every time step. Only the rules that have been applied to the current situations 

will be changed and stored. Therefore, when the plant returns to a familiar operating point, it 

does not need to re-adapt or re-tune again. The controller will already know how to handle the 

process. This kind of controller is worth for systems in which robustness issues are extremely 

relevant. 

4.4 Using MATLAB program to implement the controlled 

system with FMRLC 

The SIMULINK package in MATLAB program has many nonlinear toolboxes which can be 

used to simulate the linear and nonlinear systems. To modify the centre of the output 

membership functions of the fuzzy controller, the road profile inputs are assumed as a 

periodic square input with 0.01m amplitude and 0.3334 Hz frequency as shown in Figure 4.4. 

The Figure 4.5 illustrates the simulation blocks that have been used to implement the FMRLC 

with the controlled system at the training phase. The S-functions provide a powerful 
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mechanism for extending the capabilities of the Simulink environment. An S-function is a 

computer language description of a SIMULINK block written in MATLAB. This S-functions 

block (see Appendix 2.1) has been used to simulate the FMRLC. This program is used to tune 

the centre of the output membership functions of the fuzzy controller. Figure 4.5 shows that 

the inputs of i th FMRLC_S_Function are (i) the error (ei) between the derivative of the vertical 

displacement at i th corner of the vehicle body and reference input  and (ii) the error rate (�-
 ). 
The output of i th FMRLC_S_Function is the control signal �%�  for i th hydraulic actuator.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.4 Road profile input of  the first three periods  
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Figure 4.4 MATLAB Simulink model of FMRLC with the Proposed System 
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Figure 4.5 MATLAB Simulink model of FMRLC with the proposed system at training phase 
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4.5 Simulation and results 

In this section, the FRMLC will be designed for the full vehicle nonlinear active suspension 

systems with hydraulic actuators, which was explained in Chapter 2. Four FRMLCs are 

designed, one for each suspension system. The S-function has been used to write the codes to 

train the FRMLC. The MATLAB/SIMULINK programme package has been used to simulate 

the training phase of the FRMLC with the controlled system. The reference model has been 

selected to be a unity block because the reference input is similar to the desired output. Figure 

4.6 shows the FRMLC with controlled system at training phase. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Figure 4.6, the reference input vector R is defined as X � �6�  6�  6�  6�	, where r i is the 

desired signals of @
�  () : I1, 2, 3, 4P). The input vectors to the FMRLC is ' �X � b
� and '
 . 
The output vector, i.e. control input vector, of the FRMLC �% is defined as �% �
��%�  �%�  �%�  �%�	. By supplying the control input ��%��, the spool-valve of the i th 

hydraulic actuator is moved by c�� units. Therefore, the hydraulic actuator will generate a 

suitable force to improve the performance of the controlled system. The output vector of the 

controlled system b
  is the derivative of vertical displacement at each corner of the vehicle 

body, and is defined as b
 � �@
� @�
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Figure 4.6 FRMLC with controlled system at training phase 
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The direct fuzzy controller has two linguistic variables associated with seven linguistic values. 

The input membership functions are uniformly distributed on the normalized input universe of 

discourse. Figure 4.7 shows the triangular functions that have been selected as the input 

membership function for the inputs of fuzzy controllers and fuzzy inverse models. Another 

seven triangular membership functions are used for output and the locations of each 

membership function on the output universe of discourse are initialised randomly. The input 

membership function has seven grades: negative big (NB), negative medium (NM), negative 

small (NS), zero (ZE), and positive small (PS), positive medium (PM) and positive big (PB). 

The fuzzy rule table shown in Table 1 is developed bases on the if-then rules for the fuzzy 

controller. The total numbers of the rules for the fuzzy controller are 7 ] 7 � 49. These rules 

have been taken from the behaviour of the FOPID controller which was designed in Chapter 

3, i.e. the behaviour of the control output with respect to control inputs of the FOPID 

controller. Then the inference mechanism and the standard CA defuzzification method, which 

is discussed previously, are used to obtain the crisp outputs according to the learning 

mechanism. The crisp outputs are scaled to produce the control signals for the controlled 

system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.7 Input membership functions 
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The inputs of the fuzzy inverse model are represented by E and '
  vector. If the error between 

the reference input and the controlled system output is zero, the output of the fuzzy inverse 

model will be zero which means the learning mechanism is turned off. Otherwise, the fuzzy 

inverse model will modify the knowledge base of the fuzzy controller. Seven fuzzy sets are 

defined for inputs of fuzzy inverse model with triangular type membership functions 

uniformly distributed in the appropriate normalized universe of discourses. The linguistic 

values for each input of fuzzy inverse model can be defined as: NB, NM, NS, ZE, PS, PM, 

PB. The triangular shape has been used to describe the linguistic values of the fuzzy inverse 

model output. For simplicity, the rule base of the fuzzy inverse model is chosen similar to the 

rule base of the fuzzy controller. In the training phase, the scaling gains are assumed as 

follows: gye=2, gyc=2 and gp=5.  

The knowledge base modifier changes the knowledge base of the direct fuzzy controller 

according to p(kT). The CA defuzzification method is used to obtain the crisp output of the 

   mu                        e&  

NB NM NS ZE PS PM PB 

 

 

 

e  

NB NM NS NS NS ZE PS PM 

NM NM NM NM NS PS PM PM 

NS NB NM NM NS PM PB PB 

ZE NB NB NM ZE PM PB PB 

PS NB NB NM PS PM PM PB 

PM NM NM NS PS PM PM PM 

PB NM NS ZE PS PS PS PM 

Table 4.1 The rule of fuzzy controller 
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fuzzy inverse model p(kT). The changes are implemented by modifying the centres of the 

output membership functions in the direct fuzzy controller. 

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the fuzzy rule surface viewer before and after the training phase, 

respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The adaptive gain a has been selected to be equal to 0.015. The initial and the optimal values 

of centres of output membership functions of the fuzzy controller are shown in Table 2: 

 

Initial values of T% -22.5 -15 -7.5 0 7.5 15 22.5 

Optimal values of T% 0 -35.115 -403.744 -0.197 403.547 34.918 0 

 

 

The square input is used as the road profile with a range [-0.01 0.01] meters to perform the 

training task. After 47 iterations, the vertical displacement at the each corner of the vehicle 

body reaches to a small value.    

Figures (4.10-4.17) illustrate the vertical displacements at each corner during training phase.  

Table 4. 2 The Initial and optimal values of �
�

 vector 

Figure 4.8 Fuzzy rule surface viewer before 

training 

Figure 4.9 Fuzzy rule surface viewer after 

training 
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Figure 4.10 Vertical displacement at point P1 for first 

10 training periods 

Figure 4.11 Vertical displacement at point P1 for last 

10 training periods 

Figure 4.12 Vertical displacement at point P2 for first 

10 training periods 

Figure 4.13 Vertical displacement at point P2 for last 

10 training periods 

(s) (s) 

(s) (s) 
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After the optimal values of the output membership function centres of the fuzzy controller 

have been obtained, the scaling gains ( ge, gec and gu) must be tuned to improve the 

performance of the proposed controller. To select the optimal values of scaling gains, three-

dimensional Golden Section Search (3-D GSS) method will be used. For more detail about 

Figure 4.16 Vertical displacement at point P4 for first 

10 training periods 

Figure 4.17 Vertical displacement at point P4 for last 

10 training periods 

Figure 4.15 Vertical displacement at point P3 for last 

10 training periods 

Figure 4.14 Vertical displacement at point P3 for first 

10 training periods 

(s) (s) 

(s) (s) 
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the 3-D GSS method, see Appendix 2.2.  The optimal vlaes of the scaling gains are ge=55, 

gec=2 and gu=10.  

The effectiveness of the proposed FMRLC with the optimal values should be examined. 

Figures 4.18-4.24 show a comparison between the outputs of controlled process with FMRLC 

and corresponding outputs of the passive system. In this case, the random input has been 

applied as a road profile.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.18 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P1 
 

Figure 4.19Time response of a vertical 
                    displacement at P2 
 

 
Figure 4.20 Time response of a vertical 
                   displacement at P3 
 

Figure 4.21 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P4 
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(s) (s) 
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The Figures above illustrate that the outputs of the controlled system have been improved by 

using the fuzzy controller which means the vibrations felt by the passengers have been 

minimized and the contact forces between the road surfaces and the tyres have been 

maximized.    

 
Figure 4.22 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at Pc 

 
Figure 4.23 Time response of a roll angle 
 

 
Figure 4.24 Time response of  pitch  angle 
 

(s) (s) 

(s) 
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To test the effectiveness of the proposed controller during the cornering of the vehicle, a 

bending torque (shown in Figure 4.25) has been applied. Additionally, the random input has 

been chosen as the road profile. The Figures 4.26-4.32 show the comparison between the 

outputs of the controlled system with the FMRL controller, the outputs of the controlled 

system with FOPID controller and the outputs of the passive system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(s)  
Figure 4.25 Bending torque 

 

 

Figure 4.26 Time response of a vertical 
                   displacement at P1 
 

Figure 4.27 Time response of a vertical 
                   displacement at P2 
 

Figure 4.28Time response of a vertical 
                   displacement at P3 
 

(s) 
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When the bending torque is applied, the responses of the roll angle and the vertical 

displacement at the each corner of the vehicle system are improved as shown in the figures 

above. On the other hand, the responses of the vertical displacement at Pc and the pitch angle 

of the controller have not modified, but they are still acceptable because their amplitudes are 

still small. 

Figure 4.29 Time response of a vertical  
                  displacement at P4 
 

Figure 4.30 Time response of a vertical 
                   displacement at Pc 
 

Figure 4.31 Time response of a roll angle 
 

Figure 4.32 Time response of a pitch angle 
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To test the effectiveness of the proposed controller during the braking of the vehicle, a 

braking torque (shown in Figure 4.33) has been applied. Also, the random input has been 

chosen as the road profile. The Figures 4.34-4.40 show the comparison between the outputs of 

the controlled system with FMRL controller, the outputs of the controlled system with FOPID 

controller and the corresponding outputs of the passive system when the braking torque is 

applied. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.33 Braking torque Figure 4.34 Time response of a vertical 
                   displacement at P1 
 

Figure 4.35 Time response of a vertical 
                   displacement at P2 
 

Figure 4.36 Time response of a vertical 
                   displacement at P3 
 

(s) 
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By applying the braking torque on the controlled system, the riding comfort and road 

handling have been improved as shown in the figures above. Just the response of the roll 

angle has not improved, but it is still acceptable as the amplitude is still small.   

 

Figure 4.37 Time response of a vertical 
                   displacement at P4 
 

Figure 4.38 Time response of a vertical 
                   displacement at Pc 
 

Figure 4.40 Time response of a pitch angle 
 

Figure 4.39 Time response of a roll angle 
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4.6 Robustness test of the FMRLC 

The robustness of any proposed controller is an important issue and should be studied to 

establish the effectiveness of the controller. Therefore, in this section the robustness of the 

FMRLC will be studied by applied six types of disturbances in turn to test the effectiveness of 

the FMRL controller. The same types of disturbances that used in Chapter 3 will be used here 

to compare between the performances of controlled system with proposed controller and the 

corresponding passive system. 

• Square wave with varying amplitude is applied as the input of road profile.   

• Sine wave input signal with varying amplitude is applied as the input of road profile.  

• Square wave with varying frequency is applied as the input of road profile. 

• Sine wave input signal with varying frequency is applied as the input of road profile.  

• Different values of bending inertia torque (Tx) are applied.  

• Different values of breaking inertia torque (Ty) are applied.  

Figures 4.41-4.46 illustrate the comparison between the performance of plant with the 

FMRLC and the passive system under different disturbances types. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 4.41 Time response of the cost functions          
against the different amplitude of square wave 

Figure 4.42 Time response of the cost functions 
against the different amplitude of sine wave  
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The figures above demonstrate that when different types of disturbances are applied, the 

responses of the cost function of the controlled system have been improved. The response of 

the cost function against the different values of the bending torque has been slightly 

improved. It means that when the different values of the bending torque are applied, the fuzzy 

controller will not be a robust controller. 

Figure 4.45 Time response of the cost functions 
against bending torque (Tx) 

 

Figure 4.46 Time response of the cost functions 
against breaking torque (Ty) 

 

Figure 4.43 Time response of the cost function against 
different values of square wave frequencies 

 

Figure 4.44 Time response of the cost function against 
different values of sine wave frequencies 
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4.7 Summary  

Many researchers suggested the Fuzzy controller for different applications for many reasons 

such as that it can be applied to plants that are difficult to model mathematically; and that the 

controller can be designed to apply heuristic rules that reflect the experience of human 

experts. Though, the drawback of using the fuzzy system as a controller is that it is hard to 

justify the choice of fuzzy controller parameters. The self- learning of a fuzzy control system 

has been designed in this thesis. The Fuzzy Model Reference Learning (FMRL) controller has 

the capability of tuning some of its parameters depending on the errors between the plant 

outputs and the desired outputs to generate a suitable control signals to achieve the objectives 

control.   

The proposed fuzzy controllers adjust the hydraulic actuators forces to minimize the vertical 

displacements at each suspension when travelling on rough roads and to reduce the tendency 

of vehicle to rollover during sharp manoeuvres such as breaking and cornering. Four fuzzy 

controllers have been designed, one for each suspension system. The S-function has been used 

to write the codes to simulate the FRMLC. The MATLAB/SIMULINK programme package 

has been used to simulate the training phase of the FRMLC with controlled system.  The 

results illustrated that after 47 iterations, the centres of the output membership functions of the 

fuzzy controllers are adjusted. Then, the new parameters of the output membership functions, 

obtained from the training phase, are set as parameters of the output membership functions of 

the fuzzy controller during the working phase. 

The results in the previous section indicate that the proposed controller can improve the 

output transient responses of the full vehicle nonlinear active suspension systems when just 

the random input has been applied as road profile. The result illustrated that the amplitude of 

the output transient responses of the controlled system with the proposed controller are 
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smaller then the amplitude of the output transient responses of the passive system. When the 

bending torque is applied, the oscillation of the output transient responses are eliminated and 

the steady state value has become smaller than the steady state value of transient response of 

the passive system which means the proposed controller improves the output transient 

responses of the controlled system. But the response of the vertical displacement at the center 

of gravity and pitching movement are not improved. On the other hand, when the braking 

torque has been applied, only the response of the rolling movement has not improved.  

When different disturbances types are applied, the performance of the cost function of the 

controlled system has been compared with the corresponding performance of the cost function 

of the passive system. The results show that the fuzzy controller improves the performance of 

the cost function of the controlled system to a small value. From the results in Chapter 3, the 

performances of the cost functions by using the FMRLC are better than the performances of 

the cost functions by using the FOPID controller for the same disturbances applied.    
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5. Neural Control 

 

 

 

5.1 Structure of neural networks 

Artificial Neural Networks (NNs) are capable of handling the complex and the nonlinear 

problems, processing the information rapidly and reducing the engineering effort required in 

controller model development. They consist of a pool of simple processing units that 

communicate by sending signals to each other over a large number of weighted connections. 

The important properties of neural networks are: capability of learning information by 

example, ability to generalize to new input and robustness to noisy data. From these 

properties, the neural networks are able to solve complex problems that are currently 

intractable. 

In general, there are two types of neural networks: (i) feed forward neural networks which 

propagates the signals in forward direction only; (ii)  the recurrent neural networks which 

propagates the signals in both directions (forward and backward). Examples of feed forward 

networks are Perceptron and Adaline. While, the important examples of recurrent networks 

are presented by Kohonen (1977) and Hopfield (1982). 

Derivation of a mathematical model for nonlinear system is an important step to design a 

robust controller. But this task is very difficult, some time impossible, and time-consuming. 

The neural networks are consequently often used to approximate function; therefore, trained 

neural networks might give good alternatives for physical modelling techniques for nonlinear 

systems.  
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The standard neural network consists of three layers: the input layer, hidden layer and output 

layer. Each layer consists of many basic units called Neuron. The structure of a single 

artificial neural network or a Neuron is shown in figure 5.1. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The output of the neuron can be written as: 

F� � Γ�� c�g�� � T���

���

                                                                                                                     �5.1� 

where Γ�. � is an activation function; wki is the kth weight of the i th input and bk is the kth bias. 

The activation function can be: Sigmoid function, Tanh (Hard nonlinearity) function, Signum 

function or Step function.  

Neural network architecture is quite simple to create and involves two or more neurons 

combined to form one or more layers. Figure 5.2 depicts the structure of multilayer neural 

network or some time called multilayer perceptron network. In this Figure, the neural network 

model has three layers: input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The input layer represents 

the input variables related to the problem. The output layer represents the desired output 

response of the system. The nodes in the hidden layer and output layer are the processing 

Figure 5.1 Structure of the neuron 
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elements that allow the network to develop a behavioural representation of the problem space 

being addressed. Processing of the input information occurs at each of the hidden and output 

nodes within the network and is computationally relatively simple. Each node in the particular 

layer of the network is connected to all of the nodes in the previous layer. There is a weight 

value associated with each of the connection between nodes. The weighted inputs to a 

particular node are summed and the resultant value is passed through a nonlinear activation 

function to determine the output value of the node. Thus, each node has multiple inputs and 

single output.   

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The output of the kth node in the hidden layer can be given as 

i�1, V� � Γ� j� g�V, )�c� � T��V��

���

k � Γ�75��V�8;                          V � 1,2, … , ��               �5.2� 

where q(1,k) is the output of the kth node in the hidden layer; Γ1 the activation function of the 

hidden layer; w(k,i) the weight between i th input and kth node, xi the i th input and b1(k) the bias 

of the kth node.  

The output of the l th node in the output layer can be given as 

Figure 5.2 Multilayer neural networks 
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i�2, m� � Γ� n� o�m, V�i�1, V� � T��m�	�

���

p � Γ�75��m�8;              m � 1,2, … , ��                     �5.3� 

where q(2,l) is the output of the lth node in the output layer; Γ2 the activation function of the 

output layer, v(l,k) the weight between kth node and l th node and b2(l) the bias of the l th node. 

There are many training algorithms which can be used to determine the optimal values for the 

weights and biases between each of the nodes to minimise a Mean Squared Error (MSE) 

function 

q+' � 12� � ��i!�2, 9� � �!�9���

	�

���

�

!��

                                                                                          �5.4� 

where P is the number of data for each epoch, qh(2,j) is the output of jth node in the output 

layer for hth  epoch and Th(j) is the j th desire output for hth epoch.  

5.2 Training phase of neural networks  

The training phase of the neural networks requires a set of examples of proper network 

behaviour, i.e. the network inputs and target output. The trainable parameters of neural 

network (weights and biases) are adjusted during training phase to minimize the mean squared 

error (MSE) between the neural network outputs and the target outputs. At the first iteration, 

the trainable parameters of the neural network are randomly initialized. Then the neural 

network processes each input vector. After that, the output of the neural network is compared 

with the desired output or target output. Finally, the MSE is computed to indicate the 

performance of the neural network. Initially, the error would be large due to the random 

assignment of the values to trainable parameters. The values of the trainable parameters are 

updated to determine the new values of these parameters to use in the next iteration. The 

following update equation is used to find the new values of the trainable parameter vectors: 
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r
.� � r
 � Δr   

 Δr � �γt
                                                                                                                           (5.5) 

where r
 is the vector of the current trainable parameters, Δr the increment value of the 

trainable parameters vector, γ the learning rate and t
 the gradient of the error with respect to 

trainable parameter vectors. The negative sign indicates that the new trainable parameters 

vector r
.� is moving in a direction opposite to that of the gradient. 

There are two different ways in which this gradient descent algorithm can be implemented: 

the incremental mode and batch mode. In the incremental mode, the gradient is computed and 

the trainable parameters are updated after each input is applied to the neural network. In the 

batch mode, the trainable parameters are updated after all of the inputs are applied to the 

neural network. 

Figure 5.3 indicates a slice through the error changes with one weight. If the starting point on 

the error surface is at 1, the slope is negative as shown in the figure and the value of the 

weight needs to be increased to reach the optimum weight value Wopt, at which the MSE is 

minimal. If the current point is at 2, the slope is positive and the weight has to be decreased. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3 Training algorithms of neural networks 

The main target from using the training algorithm is to determine the optimal values of the 

trainable parameters at which the MSE is minimal. There are many training algorithms were 

Figure 5.3 Slice through the error surface at tow values of a weight 
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suggested to identify the neural networks such as: the Backpropagation algorithm, Variable 

learning rate algorithm, Conjugate gradient algorithm, Levenberg marquardt algorithm, etc. 

To determine the new values of the trainable parameters, the following steps should be 

followed: 

1. The trainable parameters are randomly initialised. 

2. The input and output data, which are obtained from the physical model, are 

normalized. 

3.  The number of the neurons in each layer and the activation function for neurons are 

selected, i.e. determination the neural network structure. 

4.  Applying the input vector to the neural networks to compute the outputs of the neural 

network depend on the current training parameters. 

5. Computing the error between the neural network outputs and the desired outputs.  

6. Employed the error to calculate the new values of the trainable parameters from the 

update equation which is different from one algorithm to other.    

7. Repeating steps 4-6 until the MSE becomes lower than or equal to the required 

minimum value. 

After adequate iterations are carried out, the outputs of the neural network should match the 

desired outputs of the model system. At this point, the neural network said to be trained and 

the optimal values of the trainable parameters are obtained. The new structure of the neural 

network can be used in the generalization phase. 

In the next subsection, the update equation for some training algorithm will be derived. 

5.3.1 Backpropagation algorithm     

The Back-Propagation Algorithm (BPA) has a significant improvement in neural network 

researches (Narendra and Parthasarathy 1990; Rumelhart et al. 1986; Samarasinghe 2007; 
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Sharkaway 2005; Yue et al. 2008). The simplest implementation of backpropagation learning 

updates the trainable parameters in the direction in which the performance function (mean 

squared error) decreases. Consider a multilayer feedforward neural network in Figure 5.2, to 

train the neural network, the update equation for weight vector in hidden layer (W); bias 

vector in hidden layer (b1); weight vector in output layer (V); and the bias vector in output 

layer (b2) should be derived. 

I.  The update equation for any weight in output layer 

The mean squared error for hth input data can be written as: 

'! � 12 ��i!�2, m� � �!�m���

	�

$��

                                                                                                         �5.6� 

For simplification, the subscript h will be omitted, so the Eq. (5.6) can be rewritten as: 

' � 12 ��i�2, m� � ��m��� � 12 � �$
�                                                                                          	�

$��

	�

$��

�5.7� 

To derive the update equation for weight in output layer, the derivative of the mean squared 

error to the corresponding weight (
/0

/�'$,�(
 ) should be obtained as 

u'uo�m, V� � �$

ui�2, m�uo�m, V�                                                                                                                         �5.8� 

where �$ � �i�2, m� � ��m�� , m � 1,2, … , �� and V � 1,2, … , ��. 

By using chain rule the derivative of the m�! output of neural network (i�2, m�� to 

corresponding weight (o�m, V��  can be written as: 

ui�2, m�uo�m, V� � ui�2, m�u5��m� . u5��m�uo�m, V�                                                                                                          �5.9� 

By Substituting Eq. (5.9) in (5.8)  

u'uo�m, V� � �$

ui�2, m�u5��m� . u5��m�uo�m, V�                                                                                                     �5.10� 
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The term 
/#'�,$(

/��'$(
  in the Eq. (5.10) is equal to the derivative of activation function in output 

layer with respect to time. Therefore, this term can be written as 
/#'�,$(

/��'$(
� Γ


��5��m��. From Eq. 

(5.3), the second term 
/��'$(

/�'$,�(
  is equal to i�1, V�. 

The Eq. (5.10) is written as: 

u'uo�m, V� � �$Γ

��5��m��i�1, V�                                                                                                        �5.11� 

From Eq. (5.5) the update equation for any weight in output layer can be given as: 

o
.��m, V� � o
�m, V� � γ�$Γ

��5��m��i�1, V�                                                                              �5.12� 

II.  The update equation for any bias in output layer 

The derivative of mean squared error with respect to any bias in output layer is given by: 

u'uT��m� � �$

ui�2, m�uT��m� � �$

ui�2, m�u5��m� . u5��m�uT��m�                                                                                  �5.13� 

From Eq.  (5.3), the term 
/��'$(

/1�'$(
 is equal to 1. 

The Eq. (5.13) can be written as 

u'uT��m� � �$Γ

��5��m��                                                                                                                       �5.14� 

The update equation of any bias in output layer is given as 

T�

.��m� � T�


�m� � γ�$Γ

��5��m��                                                                                        �5.15� 

III.   The update equation for any weight in hidden layer 

The derivative of mean squared error with respect to any weight in hidden layer is given by: 

u'ug�V, )� � � �$

ui�2, m�ug�V, )�
	�

$��

                                                                                                              �5.16� 

where V � 1,2, … , �� and ) � 1, 2, … , !. 

By using the chain rule the term 
/#'�,�(

/2'�,�(
 is written as 
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ui�2, m�ug�V, )� � ui�2, m�u5��m� u5��m�ui�1, V� ui�1, V�u5��V� u5��V�ug�V, )�                                                                 �5.17� 

From Eq. (5.2) and (5.3), Eq. (5.17) can be written as 

ui�2, m�ug�V, )� � Γ

�75��m�8. o�m, V�. Γ


�75��V�8. c�                                                                         �5.18� 

By substituting Eq. (5.16) in Eq. (5.16) 

u'ug�V, )� � � �$

	�

$��

Γ

�75��m�8. o�m, V�. Γ


�75��V�8. c�                                                              �5.19� 

The update equation for any weight in hidden layer is given by 

g
.��V, )� � g
�V, )� � γ� �$

	�

$��

Γ

�75��m�8. o�m, V�. Γ


�75��V�8. c�                              �5.20� 

 
                                
IV.  The update equation for any bias in hidden layer 

The derivative of men squared error with respect to any bias in hidden layer can be given by: 

u'uT��V� � � �$

ui�2, m�uT��V�
	�

$��

                                                                                                                �5.21� 

By using the chain rule the term 
/#'�,$(

/1�'�(
 is written as 

ui�2, m�uT��V� � ui�2, m�u5��m� u5��m�ui�1, V� ui�1, V�u5��V� u5��V�uT��V�                                                                       �5.22�   
From Eq. (5.2) and (5.3), the Eq. (5.20) is given as 

ui�2, m�uT��V� � Γ

�75��m�8. o�m, V�. Γ


�75��V�8                                                                                   �5.23� 

The update equation of for any bias in hidden layer is given as: 

T�

.��V� � T�


�V� � γ� �$

	�

$��

Γ

�75��m�8. o�m, V�. Γ


�75��V�8                                                  �5.24� 

From Equations (5.12), (5.15), (5.20) and (5.24), at each iteration, the new values of the 

trainable parameters can be obtained. 
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5.3.2  Fast training algorithms 

The Backpropagation Algorithm is known as an algorithm with a very poor converging rate 

for practical problems (Wilamowski et al. 2001). Many researches carried out to accelerate 

the convergence of the algorithm. These researches focused on two different categories. The 

first category uses heuristic techniques, which developed from an analysis of the performance 

of the backpropagation algorithm (Rigler et al. 1991; Tollenaere 1990; Vogl et al. 1988). 

There are three different heuristic techniques: Momentum Technique, Variable Learning Rate 

Technique and Resilient Technique. On the other hand, the second category of fast algorithms 

uses standard numerical optimization techniques. There are three main techniques of 

numerical optimization: Conjugate Gradient Technique by Peng and Magoulas 2007; Quasi-

Newton Technique by Ishikamn et al. 1996; and Levenberg Marquardt Technique by Lera and 

Pinzolas 2002. 

The conjugate gradient technique produces generally faster convergence than steepest descent 

directions by searching along conjugate direction. The Quasi-Newton technique is faster than 

the conjugate gradient technique, but it is complex and expensive to compute the Hessian 

matrix for feedforward NNs. These two algorithms lead to a little acceptable result when the 

nonlinearity is heavy. 

The Levenberg-Marquardt Technique (LMT) is an iterative technique that locates the 

minimum of a multivariate function expressed as the sum of squares of nonlinear real-valued 

functions. It has become a standard technique for nonlinear least-squares problems widely 

adopted in a broad spectrum of disciplines (Wilamowski et al. 2001). The LMT can be 

thought of a combination of Backpropagation Algorithm and the Quasi-Newton Technique 

(Suratgar et al. 2005). When the current solution is far from the correct one, the algorithm 

behaves like a Backpropagation Algorithm: slow but guaranteed to converge. When the 

current solution is close to the correct solution, it becomes a Quasi-Newton method. 
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With the LMA, the increment of the trainable parameters vector can be calculated as follows: 

vw � �x3x � yz	�4x3{                                                                                                       (5.25) 

where w  is the trainable parameters vector;  I  is identity matrix; J is the Jacobian matrix; y is 

the learning rate which automatically adjust during learning phase; and { is the cumulative 

error vector, it can be written as follows: 

{ � |���  ���  …  �	��  ���   ���  …  �	��  …  ���  ���  …  �	��}�
  

where P is the number of data for each epoch, �� number of neural network outputs. 

 �$! � i!�2, m� � �!�m�  

where \ � 1,2, … , �  and m � 1, 2, … , ��.  

If the performance measure (MSE) in epoch p+1 is greater than the performance measure in 

epoch p, > is divided by a constant number ζ �0 $ ζ $ 1�, whenever the performance 

measure decreased, >  is multiplied by ζ. Eq. (5.25) shows that if > is equal to zero the LMT 

becomes Quasi-Newton Technique, where in this technique the increment of the trainable 

parameters vector vw � �x3x	�4x3{, and if > is high the LMT becomes Backpropagation 

Algorithm. The Jacobian matrix (it has �� P] β dimension) can be computed as follows: 

 [J]
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where β is the total number of trainable parameters in neural network which must be 

optimized; elp is the error of l th output at pth epoch. 

Therefore, trainable parameters vector can be updated as follows: 

   w5.4 � w5 � vw � w5 � �x3x � ~z	�4x3{                                                                   (5.26) 

Since the Jacobian matrix contains first derivatives of the network errors with respect to the 

weights and biases (as shown above), therefore, the terms in the Jacobian matrix can be 

computed from Equations 5.11, 5.14, 5.19 and 5.23. 

5.4 Design of the proposed neural controller 

An intelligent controller can be used to design a control system for full vehicle nonlinear 

active suspension systems such as a Neural Controller (NC). The neural network is an 

intelligent device wildly used to design robust controllers for nonlinear processes in the 

engineering problems. In many publications, neural networks are employed to design control 

system, such as the model reference adaptive control, model predictive control, nonlinear 

internal model control, adaptive inverse control system and neural adaptive feedback 

linearization (Canete et al. 2008; Hussain 1999; Norgaard et al. 2001). The control 

architectures in those papers depend on designing a neural network identifier which is used as 

a path to propagate the error between the output of the process and output of the reference 

model to train and select the optimal values of the trainable parameters of the neural network 

control. Therefore, in those methods two neural networks were trained to track several control 

objectives: neural network identifier and neural network controller.  

One of the main advantages of using a neural network as a controller is that the neural 

networks are universal function approximations which learn on the basis of examples and 

might be immediately applied in an adaptive control system because of their capacity to adapt 

in the real time.   
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Figure 5.4 depicts the controlled vehicle system with a neural controller as a key component. 

A neural controller has been designed to generate suitable control signals, which will be 

applied as a control input signals to govern the hydraulic actuators to generate suitable 

damping forces for improving the vehicle performance. To find the optimal values of the 

trainable parameters of the neural controller for driving the plant to meet the control 

objectives, an FOPID sub-controller should be designed (the details for the full design of 

FOPID controller for full vehicle nonlinear suspension are described in Chapter 3). The inputs 

and outputs data which are obtained from the FOPID controller will be used as training data 

set to train the parameters of neural controller (weights and biases) using the Levenberg 

Marquardt Training Algorithm. Figure 5.5 explains the training phase of the neural controller. 

The bold line means multiple input or output signals. Four neural control systems have been 

designed, one for each suspension unit. The inputs and outputs data of the FOPID controllers, 

which was designed in Chapter 3, are used as training data to design the neural controller. 

  

                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm has been used to obtain the optimal values of 

the trainable parameters of neural controllers. After the optimal values of trainable parameters 

 

Figure 5.4 Neural controller for a full vehicle model 
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of the neural controller are obtained the neural controller design should be improved by 

adjusting the scaling gains, i.e. GE, GED, GEI and GU, which are shown in Figure 5.4.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To select the optimal values of the scaling gains, four dimensional Golden Section Search   

(4-D GSS) method are introduced to reduce the trial time (For more detail about 4-D GSS 

method, see Reference Chang (2009)). 

5.5 Using Matlab program to design the neural controller for the 

controlled system 

Four Matlab script files have been written to train four neural controllers as shown in 

Appendix 3.  Each neural controller has three inputs: error, derivative of the error and integral 

of the error, where the error is the deference between the reference input and output of the 

controlled system, and one output (control signal output). In the training phase, the trainable 

 

Figure 5.5 Training phase of neural controller  
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parameters are randomly initialized. The structure of each neural network has been selected as 

follows: (i) the numbers of the neurones in the hidden layer are selected as 20; (ii)  the 

activation functions of the hidden layer are selected as hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer 

function (tansig); (iii)  the activation function of the output layer is selected as a linear transfer 

function (purelin); (iv) the training algorithm has been selected as Levenberg Marquardt 

algorithm (trainlm) and (v) the number of the iteration has been selected as 3000 for front-

right and rear-right neural controller and 10000 for front-left and rear-left neural controller. 

The inputs and output data, which are obtained from the FOPID controllers, have been 

applied as training data set to train the parameters of the neural controllers.  

After the last iteration, the outputs of the neural controllers track the outputs of the FOPID 

controller. The mean squared errors between the desired output and the output of the neural 

controller for each neural network are shown in Figures 5.6-5.9.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Mean squared error for front-right neural controller 
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Figure 5.8 Mean squared error for rear-right neural controller 

 

Figure 5.7 Mean squared error for front-left neural controller 
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After obtaining the optimal values of the trainable parameters, the scaling gains should be 

adjusted to improve the performance of the neural controller.  The 4-D GSS method has been 

used to adjust the scaling gains (GE, GED, GEI and GU). As a result, the suitable values of 

scaling gains are equal to 4, 3, 10 and 0.5, respectively. 

After the full designing of the four neural controllers are completed, the SIMULINK model 

shown in Figure 5.10 is used to examin the robustness of the proposed controller. 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Mean squared error for rear-left neural controller 
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The construction of the input subsystem is shown in Figure 5.11. The subsystem consists of 

the input scaling gains of neural controller. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10 MATLAB SIMULINK model of neural controllers with controlled system 
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As shown in Figure 5.11, the neural controller has three scaled inputs and one scaled control 

signal output. Suitable control signals of the neural controllers have been applied as inputs to 

the suspension systems to control the position of the spool valves of hydraulic actuators. The 

hydraulic actuators generate appropriate forces to improve the performance of the vehicle 

system. 

5.6 Simulation and results   

The proposed neural controllers have been tested to examine the robustness of the controller. 

Random input is assumed as road profile. The outputs of the neural controllers are applied as 

control input signals to the hydraulic actuators. To test the effectiveness of the proposed 

controller, the outputs of the full vehicle system with proposed neural controllers are 

compared with the corresponding outputs of the full vehicle system without controller. 

Figures 5.12-5.18 show the result of the comparison between the outputs of controlled system 

with neural controllers and the outputs of passive system. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.11 Construction of input subsystem 
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Figure 5.12 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P1 
 

Figure 5.13 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P2 
 

Figure 5.14 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P3 
 

Figure 5.15 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P4 
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Figures above show that the vertical displacement at each suspension point; the vertical 

displacement at the centre of gravity, the rolling and pitching movements of the controlled 

system have been minimized. It means the vibrations sensed by the passengers are minimized 

and the contact forces between the tyers and the road surface are maximized. 

Figure 5.16 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at Pc 
 

Figure 5.17 Time response of a roll angle 
 

Figure 5.18 Time response of a pitch angle 
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The bending torque has been applied (as shown in Figure 5.19) to test the robustness and 

effectiveness of the proposed neural controller. The random input has been selected as the 

road profile. Comparisons have been made between the outputs of the controlled system with 

the neural controller, the outputs of the controlled system with the FMRL controller and 

outputs of the passive system. The results are shown in Figures 5.20-5.26.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.19 Bending torque 
 

Figure 5.20 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P1 
 

 
Figure 5.21 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P2 
 

Figure 5.22 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P3 
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The aim of using the controller for the full vehicle nonlinear active suspension systems with 

hydraulic actuator is to force the outputs of the controlled system to reach small magnitudes.  

Figures above show that when neural controllers are used, the oscillations of the controlled 

system outputs are eliminated and the steady state responses are minimized. It means the 

neural controllers are effective controllers. 

Figure 5.23 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P4 

 
Figure 5.24 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at Pc 

Figure 5.25 Time response of roll angle 
 

Figure 5.26 Time response of pitch angle 
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The braking torque has been applied (as shown in Figure 5.27) to test the robustness and 

effectiveness of the proposed neural controller. The random input has been selected as road 

profile. Comparisons have been made between the outputs of the process system with neural 

controller the corresponding outputs of the controlled system with the FMRL controller and 

passive system. The results are shown in Figures 5.28-5.34. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.27 Braking torque Figure 5.28 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P1 
 

Figure 5.29 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P2 
 

Figure 5.30 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P3 
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The figures above show that when the neural controllers are used, the oscillations of the 

controlled system outputs are reduced to zero and the steady state responses are minimized.  

 

Figure 5.31 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P4 
 

 
Figure 5.32 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at Pc 

 

Figure 5.33 Time response of pitch angle 

 
Figure 5.34 Time response of roll angle 
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5.7 Robustness of the proposed neural controller   

Six types of disturbances have been applied individually to test the robustness of the proposed 

neural controller. The same disturbances types that are used in Chapter 3 are used here to 

compare between the performances of controlled systems with proposed controller and 

passive system. 

• Square wave with varying amplitude is applied as the input of road profile.   

• Sine wave input signal with varying amplitude is applied as the input of road profile.  

• Square wave with varying frequency is applied as the input of road profile. 

• Sine wave input signal with varying frequency is applied as the input of road profile.  

• Different values of bending inertia torque (Tx) are applied.  

• Different values of breaking inertia torque (Ty) are applied.  

Figures 5.35-5.40 show the comparison between the performance of plant with FMRLC and 

passive system under different disturbance types. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.35 Time response of the cost functions 
against the different amplitude of square wave 

Figure 5.36 Time response of the cost functions 
against the different amplitude of sine wave  
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Figures above show that the cost functions of the controlled system are improved when the 

neural controllers are used. If a comparison is made between the cost function of the 

controlled system in this Chapter and the cost functions in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, it can be 

Figure 5.37 Time response of the cost functions 
against the different frequency values of square wave 

Figure 5.37 Time response of the cost functions 
against the different frequency values of sine wave  

 

Figure 5.39 Time response of the cost functions 
against bending torque (Tx) 

 

Figure 5.40 Time response of the cost functions 
against breaking torque (Ty) 
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seen that the performances of the controlled system with neural network are better than the 

performances of the controlled system with the FOPID controller or FMRL controller. But the 

response of the cost function against bending torque should be more improved.  Therefore, the 

Neurofuzzy controller will be designed for the full vehicle nonlinear active suspension 

systems with hydraulic actuators in the next chapter. 

5.8 Summary 

One of the main advantages of using a neural network as a controller is that the neural 

network is universal function approximations which learn on the basis of examples and may 

be immediately applied in an adaptive control system because of their capability to adapt real 

time.  

Four neural controllers were designed for the full vehicle nonlinear active suspension systems 

with hydraulic actuators. The inputs and outputs data which were obtained from the design of 

an FOPID controller have been used to design the proposed neural controller. The trainable 

parameters of the neural controller have been obtained by using the Levenberg-Marquardt 

training algorithm. After obtaining the optimal values of the trainable parameters, the 

performance of the neural controller has been improved by adjusting the input and output 

scaling gains. The scaling gains of the neural controller have been adjusted by using 4-D 

Golden Section Search method. The performance of the proposed controller has been tested 

and the results show that the output responses of the vehicle system with proposed controller 

are better than the corresponding responses of the vehicle system with the FOPID controller 

or FMRL controller.  When the bending torque is applied (or the braking torque applied) with 

random inputs as the road profile, the oscillation of the output responses of the controlled 

system are eliminated and the steady state of the output responses are minimized. The 

robustness of the proposed controller has been tested by applying six types of the typical 
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disturbances. The results show that the cost functions have been improved. But it is only 

slightly improved when different values of the bending inertia torque are applied. To sum up, 

when neural controller is used, the improvement of the cost function is better than the 

improvement of the cost function when the FOPID controller or FMRL controller is used.  
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6. Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) 

 

 

 

 

6.1 Neurofuzzy networks 

The conventional PID controllers have fixed gains; therefore, they are very sensitive to the 

external disturbances, parameters variations and system nonlinearity. For those reasons, the 

researchers have suggested the adaptive controllers for nonlinear systems which do not need 

the exact mathematical model of the systems. The artificial neural networks and fuzzy logic 

systems are good examples for the adaptive systems. Artificial neural networks are good at 

recognizing patterns. However, they are not good at explaining how they reach their 

decisions. Fuzzy logic systems are good at explaining their decisions but they cannot 

automatically acquire the rules used to make those decisions. Furthermore, fuzzy system 

controllers are very fast control. But it is difficult to determine the optimal structures of those 

controllers such as the shape of the membership functions and the exact rule number. These 

problems have been a central driving force behind the creation of intelligent hybrid systems 

where two or more techniques are combined in a manner that overcomes the limitations of the 

individual techniques. The neurofuzzy system is a good example for such hybrid system. 

Therefore, by using the neurofuzzy system, the disadvantages of the fuzzy logic systems and 

the artificial neural networks will be omitted.  The neuro-adaptive training techniques provide 

a method for the fuzzy modelling procedure to train information about a data set.  This 

technique gives the fuzzy logic capability to compute the parameters of the membership 
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functions that allow the associated fuzzy inference system to track the given input and output 

data.  

There are two principal types of neurofuzzy networks, which are commonly used to adjust the 

parameters of fuzzy system: Mamdani system and Takagi and Sugeno system (Negoita et al. 

2005). Figure 6.1 illustrates the structure of the Mamdani system. The fuzzy IF-THEN rules 

of the Mamdani system can be written as the following form 

z� c� )� J�� 5!= c�)� J��  5!= … 5!= c� )� J�$ ���� F )� L�    

Where c�, c�, … , c� are the input of neurofuzzy system, y is the output of the neurofuzzy 

system, J�� , J��, … , J�$ are the linguistic values of the input variables and L� is the linguistic 

value of the output variable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Mamdani system has five layers; each layer performs a specific task as shown in the 

following 

 Layer1:  called input layer, in which the input variables applied to the system. 

Figure 6.1 Mamdani System (Negoita et al. (2005)) 
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Layer2: called membership function layer. Each input variable is mapped to any values 

between 0 and 1, depend on the shape of member function in this layer. 

Layer3: called rule-antecedent layer. Each node in this layer performs the precondition 

matching of the fuzzy rule. 

Layer4: called rule-consequent layer. The conjunction operator (such as AND, OR) is 

performed to combine the fuzzy rules with the same consequent. 

Layer5: called defuzzification layer. The fuzzy conclusion values are mapped to crisp outputs. 

Figure 6.2 depicts the structure of the Takagi and Sugeno system. The first three layers are the 

same as those in the Mamdani system. In layer 4, input variables are used as input to this 

layer. Each node in this layer implements a linear model and the parameters of the linear 

model will be adjusted by using training algorithm. Layer 5 consists of single node that 

performs the defuzzification.  
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Figure 6.2 Takagi and Sugeno System  (Negoita et al. (2005)) 
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The fuzzy IF-THEN rules of the Takagi and Sugeno system can be written as the following 

form: 

z� c� )� J�� 5!= c�)� J��  5!= … 5!= c� )� J�$ ���� F � 5� � � T�c�

�

���

 

where 5�  and T� �6 � 1,2, … , !� are consequent parameters. 

Usually crisp function is a polynomial in the input variables x, but it can be any other  

functions  that  can  appropriately  described as  the output of  the  system within  the fuzzy 

region specified  by  the  antecedent  of  the  rule. Depending on the order of the polynomial; 

many types of Takagi and Sugeno system can be obtained. If the crisp function is a constant, 

the system is called zero-order Takagi and Sugeno model. If the crisp function is first order 

polynomial, the system is called first-order Takagi and Sugeno model and so on. 

Some researchers have used the Mamdani System to design an effective neurofuzzy model. 

Zhang and Kandel used both control-oriented fuzzy neurons and decision-oriented fuzzy 

neurons to adjust the fuzzy membership functions adaptively by using a compensatory 

learning algorithm (Zhang and Kandel 1998). In Reference Kumar and Garg (2004),  the 

fuzzy parameters were adjusted based on neural networks and genetic algorithm to design a 

control system for inverted pendulum. The neurofuzzy system has been used for early fault 

detection to help in minimizing quality and productivity offsets and to assist in averting 

hazardous consequences in abnormal situations (Gabbar et al. 2007). Figueiredo et al. (2004) 

introduced a class of neurofuzzy network and a constructive learning method based on 

competition of groups of neurons when the network receives inputs. Given a set of training 

data, the learning procedure automatically adjusts the input space portion to cover the whole 

space and finds the parameters of the membership functions for each input variable.  

On the other hand, the Takagi and Sugeno systems have been used by several researchers to 

design neurofuzzy systems. Multivariable control of low head hydropower plants by using 
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neurofuzzy system has been presented in Reference Djukanovic et al. (1997). In Reference 

Rashidi and Vahedi (2004), the authors formulated a sensorless adaptive neurofuzzy speed 

controller for induction motor derives.  

The Takagi and Sugeno systems show very good performances in the nonlinear function 

approximation problem, therefore, they are widely used as an approximation for the given 

input and output data. The Adaptive NeuroFuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) is a good 

example for Takagi and Sugeno system. Many researchers used ANFIS to design an 

intelligent control for different applications such as Areed et al. 2010, Gupta et al. 2009, Jang 

and Sun 1995 and Rezaeeian et al. 2008. 

In this chapter, ANFIS based intelligent control will be designed for the full vehicle nonlinear 

active suspension systems with hydraulic actuators. 

6.2 ANFIS structure  

The ANFIS is a class of adaptive networks that acts as a fundamental framework for adaptive 

fuzzy inference systems (Jang and Sun 1995). It is one of the various methods that is used to 

organize the fuzzy inference system with given input and output data pairs. The drawbacks of 

fuzzy logic system and neural networks can be solved by using ANFIS which is a 

combination of a fuzzy logic controller and a neural network that makes the controller self-

tuning and adaptive. By composing these two intelligent approaches, it will be achieve a good 

reasoning in quality and quantity. Since both fuzzy and neural systems are universal function 

approximators, therefore, their combination, the ANFIS, is also a universal function 

approximator.  

The main concept of a ANFIS is derived from the human learning process, where an initial 

knowledge of a function is first setup by fuzzy rules and then the degree of function 
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approximation is iteratively improved by the learning capabilities of the neural network 

(Gupta et al. 2009). 

The ANFIS is based mainly on the Takagi and Sugeno system (Jang and Mizutani 1996). It is 

used to design the fuzzy inference system with given input and output data pairs.  

By consideration a first-order Takagi and Sugeno fuzzy inference system that contains n 

inputs variables, K rules and one output variable. The kth rule of this system can be given as 

X�: z� c�)� J�� 5!= c�)� J�� 5!= … 5!= c� )� J�� ���� F � ����� 

where ����� � `�� � `��c� � `��c� � 3 � `��c� . 

 Accordingly, in order to process a fuzzy rule by neural networks, it is necessary to modify the 

standard neural network structure. Figure 6.3 depicts the structure of multi-input single- 

output ANFIS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.3 Multi Input Signal Output ANFIS Structure 
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Like the fuzzy models, the ANFIS has two main parts: premise part and consequent part. 

From Figure 6.3 the ANFIS has five layers, like the multilayer neural networks, each layer 

performs a specific task. The square nodes have adaptable parameters that will be adjusted 

during the training phase of the ANFIS while the circle nodes have fixed parameters. The 

output of the i th node in the l th layer is denoted by ��
$, where every node in the same layer 

performs the same function as described below: 

Layer 1: This layer is called fuzzification layer. Every node in this layer is a square node with 

the following node function: 

��
� � >&��

�c��      ) � 1,2, … , !  , V � 1,2, … , � 5!= 6 � 1,2, … , ! , �                               (6.1) 

where >&��
�c�� is the membership function of the r th node . The >&��

�c�� has been chosen as 

the Bell-Shape membership function 

>&��
�c�� � 1

1 � ��c� � W��5��
���1��

 

where I5��, T��, W��P are the parameters of membership function. They are called the premise 

parameters that will be adjusted in the training phase of the ANFIS. 

Layer 2: This layer is called rule-antecedent layer. Every node in this layer is circle node 

(have no adaptive parameters) labelled Π  which multiplies the incoming signals. The output 

of each node in this layer can be written as: 

��
� � �� � � >&��

�c���

���

                                                                                                                    �6.2� 

Layer 3: This layer is called normalization layer. Every node in this layer is a circle node 

labelled N. The output of the kth node is the normalized kth firing strength sk. The output of any 

node in this layer can be given as: 

��
� � ��� � ��∑ �$

6
$��

                                                                                                                            �6.4� 
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Layer 4: This layer is called rule-consequent layer. Every node in this layer is square node 

with linear function 

�� � `�� � � `��c�

�

���

                                                                                                                           �6.5� 

where I`��, `��, `��, … , `��P (k=1,2,…,K) are the set parameters of the polynomial function. 

They are called consequent parameters that will be adjusted in the training phase. The kth 

output of this node is given as  

��
� � ����� � ��� j`�� � � `��c�

�

���

k                                                                                               �6.6�   
Layer 5: this layer called output layer or defuzzification layer. It computes the output of the 

ANFIS by summing up the outputs of layer 4. The node in this layer is a circle node labelled 

Σ and the output of this layer is given by the following equation: 

F � ��
7 � � ��$�$ � ∑ �$�$

6
$��∑ �$

6
$��

6

$��

                                                                                                          �6.7� 

The trainable parameters of ANFIS, i.e. premise parameters and consequent parameters, 

should be adjusted to minimize the following performance function (Mean Squared Error): 

q+' � 0.5 � '%
�

8

%��

                                                                                                                             �6.8� 

where M is the total number of training data set and Em is the error signal between the desired 

output of mth data and the actual output of ANFIS model of mth data. The error signal Em is 

given as 

'% � �% � F%                                                                                                                      (6.9)         

where  Tm the mth desired output and ym the mth actual output of the ANFIS model.  

The main purpose of the ANFIS modelling is to achieve a set of local input-output relations 

that describe a process. 
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Commonly, the problem of system modelling requires two main stages: the structure 

identification and the parameter optimization. The structure identification deals with the 

problem of determining the input-output space partition and how many rules must be used by 

the ANFIS model.  The parameter optimization is responsible for finding the optimum values 

of the trainable parameters of the ANFIS model, i.e., the parameters of the membership 

function in the premise part and the coefficients of the polynomial function in the consequent 

part (Kim and Lee 2003). A number of algorithms are proposed for adjusting the trainable 

parameters of the ANFIS such as the Gauss-Network algorithm, the Levenberg-Marquardt 

algorithm, the extended Kalman filter algorithm, Hybrid Training algorithm and Kohonene’s 

map algorithm (Jang 1996; Jang and Mizutani 1996). In this chapter Hybrid Training 

algorithm will be used to adjust the trainable parameters of the ANFIS model. 

6.3  Hybrid training algorithm   

The output equation of the ANFIS can be rewritten as follows: 

F � ����� � ����� � 3 � ��6�6 � �����`�� � ����c��`�� � ����c��`�� � 3 � ����c��`�� � 

        �����`�� � ����c��`�� � ����c��`�� � 3 � ����c��`�� � 3 � ���6�`�6 � ���6c��`�6 �
         ���6c��`�6 � 3 � ���6c��`�6                                                                                     (6.10) 

From Eq. (6.10), the output equation is linear in the consequent parameters. Therefore the 

hybrid training algorithm can be applied to adjust the trainable parameters of the ANFIS 

model (Jang 1993). 

Eq. (6.10) can be written as other form as below: 

F � ��Ψ���� � ��Ψ���� � 3 � �9Ψ9���                                                                        (6.11) 

where X=[x1, x2,…,xn]
T , Ψ� , Ψ�, …,Ψ9  are nonlinear functions; ��, ��,…, �9 are unknown 

parameters, i.e. consequent parameters, that will be adjusted; and � is the total number of the 

unknown parameters. 
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If the values of the premise parameters are known, the nonlinear function in Eq. (6.11) can be 

calculated for specific input data vector.  

To identify the unknown parameters ��, a training data set I��%, F%�, � � 1,2, … , qP should 

be obtained. For each data pair, the Eq. (6.11) can be written as follows: 

���
�� ��Ψ���4� � ��Ψ���4� � 3 � �9Ψ9��4� � F���Ψ���:� � ��Ψ���:� � 3 � �9Ψ9��:� � F�...��Ψ���;� � ��Ψ���;� � 3 � �9Ψ9��;� � F8

�                                                           (6.12) 

By using matrix notation, Eq. (6.12) can be given as 

�� � �                                                                                                                                (6.13) 

where H is an M ] � matrix it is given as: 

� � �Ψ���4� … Ψ<��4�. … .Ψ���=� … Ψ<��=�� , 
� and Y are � ] 1 vector and M ]1 vector respectively, and can be given as: 

� �
���
������..�9���

�� and � � ��
��

F�F�..F8��
��. 

If the premise parameters and the training data set are known, then the matrix  � and vector Y 

will be simultaneously known. 

Eq. (6.13) should be modified by incorporating an error vector e to account for random noise 

or modelling error, as follows: 

�� � { � �                                                                                                                         (6.14) 

The estimation values of the unknown parameters �� which minimize the sum of squared error 

(SSE) should be obtained. The SSE equation is given as: 

++'��� � � �F% � \%
� ��� � {�{ � �� � ����

8

%��

�� � ���                                               �6.15� 
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By using the least squares estimator (LSE) method the optimum consequent parameters �� can 

be given the following equation (Hsia 1977): 

�� � ��3�������                                                                                                              (6.16) 

The hybrid training algorithm is used to modify the parameters of the ANFIS model as 

follows: The gradient descent method as in neural network can be applied to modify the 

premise parameters while the least square estimate method can be applied to adapt the 

consequent parameters (Jang 1993). In the forward pass of the hybrid learning algorithm, 

functional signals go forward (under the condition that the premise parameters are fixed) until 

layer four and the consequent parameters are identified by the least squares estimate. In the 

backward pass, the error rates propagate backward and the premise parameters are updated by 

the back propagation error algorithm that was described in Chapter 5. 

6.4 Design of the neurofuzzy controller for active suspension 

system 

As mentioned before, the neurofuzzy control structure is a combination of a fuzzy logic 

system and a neural network, which enables the controller to be self-tuning and adaptive. 

Figure 6.4 depicts the neurofuzzy controller with controlled system. The structure of the NF 

controller in this figure is described in Section 6.2.  

Four neurofuzzy controllers will be designed in this chapter, one for each suspension system. 

Each controller has three inputs and one output. The input signals are error, derivative of the 

error and integral of the error are scaled by using input scaling gains. The output of the 

controller is scaled by using output scaling gain which has been applied as input to the 

suspension system.  
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To find the optimal values of the NF parameters, i.e. premise and consequent parameters, to 

press the plant to meet all control objectives, the following steps have been carried out to 

design the NF controller: 

1.  The FOPID controllers are designed.  

2. The input and output data that have been obtained from the FOPID controllers design 

should be used to train the trainable parameters of the NF controller using the hybrid 

training algorithm. 

3. The input and the output scaling gains of the NF controller should be adjusted to improve 

the performance of the NF controller. 

Firstly, the evolutionary algorithm has been used to design the FOPID controllers as discussed 

in Chapter 3. Then the input and output data that are obtained from the FOPID controllers 

should be used to design the parameters of the NF controller using the hybrid learning 

algorithm. Figure 6.5 shows the training phase of the NF controller. The random inputs have 

been applied as road profiles to obtain the input and output data set of the FOPID controller. 

     

 
Figure 6.4 Neurofuzzy controller for full vehicle model 
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After obtaining the optimal trainable parameters of the NF, the NF controller design should be 

improved by adjusting the input and the output scaling gains (GE, GED, GEI and GU). To 

adjust the values of scaling gains, four-dimensional Golden Section Search (4-D GSS) 

method has been used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.5 Using MATLAB program to design the neurofuzzy controller 

for the controlled system 

The ANFIS toolbox of MATLAB program has been used to adjust the trainable parameters of 

the neurofuzzy controllers. As shown in Chapter 3, the Evolutionary Algorithm applied to 

obtain the optimum values of the FOPID controller. The inputs and outputs data of the FOPID 

controllers has been applied as a training data set to train the parameters of the neurofuzzy 

controllers. 

 

Figure 6.5 Training phase of neurofuzzy controller 
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In this work, four NF controllers are designed, one for each suspension system. Each NF sub-

controller has three inputs. The first input (Input 1) is the error between the derivative of the 

vertical displacement of the suspension where the NF sub-controller exists and the desired 

derivative of the vertical displacement. The second and the third input (Input 2 and Input 3) 

are the derivative and integral of this error respectively. The output of the NF sub-controller 

will be applied as a control signal for the hydraulic actuator. From the response of the input 

and output data of the FOPID controller with the time, the following rules have been obtained 

and they will be used as linguistic rules for the neurofuzzy controller: 

R1: IF Input1 is NB and Input2 is NB and Input3 N Then y=f1   

R2: IF Input1is NS and Input2 is NS and Input3 P Then y=f2   

R3: IF Input1is ZE and Input2 is ZE and Input3 NCH Then y=f3   

R4: IF Input1is PS and Input2 is PS and Input3 P Then y=f4   

R5: IF Input1is PB and Input2 is PB and Input3 N Then y=f5   

where fk is a the first order polynomial function and it can be given as 

�� � `�� � `�� , Y!`��1 � `�� , Y!`��2 � `�� , Y!`��3  for k=1,2,…,5. The coefficients of 

the polynomial function are called consequent parameters.  

The Bell-Shape functions have been used as input membership functions for each NF sub-

controller inputs. The parameters of input membership functions are called the premise 

parameters.  Input1 has five grades: the negative big (NB), negative small (NS), zero (ZE), 

positive small (PS) and positive big (PB). Whereas Input2 has five grades: the negative big 

(NB), negative small (NS), zero (ZE), positive small (PS) and positive big (PB). While Input3 

has three grades: the negative (N), no change (NCH) and positive (P).  
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From the ANFIS toolbox, the Hybrid Training Algorithm has been used as the optimisation 

method to obtain the parameters of neurofuzzy controllers. After 400 iterations, the errors 

between the outputs of the neurofuzzy controller and the outputs of the FOPID controllers 

reached to very small values as shown in Table 6.1. 

 

 

 

It means that for the same inputs, the output of the NF controller tracks the output of the 

FOPID controller. After the training task of the NF controllers is completed, the inputs and 

output scaling gains should be adjusted to improve the performance of the NF controllers.  

The 4-D Golden Section Search method has been used to adjust the scaling gains (i.e. the GE, 

GED, GEI and GU). As a result, the optimum values of scaling gains are 26, 22, 10 and 1.5, 

respectively. 

After the full designing of the four neural controllers are completed, the Simulink model 

shown in Figure 6.6 is used to test the robustness of the proposed controller. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neurofuzzy 
Controller 

Front-right Front-left Rear-right Rear-left 

Error 0.00361 0.00836 0.00539 0.00139 

Table 6.1 The error between the output of the NF controller and FOPID 
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Signal Outputs 

Controlled System 
Neurofuzzy 
System 

Road 
Profiles 
Inputs 

Figure 6.6 MATLAB SIMULINK model of controlled system with neurofuzzy controllers 
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The construction of the input subsystem is shown in Figure 6.7. This subsystem consists of 

the input scaling gains of the neurofuzzy controller and the reference input signal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As shown in Figure above, the neurofuzzy controller has three scaled inputs and one scaled 

control signal output. Suitable control signals of the neurofuzzy controllers have been applied 

as inputs to the suspension systems to control the position of the spool valves of hydraulic 

actuators. The hydraulic actuators generate appropriate forces to improve the performance of 

the vehicle system, i.e. riding comfort and road handling. 

6.6 Simulation and results  

The parameters of full vehicle nonlinear active suspension systems and hydraulic actuators 

(listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2) have been used here to simulate the controlled system. Four 

neurofuzzy controllers have been designed, one for each suspension systems. To test the 

effectiveness of the neurofuzzy controllers, the outputs of the full vehicle system with 

proposed neurofuzzy controllers have been compared with the corresponding outputs of the 

full vehicle system without controller. Figures 6.8-6.14 show the comparison between the 

outputs of controlled process with neural controllers and the outputs of the passive system. 

 

 

 
Figure 6.7 The structure of the input subsystem 
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Figure 6.10 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P3 
 

Figure 6.11 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P4 
 

Figure 6.8 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P1 

Figure 6.9 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P2 

(s) (s) 

(s) (s) 
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Figures above show that the output responses of the controlled system have been improved 

which means the vibrations sensed by the passengers have been nearly omitted and  the 

contact forces between the tyers and the road surfaces have been maximized.  

 

 

Figure 6.12 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at Pc 
 

Figure 6.13 Time response of a roll angle 
 

 
Figure 6.14 Time response of a pitch angle 
 

(s) 
(s) 

(s) 
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The bending torque has been applied, as shown in Figure 6.15, with white a noise random 

input as the road profile to test the effectiveness of the neurofuzzy controller during sharp 

cornering. The Figures 6.16-6.22 show the comparison between the outputs of the suspension 

systems with neurofuzzy controllers, the outputs of the suspension systems with neural 

controllers and the corresponding outputs of the suspension systems without controllers.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.15 Bending torque 
Figure 6.16 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P1 

Figure 6.17 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P2 

Figure 6.18 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P3 

(s) 
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Figures above show that the oscillations of the outputs responses of the controlled system 

have been eliminated and the final steady state of the outputs responses have been pressed  to 

be small values.  

 
Figure 6.19 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P4 
 

Figure 6.20 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at Pc 
 

Figure 6.21 Time response of a roll angle 
 

Figure 6.22 Time response of a pitch angle 
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To test the effectiveness of the neurofuzzy controller during sharp braking, the braking torque 

(shown in Figure 6.23) with a white noise random input has been applied as a road profile. 

The comparison has been made between the outputs of the suspension systems with 

neurofuzzy controller, the outputs of the suspension systems with neural controllers and the 

corresponding outputs of the suspension systems without controller as shown in Figure 6.24-

6.30. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.24 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P1 
 

Figure 6.23 Braking torque 

Figure 6.25 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P2 

Figure 6.26 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P3 

(s) 
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Figures above show that the oscillations of the outputs responses of the controlled system 

have been eliminated and the final steady state of the outputs responses have been forced to 

small values.  

By comparing between the outputs response of the controlled system with NF controller and 

the corresponding outputs response of the controlled system with other controller that are 

 
Figure 6.27 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at P4 

 
Figure 6.28 Time response of a vertical  
                    displacement at Pc 

Figure 6.29 Time response of a roll angle 
 

 

Figure 6.30 Time response of a pitch angle 
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designed in previous chapters, it can be seen that the NF controller is more effective and more 

robust than the other control types. 

6.7 Robustness of the neurofuzzy controller 

To test the robustness of the proposed system against the disturbances, six different types of 

disturbances have been applied individually. The same disturbances types that are used in 

previous chapters have been used in this chapter as listed below. 

• Square wave with varying amplitude is applied as the input of road profile.   

• Sine wave input signal with varying amplitude is applied as the input of road profile.  

• Square wave with varying frequency is applied as the input of road profile. 

• Sine wave input signal with varying frequency is applied as the input of road profile.  

• Different values of bending inertia torque (Tx) are applied.  

• Different values of breaking inertia torque (Ty) are applied.  

Figures 6.31-6.36 show the comparison between the cost function of the controlled system 

with neurofuzzy controller and the passive system against the disturbances.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.31 Time response of the cost functions 

against the different amplitude values of square wave 
 

Figure 6.32 Time response of the cost functions 
against the different amplitude values of sine wave 
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Figure 6.33 Time response of the cost functions 
against the different frequency values of square wave 
 

Figure 6.34 Time response of the cost functions 
against the different frequency values of sine wave 

 

Figure 6.35 Time response of the cost functions 
against different values of bending torque (Tx) 

Figure 6.36 Time response of the cost functions 
against different values of braking torque (Ty) 
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6.8 The comparison among the robustness of the FOPID 

controller, FMRL controller, Neural controller and 

Neurofuzzy controller  

In this project, different types of control system have been designed for full vehicle nonlinear 

active suspension systems with nonlinear hydraulic actuators, i.e. FOPID controller, FMRL 

controller, Neural controller and Neurofuzzy controller. In this section, the comparison among 

the robustness of those controllers against different disturbances types, which are listed in 

previous section, are investigated to select the best controller among them.  Figures 6.37-6.42 

show the response of the cost function against different disturbances types. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.37 Time response of the cost functions 
against the different amplitude values of square wave 
 

Figure 6.38 Time response of the cost functions 
against the different amplitude values of sine wave 
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Figure 6.39 Time response of the cost functions 
against the different frequency values of square wave 

 

Figure 6.40 Time response of the cost functions  
against the different frequency values of sine wave 
 

Figure 6.41 Time response of the cost functions 
against different values of bending torque (Tx) 

Figure 6.42 Time response of the cost functions 
against different values of braking torque (Ty) 
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The comparison illustrated that the neurofuzzy controller is the best controller for any 

disturbance type which means that the neurofuzzy controller is most effective and robust than 

the other controller systems to control the full vehicle nonlinear active suspension systems 

with nonlinear hydraulic actuators.  

The hardware implementation of the neurofuzzy controller using FPGA board will be 

described in the next chapter.  

6.9 Summary 

As mentioned before, the main objectives of designed controller for a vehicle suspension 

system are to reduce the discomfort sensed by passengers which arises from road roughness 

and to improve the road handling associated with the pitching and rolling movements. This 

necessitates a very fast and accurate controller to meet as much control objectives; as 

possible. For these reasons, four novel neurofuzzy controllers have been successfully 

developed for the full vehicle nonlinear active suspension system. The approach of the 

proposed controller is to minimize the vibration on each suspended corner of the vehicle by 

supplying control forces to suspension system when travelling on a rough road. The other 

purpose of use the NF controller for the vehicle model is to reduce the body inclinations that 

happen during intensive manoeuvres including braking and cornering. It is believed that this 

is pioneer work to use the neurofuzzy method to design the controller for full vehicle 

nonlinear active suspension systems with nonlinear hydraulic actuators.  

The input and output data sets that were obtained from the FOPID controllers have been used 

as training data to design the neurofuzzy controllers. The hybrid learning algorithm has been 

applied as optimisation method to train the trainable parameters of the neurofuzzy controllers. 

After the optimum parameters of the neurofuzzy controller have been obtained, the input and 

output scaling gains have been adjusted by using four-dimensional golden section search to 
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improve the performance of the proposed controllers. Four NF controllers have been 

designed, one for each suspension system. The performances of the proposed controllers have 

been tested and the results illustrated that the riding comfort and road handling have been 

greatly improved. Six different types of the disturbances have been applied individually to test 

the robustness of the proposed controllers. The test of the robustness proves that the NF 

controller is still stable and it forces the cost function to be minimum even significant 

disturbances occurred.  
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7. Implementation of Neurofuzzy Controllers 

Using an FPGA Platforms 

 

 

7.1 Micro-Controller hardware implementation of adaptiv e 

systems  

The conventional controller such as the PID controller requires an exact mathematical model 

of the controlled system to meet as much control objectives as possible. If the mathematical 

model for any system is difficult to establish, the fuzzy logic controller can be a good 

alternative to design a robust controller. Fuzzy logic systems, which can deal with imprecise 

information, are good at explaining their decisions but they cannot automatically acquire the 

rules used to make those decisions. On the other hand, artificial neural networks are good at 

recognizing patterns. The Neural networks have the ability to train the parameters of the 

control system. However, they are not good at explaining how they reach their decisions. 

These limitations in both systems have been a central driving force behind the creation of the 

neurofuzzy system where the two techniques are combined in a manner that overcomes the 

limitations of the individual techniques.  

In the last three decades, many researchers focused on the development of a hardware 

implementation for fuzzy logic systems and neural networks. An analogue circuit used to 

implement each part of a fuzzy system includes: Fuzzification, Fuzzy Inference and 

Defuzzification based on different circuit techniques, such as CMOS, BiCMOS and bipolar 
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(Catania et al. 1994; Gilbert 1984; Ishizuka et al. 1992; Tasaka 1989; Yamakawa 1992). The 

structure of a fuzzy system is complex so that the analogue circuit has to be very complicated 

to implement the analogue fuzzy system. Therefore, most researchers proposed digital circuits 

to implement the fuzzy logic system using either Application Specific Integrated Circuits 

(ASICs) or general purpose software microprocessor or microcontroller. The ASICs are faster 

than the general purpose microprocessor, but the disadvantage of the ASIC is that they do not 

offer re-configurability by the user. On the other hand, the microprocessor is more economical 

and flexible than the ASIC, but often faces difficulties in dealing with control systems that 

require high processing and input and output handling speeds. Therefore, higher density 

programmable logic devices such as Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs) and Field 

Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have been developed to overcome the problems of 

microprocessors. The FPGA is suitable for fast implementation and quick hardware 

verification. The systems based on it are flexible and can be reprogrammed with an unlimited 

number of times. The rapid evaluation of silicon technologies has helped to reduce the size of 

FPGA integrated circuits and their cost. Therefore, the FPGAs can be used as final solutions 

to implement many systems (Freeman 1988; Sanchez-Solano et al. 2007).  

Many papers have reported FPGA technology to design Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) for 

different applications. Such publications include these by  Manzoul and Jayabharathi (1992) 

who developed software for synthesizing fuzzy controllers into Boolean equations. Also, a 

hardware implementation of a fuzzy controller on an FPGA has been described. The 

developed software together with the FPGA development system provides a complete design 

automation tool for fuzzy controllers. Obaid et al. (2010) presented analysis and performance 

evaluation of the proportional-derivative (PD) fuzzy logic controller designs using Matlab and 

an FPGA. Some authors proposed an embedded run-time reconfigurable architecture for the 

design of a fuzzy logic PID controller (Economakos and Economakos 2007; Hu and Li 1996; 
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Tipsuwanpornm et al. 2004). Singh et al. (2009) presented and implemented a fuzzy 

controller on an FPGA using VHDL for a motor system. Here, fuzzy controller was 

implemented on an FPGA board to control a shunt motor used for controlling the speed of an 

electrical vehicle (Poorani et al. 2005). In Reference Cirstea et al. (2001), simulation and 

implementation of a fuzzy logic controller for a diesel driven stand alone synchronous 

generator system had been designed. This controller was developed using VHDL and is 

implemented in an FPGA. Barriga et al. (2006) depicted a fuzzy logic modelling style based 

on two strategies: behavioural modelling using VHDL and structural VHDL based on specific 

architecture of fuzzy processor. 

Other researchers used an FPGA to implement the neural network controller. In Reference  

Jung and Kim (2007), the authors implemented the intelligent neural network controller 

hardware with an FPGA based general purpose chip and a digital signal processing board to 

solve an nonlinear system control problems. Yu and Dent (1994) dealt with efficient 

implementation of feedforward networks in table-lookup FPGAs for a portable digital system 

in classification of balliscardiogram (BCG) for automatic heart disease monitoring. 

Muthuramalingam et al. (2007) discussed the issues involved in implementation of a multi-

input neuron with linear and nonlinear excitation functions using an FPGA. Blake et al. 

(1998) described the hardware implementations of fuzzy systems, neural networks and fuzzy 

neural networks using a Xilinx FPGA. 

As mentioned in Chapter 6, the neurofuzzy controller is more effective and robust than other 

controller systems for full vehicle nonlinear active suspension systems with nonlinear 

hydraulic actuators. Therefore, in this chapter, the implementation of neurofuzzy controller 

using an FPGA will be explained. Very High speed integrated circuit Hardware Description 

Language (VHDL) codes are used to describe the operation of the neurofuzzy controller that 

has been designed in Chapter 6. The Xilinx Integrated Software Environment (Xilinx ISE 
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10.1) has been used as the environment to type and synthesis the VHDL codes. Xilinx ISE 

10.1 allows taking designs through several steps: Analysis and Synthesis, Implement Design, 

Generated Programming Files and Configure Target Device.  

After successfully compiling the design, the generated programming files (configuration files) 

are downloaded using a USB port to program the FPGA.  For the simulation results, 

ModelSim XE III 6.4b simulation program is used to simulate the operation of the VHDL 

codes and obtained the expected output data of the FPGA board. In order to compare the 

expected responses of the FPGA design with the MATLAB Simulink design, an M-file will 

be used to plot the data that is collected from the ModelSim program and the data that is 

collected from the MATLAB Simulink design to confirm that the FPGA boards operate as 

neurofuzzy controllers do. 

7.2  Field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) architecture 

A field programmable gate array (FPGA) is a logic device that contains a two-dimensional 

array of generic logic cells and programmable switches that can realize any digital system 

with low cost and reduced time. The FPGA consists of three major configurable elements 

(Brown and Vranesic 2005):   

1) Configurable Logic Block (CLBs) arranged in an array that provides the functional 

elements and implements most of the logic in an FPGA. Each logic block has two flip-

flops and it can realize any 5-input combination logic function. 

2) Programmable Interconnect Resources (PIRs) that provides a routing path to connect 

between the rows and columns of CLBs, and between CLBs and input-output blocks. 

3) Input-Output Blocks (IOBs) that provide the interface between the package pins and 

internal signal lines. It can be configured as an input, output or bidirectional port.  
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The CLBs, IOBs and their interconnectors are controlled by a configuration program store in 

a chip memory. 

The structure of FPGA device is illustrated in Figure 7.1 (from Economakos and Economakos 

(2007)). A custom design can be implemented by specifying the function of each logic cell 

and selectively setting the connection of each programmable switch.  FPGAs are programmed 

using support software and a download cable connected to a host computer. Once they are 

programmed, they can be disconnected from the computer and will retain their functionality 

until the power is removed from the chip. Since this process can be done by the user rather 

than by the fabrication facility, the device is known as field programmable. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.3 Hardware description languages (HDL) 

Hardware description languages (HDLs) have become widely use to design digital systems. 

HDLs can describe the digital circuit's operation, its design and organisation, and tests to 

verify its operation by means of simulation. A digital design can be created using any HDL 

 
Figure 7.1 Overall Schematic of a traditional FPGA 
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such as Verilog language and Very High speed integrated circuit Hardware Description 

Language (VHDL). The use of VHDL for modelling and simulation is especially appealing 

since it provides a formal description, simulation, verification and synthesis of the digital 

systems. In this chapter, VHDL will be used to design the neurofuzzy controller rather than 

Verilog language. Some authors have used the VHDL as a description language to support the 

data structure and function required for fuzzy logic systems (Barriga et al. 2006; Chen et al. 

2009; Cobo et al. 1998; Gonzalez et al. 2007; Kim 2000; Rani et al. 2005; Salapura and 

Hamann 1996; Singh et al. 2009; Vuong et al. 2006). While some authors developed VHDL 

codes to implement the neural network controller (Jung and Kim 2007; Muthuramalingam et 

al. 2007; Yu and Dent (1994).  

From the background research, it is evident that this is the first time that VHDL codes have 

been used to implement the neurofuzzy controller type described by Takagi and Sugeno 

system. 

7.4 Description of neurofuzzy controller using VHDL codes  

The main purpose behind implementation of the NF controller in VHDL is to minimise the 

hardware implementation cost of the generic NF controller for use in industrial applications. 

In this section, VHDL codes are presented for the neurofuzzy controllers which have two 

inputs one output. The first input is Error (E) and the second input is Change in Error (CE) 

and the output of control system is Control output (Con). The Bell Shape function has been 

used for each input.  

For simplification, we assume that each input of the neurofuzzy controller has three grades: 

Negative (N), Zero (Z), and Positive (P) as illustrated in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3 for the first 

and second input respectively.   
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The VHDL codes are used to define the name, the start point and end point of each 

membership function for the first and the second input using record type declaration as 

follow: 

--FIRST INPUT-- 

type input1 is (N1,Z1,P1); 

type membership1 is record 

  term:input1; 

  point1:integer; 

  point2:integer; 

end record; 

type membership_function1 is array (natural range<>) of membership1; 

constant mfs1:membership_function1:= 

  ((term=> N1,point1=>-6,point2=>4),    

   (term=> Z1,point1=>-5,point2=>5), 

Figure7.2 Bell shape Membership Function for 
the first input 

Figure7.3 Bell shape Membership Function 
for the second input 
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   (term=>P1,point1=>-4,point2=>6)); 

--SECOND INPUT-- 

type input2 is (N2,Z2,P2); 

type membership2 is record 

  term:input2; 

  point1:integer; 

  point2:integer; 

end record; 

type membership_function2 is array (natural range<>) of membership2; 

constant mfs2:membership_function2:= 

  ((term=> N2,point1=>-6,point2=>4),    

   (term=> Z2,point1=>-5,point2=>5), 

   (term=>P2,point1=>-4,point2=>6)); 

Three polynomial functions are assumed in the consequent part of the neurofuzzy controller 

as follows: 

�1 � 51' � T1[' � W1 

�2 � 52' � T2[' � W2 

�3 � 53' � T3[' � W3 

where E is the first input (Error); CE is the second input (Change in Error); 

a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2, a3, b3 and c3 are the coefficient of f1, f2 and f3 (consequent 

parameters) respectively . 

The VHDL codes are used to define the name and the coefficient of the polynomial functions 

using record type declaration as follows: 

--OUTPUT-- 

type output is (f1,f2,f3); 
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type linear is record 

                         term: output; 

  P1:integer; 

  P2:integer; 

  P3:integer;   

end record; 

type linear_function is array (natural range<>) of linear; 

constant zeta: linear_function:= 

  ((term=>f1,P1=>a1,P2=>b1,P3=>c1), 

   (term=>f2,P1=>a2,P2=>b2,P3=>c2), 

   (term=>f3,P1=>a3,P2=>b3,P3=>c3)); 

As mentioned before, the Xilinx ISE 10.1 program has been used as an environment to type 

and synthesis the VHDL codes. Unfortunately, that program does not support the type real of 

the inputs and outputs signals. Since, the output of the membership function is in a range from 

0 to 1 (floating point), therefore, a new method should be suggested to solve this problem. 

From the equation of calculation of the neurofuzzy output that was illustrated in Chapter 6, it 

can be seen that if the each output of the membership function is multiplied by an arbitrary 

integer number, the output value of the normalization node will not be affected. The following 

example can explain that: 

If we assume that the neurofuzzy network shown in Chapter 6, has two inputs, a single output 

and two membership functions for each input as demonstrated in Figure 7.4, then the 

normalization node outputs can be given as: 

��� � J��c�� , L��c��J��c�� , L��c�� � J��c�� , L��c�� 

��� � J��c�� , L��c��J��c�� , L��c�� � J��c�� , L��c�� 
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If the outputs of the membership functions are multiplied by K then the normalization node 

outputs will be given by 

��� � � , J��c�� , � , L��c��� , J��c�� , � , L��c�� � � , J��c�� , � , L��c�� 

    � ��J��c�� , L��c�����J��c�� , L��c�� � J��c�� , L��c��� 
��� � J��c�� , L��c��J��c�� , L��c�� � J��c�� , L��c��. 
��� � � , J��c�� , � , L��c��� , J��c�� , � , L��c�� � � , J��c�� , � , L��c�� 

     � ��J��c�� , L��c�����J��c�� , L��c�� � J��c�� , L��c��� 
��� � J��c�� , L��c��J��c�� , L��c�� � J��c�� , L��c��. 
For example, if each output of the membership function is multiplied by 100, the accuracy 

will be two digits after the floating point and the outputs of the normalization nodes will 

remain as it is.  

Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4 Layer 5 

A1 

A2 

B1 

B2 

Π 

Π N 

N 

 

 

Σ 
x1 

y 

s1 

s2 
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��� 

����� 

����� 
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x1 

x2 

x2 

x2 

Figure 7.4 Neurofuzzy Network with two inputs and signal output 
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The inputs of the neurofuzzy system and the coefficients of the polynomial function in the 

consequent part are not integer numbers; they are a floating point numbers. As mentioned 

before, Xilinx ISE 10.1 program does not support the type real of the inputs and output 

signals. Therefore, two steps have been suggested to solve this problem: 

1) Each value of the inputs and corresponding value of the bell-shape membership functions 

have been store in the look-up table. 

2) The values of the neurofuzzy network inputs and the coefficient of the polynomial function 

are multiplied by a specific parameter Φ (for example 100), the absolute coefficients are 

multiplied by Φ2, and the over all output of the neurofuzzy network is divided by Φ2.   

By using those two steps, the accuracy of the inputs of the neurofuzzy system and the 

coefficients of the polynomial function will be two digits after the floating point and the 

overall output of the neurofuzzy network will remain as it is.      

To find the output of the Bell-shape membership function (Fuzzification step), the following 

VHDL codes should be used: 

--FUZZIFICATION OF FIRST INPUT-- 

   if (E>= mfs1(0).point1) and (E<= mfs1(0).point2)then  

    NE (E, error (0)); 

    else error(0)<=0; 

   end if; 

   if (E>= mfs1(1).point1) and (E<= mfs1(1).point2)then  

    ZE (E, error (1)); 

    else error(1)<=0; 

   end if; 

   if (E>= mfs1(2).point1) and (E<= mfs1(2).point2)then  

    PE (E, error (2)); 
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    else error1(2)<=0; 

   end if; 

 

--FUZZIFICATION OF SECOND INPUT-- 

   if (CE>= mfs2(0).point1) and (CE<= mfs2(0).point2)then  

    NCE (CE, chan_error (0)); 

    else chan_error (0)<=0; 

   end if; 

   if (CE>= mfs2(1).point1) and (CE<= mfs2(1).point2)then  

    ZCE (CE, chan_error (1)); 

    else chan_error (1)<=0; 

   end if; 

   if (CE>= mfs2(2).point1) and (CE<= mfs2(2).point2)then  

    PCE (CE, chan_error (2)); 

    else chan_error (2)<=0; 

   end if; 

where NE, ZE, PE, NCE, ZCE and PCE are subroutines which call the look up table to obtain 

the corresponding output of the membership function for a specific value of the input signal. 

Consideration a fuzzy rule base consists of only three rules: 

X�: Y% ' )� '- 5!= [' )� ['- �G'- F � ���', ['�  

X�: Y% ' )� 'b 5!= [' )� ['b �G'- F � ���', ['�  

X�: Y% ' )� '� 5!= [' )� ['� �G'- F � ���', ['�  

where  �� � 5�' � T�[' � W� , �� � 5�' � T�[' � W� and �� � 5�' � T�[' � W�. 

The “and” is a product operation between the two antecedents. The following VHDL codes 

are used to obtain the result of each rule evaluation  
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--RULE EVALUATION--        

for i in 0 to 2 loop 

  position(i)<=error(i)*chan_error(i);    

end loop;      

The following VHDL codes are used to calculate the value of the polynomial function: 

for i in 0 to 2 loop   

  f(i) <=E*zeta(i).P1+CE*zeta(i).P2+zeta(i).P3;   

end loop;   

To find the output of the i th normalization nodes, the output of i th node in rule-antecedent layer 

(Layer 3) must be divided by the sum of all nodes in this layer for example: 

��� � J��c�� , L��c��J��c�� , L��c�� � J��c�� , L��c�� 

 Unfortunately, the VHDL language does not support the division operation. Therefore, a 

subroutine program should be written to archive the division operation as follows:  

--DIVISION-- 

 procedure divid_fun(num1,den1,n:in integer;           

          signal result1: out std_logic_vector(n downto 0)) is 

    variable temp1: integer; 

    variable temp2: integer;     

  begin  

    temp1:= num1; 

    temp2:= den1; 

    if (temp1=0) or (temp2=0) then result1<=(others=>'0'); 

    else 

     for i in n downto 0 loop 
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      if (temp1>=temp2*2**i) then 

       result1(i)<= '1'; 

       temp1:=temp1-temp2*2**i; 

      else result1(i)<='0'; 

      end if; 

     end loop; 

    end if;     

 end divid_fun; 

The output of this subroutine program is binary type; therefore, the output of this subroutine 

program should be converted from binary type to integer type using the following code 

Out_integer<=conv_integer (unsigned (out_binary)). 

Therefore, the outputs of the normalization nodes of the Neurofuzzy controller can be 

evaluated using the following VHDL codes: 

--NORMALIZATION NODES OUTPUT EVALUATION-- 

constant itr: integer:=17; 

sum1:=position (0) +position (1) +position (2); 

for i in 0 to 2 loop 

                       divid_fun (abs(position(i)),abs(sum1),itr, result); 

                       result1 (i) <=conv_integer (unsigned (result)); 

                      if position(i)=abs(position(i)) and sum1=abs(sum1) then sign<='0'; 

                     end if; 

                    if position(i)=abs(position(i)) and sum1/=abs(sum1) then sign<='1'; 

                   end if; 

                  if position(i)/=abs(position(i)) and sum1=abs(sum1) then sign<='1'; 

                 end if; 
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              if position(i)/=abs(position(i)) and sum1/=abs(sum1) then sign<='0'; 

             end if; 

             if sign='0' then result2(i) <=result1(i); 

                   else  result2(i)<=-1*result1(i); 

             end if; 

end loop; 

The output of each node in the layer 4 can be calculated by multiplying the output of the i th 

normalization node by the i th of polynomial function. The following VHDL codes are used to 

obtain the outputs of layer 4:  

 --LAYER4 OUTPUTS— 

  for i in 0 to 2 loop 

                     product (i)<= result2(i)*f(i); 

 end loop; 

Finally, the over all output of the Neurofuzzy controller can be obtained using the following 

VHDL code: 

output <=product(0)+ product(1)+ product(2); 

7.5 Implementation of neurofuzzy controller using FPGA 

platforms 

Higher density programmable logic devices such as FPGAs can be used to integrate large 

amounts of logic in a single integrated circuit. The Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) 

places fixed logic cells on the wafer and the FPGA designer constructs more complex 

functions from these cells. As mentioned before, Xilinx ISE 10.1 program has been used as 

programming environment to type and synthesis the VHDL codes that described the 

neurofuzzy controller and to generate a configuration file which is used to program the FPGA 
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board. Xilinx ISE consists of a set of software tools that allows us to implement the 

development flow of an FPGA system. The simplified development flow of an FPGA based 

system is shown in Figure 7.5. This development flow has two portions; the left portion of the 

flow is the refinement and programming process, while the right portion is represents the 

simulation of VHDL codes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The left portion blocks in Figure 7.5 involve the following basic steps: 

• Register Transfer Level (RTL) code: the RTL code can be a result of direct VHDL coding. 

In this step the VHDL codes is entered to the developed flow. 

• Synthesis: that block checks the syntax of VHDL codes. 

•  Implementation: determination the placement of the Logic Elements (LEs) in an actual 

FPGA chip and selecting the routing wires in the chip to make the required connections 

between specific LEs   . 

 

Figure 7.5 Development flow ( coped from Reference Chu (2008)) 
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• Static timing analysis: propagation delays along the various paths in the implementing 

circuit are analyzed to provide an indication of the expected performance of the circuit. 

• Timing Simulation: the implementing circuit is tested to verify both its functional 

correctness and timing. 

• Device Programming or Configuration: the designed circuit is implemented in a physical 

FPGA chip by generating a configuration file. This configuration file is ready to download 

into the FPGA board using a USB port. 

ModelSim XE III 6.4b simulation program is used to simulate the operation of the VHDL 

codes and obtain the expected output data of the FPGA board. The neurofuzzy controller is 

designed and simulated using MATLAB software tool (as explained in Chapter 6). The 

simulation data obtained from the ModelSim simulation program is compared with the 

simulation data obtained from the MATLAB software in order to confirm that the expected 

response of the FPGA-based controller is close to the response of the NF controller, which 

was designed by MATLAB software. Figure 7.6 illustrates the comparison between the 

simulation data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

Figure 7.6 Comparison between the simulation data 
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Figure 7.7 shows the proposed connection of the FPGA board with the process system. First, 

a VHDL codes are downloaded from the host computer into the FPGA chip (XILINX Spartan 

XC3S500E) using a USB cable. Then, the Hirose 100-pin FX2 Edge connector is used to 

interface the board (NF controller) with model of the suspension system. The error between 

the reference input and the system output has been applied as an input to the A/D converter.  

The digital output of the A/D converter has been applied as input data to the FPGA boards. 

The FPGA board generates the digital inputs to the NF controller (error and error rate).  The 

NF controller generates a suitable digital control signal based on the rules that were stored in 

the FPGA chip. The digital control signal will be delivered to the D/A convertor to generate 

an analogue control signal that will be applied as an input to the suspension system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.6 Simulation and results 

Four intelligent Neurofuzzy controllers were design as shown in Chapter 6. The optimal 

trainable parameters of the Neurofuzzy controller will be used to implement and design the 

FPGA boards. Four VHDL codes have been implemented, one for each suspension system 

unit.  

Figure7.7 Layout of FPGA board with suspension system 
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The Xilinx Spartan XC3S500E FPGA board can be used to implement the NF controller. The 

Hirose 100-pin FX2 Edge connector (J3) is used as the input and output port to receive the 

digital input error data from the A/D converter, where the error signal is the difference 

between the output of the controlled system and desired output, and to deliver the digital 

control signal to the D/A converter. The analogue control signal is used to force the output of 

the controlled system to follow the desired output. 

Firstly, the VHDL codes are typed in the Xilinx ISE 10.1 program to describe the neurofuzzy 

controller which consists of two inputs, in which each input has five Bell-shape membership 

functions, one output and five rules. Then, the testbench file has been created to test the 

operation of VHDL codes. Finally, a constraint file is written to map the input and output 

signals of the top level module to physical pins of the FPGA board. The constraint files used 

in this work are shown in Appendix 4. The general layout of the design is shown in Figure 

7.7. The designed controller accepts the error and the error rate both as digital signals, and 

delivers digital control action signal as an output. In this project, the error digital signal is 

represented as an 8-bit vector, the error rate digital signal is represented as a 13-bit vector and 

the digital control signal is represented as a 19-bit vector. The digital control signal is applied 

as an input to the A/D converter which delivers the analogue control signal for the hydraulic 

actuator of the suspension system.  

As mentioned before, the ModelSim XE III 6.4b program has been used for the purposes of 

simulation and testing the VHDL codes to confirm that the FPGA boards used as the 

neurofuzzy inference systems operate as expected. The control signals obtained form the 

simulation program (ModelSim XE III 6.4b) have been compared with the control signals 

obtained from a SIMULINK design using MATLAB software. An M-file (Matlab-file) will 

be used to display the comparison. 
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Figures 7.8-7.11 show the comparison between the control signals which are obtained from 

each design (Matlab softwer and ModelSim software) for each controller.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.8 Control Signal Output for the First Controller 
(a) From Matlab, (b) From ModelSim. 

 
Figure 7.9 Control Signal Output for the Second Controller 

(a) From Matlab, (b) From ModelSim.. 
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Figures 7.12-7.15 show the samples of the simulation results that are obtained from 

ModelSim program. The red plot lines show the values of the first input, second input and the 

control signal output in the binary data type, respectively. While, the blue plot lines show the 

values of the first input, the second input and the control signal output in the decimal data 

type, respectively.  

 

Figure 7.10 Control Signal Output for the Third Controller 
(a) From Matlab, (b) From ModelSim. 

Figure 7.11 Control Signal Output for the Fourth Controller 
(a) From Matlab, (b) From ModelSim. 
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Figure 7.12 Samples of the Simulation Result of First Neurofuzzy Controller 
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Figure 7.13 Samples of the Simulation Result of Second Neurofuzzy Controller 
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Figure 7.14 Samples of the Simulation Result of Third Neurofuzzy Controller 
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Figure 7.15 Samples of the Simulation Result of Fourth Neurofuzzy Controller 
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As mentioned before, the design of the Neurofuzzy logic controller is implemented using 

VHDL codes and simulated using Xilinx Spartan XC3S500E FPGA board. The VHDL codes 

are synthesized for converting into RTL view of the neurofuzzy controller architecture as 

shown in Figure 7.16-7.19.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 7.17 RTL View of the Second Neurofuzzy Controller 

 

Figure 7.16 RTL View of the First Neurofuzzy Controller 

 

Figure 7.18 RTL View of the Third Neurofuzzy Controller 

 

Figure 7.19 RTL View of the Fourth Neurofuzzy Controller 
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The technology mapping was chosen in this work as the Spartan XC3S500E with 4FG320 

package and a speed grade of -4.  The summary of the synthesize results are given in Table 

7.1-7.4 for the first NF controller, second NF controller, third NF controller and fourth NF 

controller, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Logic Utilization Used Available Utilization 

Number of 4 input LUTs 8728 9312 93% 

Number of occupied Slices 4585 4656 98% 

Number of Slices containing only 

related logic 

4585 4585 100% 

Number of Slices containing only 

unrelated logic 

0 4585 0% 

Number of bonded IOBs 40 232 17% 

Number of MULT 18×18SIOs 15 20 75% 

Table 7.1 Device Utilization Summary for First Neurofuzzy Controller 
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Logic Utilization Used Available Utilization 

Number of 4 input LUTs 8582 9312 92% 

Number of occupied Slices 4493 4656 96% 

Number of Slices containing only 

related logic 

4493 4493 100% 

Number of Slices containing only 

unrelated logic 

0 4493 0% 

Number of bonded IOBs 40 232 17% 

Number of MULT 18×18SIOs 18 20 90% 

Logic Utilization Used Available Utilization 

Number of 4 input LUTs 7569 9312 81% 

Number of occupied Slices 3976 4656 85% 

Number of Slices containing only 

related logic 

3976 3976 100% 

Number of Slices containing only 

unrelated logic 

0 3976 0% 

Number of bonded IOBs 40 232 17% 

Number of MULT 18×18SIOs 16 20 80% 

Table 7.2 Device utilization summary for second neurofuzzy controller 

Table 7.3 Device utilization summary for third neurofuzzy controller 
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7.7 Summary 

Four neurofuzzy controllers are used to design the control system for a full vehicle nonlinear 

active suspension system with nonlinear hydraulic actuators. The results of chapter 6 shown 

that the neurofuzzy controllers are more robust and more effective than the three types of 

other controllers (FOPID Controller, FMRL Controller and Neural Controller). Therefore, the 

neurofuzzy controllers have been implemented using an FPGA platform. The FPGA has been 

selected to design the neurofuzzy controller for many reasons, such as: it is suitable for fast 

implementation and quick hardware verification; the systems based on them are flexible and 

can be reprogrammed with unlimited number of times; and the rapid evaluation of silicon 

technologies has helped to reduce the size of FPGA integrated circuits and cost.  

Logic Utilization Used Available Utilization 

Number of 4 input LUTs 8727 9312 93% 

Number of occupied Slices 4564 4656 98% 

Number of Slices containing only 

related logic 

4564 4564 100% 

Number of Slices containing only 

unrelated logic 

0 4585 0% 

Number of bonded IOBs 40 232 17% 

Number of MULT 18×18SIOs 17 20 85% 

 

Table 7.4 Device utilization summary for fourth neurofuzzy controller 
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After the optimal trainable parameters of the neurofuzzy controllers are obtained, the VHDL 

codes are typed in the Xilinx ISE program. This program has many levels, such as: analysis 

and synthesis of VHDL codes, determination of the placements of the LEs in an actual FPGA 

chip, and generate of the configuration files to program the FPGA boards. The ModelSim 

program has been used to test the performance of the VHDL codes to make sure that the 

FPGA board which is used as the neurofuzzy controller system is working properly. 

Comparisons are made between the data obtained from the software designing of neurofuzzy 

controller using MATLAB program and the data obtained from the ModelSim software. The 

results illustrated that the control signals obtained from the ModelSim software are identical 

to the control signals which are obtained from the design simulation.  Therefore, the FPGA 

boards have been demonstrated very effective in controlling the full vehicle nonlinear active 

suspension systems with hydraulic actuators.  
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8. Active Control of Electromagnetic Suspensions 

for Vehicle 

 

 

 

8.1  Energy regenerative suspension 

The main objective of vehicle suspension systems is to isolate the vehicle body from shock 

and vibration excited by road irregularities in order to maximize passenger riding comfort and 

also to secure continuous road wheel contact to the road, ensuring the vehicle’s handling 

quality. As mentioned before, there are three types of suspension systems used to absorb the 

road vibration: the passive suspension system, semi-active suspension system and active 

suspension system.  

The active suspension system is very effective to offer significant performance of vibration 

isolation, but they are high energy consumptive and complex. The active suspension is an 

essential technology for high performance machine system; therefore, many researches are 

making attempt to solve this energy problem.   

When a vehicle is driving on a bumpy road, plus driver’s acceleration and deceleration 

operations, there will be shocks between the sprung mass and the unsprung mass. This part of 

the mechanical power is normally converted into heat power by dampers and is dissipated in a 

natural way. If the wasted energy can be reclaimed in a proper way, the overall energy 

consumption required for the vehicle can be reduced.  
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Recently, the researchers have carried out research to reduce the fuel consumption required 

for the vehicle and decrease the harmful emission to protect the environment. In this direction, 

it has been considered that the energy used to be wasted as heat energy dissipated by the 

dampers can be recovered by a suitable energy regenerative device.  In fact, there are several 

types of energy regenerative suspension designs already under investigation such as: 

hydraulic storage suspension (Shian et al. 2007), battery coil induction suspension (Ren et al. 

2005), rack and pinion suspension (Shian et al. 2006), ball screw suspension (Yong-chao et al. 

2008) and linear motion suspension (Zhengquan and Yu 2007).  

In the recent years, worldwide attempts concentrated on vehicle vibration control and energy 

regeneration, theoretical and experimental progresses (Karnopp 1978; Karnopp 1989; Sada 

and Shiiba 1996; Velinsky and White 1980) have been achieved. In order to improve the 

performance of vehicle suspension systems, the developments achieved in power electronics, 

permanent magnet materials and microelectronic systems enable the possibility of actual 

implementation of electromagnetic actuators (Martins et al. 2006). In the reference by 

Montazeri and Soleymani (2010), the authors investigated the idea of an energy regeneration 

of active suspension systems in petrol-electric hybrid vehicles. A hybrid energy storage 

system, which consists of electrochemical batteries and super-capacitors, is proposed. In 

Reference Xu et al. (2010), a new hydraulic electromagnetic energy regenerative suspension 

design is proposed and a comparison is made with the other two energy regenerative 

suspension designs based on their structural and working principles, and an evaluation using 

the fuzzy comprehensive judgement is made. A retrofit regenerative shock absorber is 

designed that is characterized and tested to recover the vibration energy within a compact 

space in an efficient way (Zuo et al. 2010).   

More recently, a new energy regenerative suspension prototype has been designed and 

developed by Xue Chun et al. at Shanghai Jiao Tong University (Xue-chun et al. 2008). This 
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prototype consists of two main parts: a ball screw mechanism and a brushless DC motor. The 

ball screw part converts the vertical vibration motion into rotational motion to rotate the DC 

motor’s rotor. Depending on the direction of the current which flows through the motor’s 

coils and stroke velocity (�� � �� �, the DC motor may operate as an electromotor as well as a 

generator. When the DC motor operates as electromotor, the energy will be consumed from 

the battery to suppress the vehicle vibration so that the performance of the electromagnetic 

suspension behaves as an active suspension system. On the other hand, when it operates as a 

generator, the energy will be stored in the battery.  The energy consumed by the active 

suspension system will be compensated by the energy generated from the electromagnetic 

actuator.  

In this chapter, the nonlinear dampers are replaced by the electromagnetic actuators to solve 

the energy problem of the active suspension system. 

Neurofuzzy controllers were designed to generate suitable control signals will be used in this 

chapter. The control signals will be applied as a control input signals to govern the hydraulic 

actuators to generate suitable damping forces for improving the vehicle performance. In this 

case, the DC motor will operate as a generator only and the reclaimed vibration energy will be 

converted into electrical energy to supply the electrical pumps of the hydraulic actuators. 

8.2 Mathematical model of the electromagnetic actuator 

The electromagnetic actuator consists of a permanent-magnet DC motor with a ball screws 

and a nut. Figure 8.1 shows the prototype of the electromagnetic actuator (from Reference 

Zhang et al. (2007)). 

The electromagnetic actuator converts the vibration energy into electrical energy through the 

rotation of the DC motor and stores it in the battery.  Therefore, the generated electrical 

energy can contribute to run the electrical pumps of the hydraulic actuators.  
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The DC motor can operate here in the electromotor mode or generator mode. In general, the 

power of the motor (Pe) can be represented as 

�� � 4	Φ
��

��                                                                                                                                  �8.1�         

where Φ is the flux linkage; PH is the lead of the ball-screw, v is the relative velocity (�� � �� �; 

and I is the electric current flow through the motor’s coils.  

If the demand power is positive, the motor that operates in the electromotor mode and the 

current flows from the battery into the positive terminal of the motor and the energy of battery 

will be consumed. On the other hand, if the power is negative, the motor operates inversely 

and the current flows to the positive electrode of the battery and the motor charges the battery 

as a generator with reclaimed energy from vibration of the vehicle. 

The torque of the DC motor (Te) can be written as   

�� � ���                                                                                                                                 (8.2) 

where the equivalent torque constant Ce can be expressed  as 

�� � 2Φ                                                                                                                                 (8.3) 

 

Figure 8.1 Prototype of the Electromagnetic Actuator 
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There are two types of forces which can be generated by using an electromagnetic actuator. 

The first force is called damping force (Fm) which comes from the mechanism friction and 

inertia and it is given by 

 �� � ����� � �� 	                                                                                                                               (8.4) 

 The second force is called the vertical force which is given by  

 �� � �� cot                                                                                                                                     (8.5)    

where � is the screw lead angle and Ft is the tangential force which is given by 

�� �
��

�
�

���

�
                                                                                                                                         �8.6� 

 where r is the effective radius for force conversion. 

The total force generated by the electromagnetic mechanism can be written as 

�� � �� � ��                                                                                                                                         �8.7�                                                                                             

Substituting Eq. 8.4 and 8.5 in Eq. 8.7 is yeilded  

�� � ����� � �� � � �����	


�
� �                                                                                                          �8.8�          

8.3 Simulation and results 

As mentioned before, the nonlinear damper models shown in Figure 2.5 are replaced by the 

electromagnetic actuators. The design parameters of the electromagnetic actuator are listed in 

Table 8.1.   

The neurofuzzy controllers designed in Chapter 6 have been used in this chapter to generate 

the control signals for the hydraulic actuators to improve the vehicle performance. The current 

flows through the coil of the DC motor of the i th electromagnetic actuator is given by (Xue-

chun et al. 2008) 

�� � ���� � ��� � ������ � �� ��                                                                                            (8.9) 

where kp and kd are constants.  
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The MATLAB SIMULINK model illustrated in Figure 2.7 is modified to generate the 

damping force shown in Eq. (8.8) as shown in Figure 8.2. 

In case of the electromagnetic actuators are used instead of the nonlinear damper models, then 

the responses of the vertical displacement at each corner, the vertical displacement at the 

center of gravity, roll angle and pitch angle will be improved.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figures 8.3-8.9 show the comparison between the time outputs response of controlled system 

with the neurofuzzy controller and the corresponding time outputs response of the passive 

system. 

 

 

Notation Description Values Units 
Cm Damping force constant 200 N.s/m 

Φ Flux linkage 0.0759 V.s 

PH Lead of the ball-screw 0.2 m 
r Effective radius for force 

conversion 
0.008 m 

ϕ Thread lift angle 21.95 degree 

 

Figure 8.2 MATLAB Simulink model to generate the force of the electromagnetic actuator 

Table 8.1 Design parameters of the electromagnetic actuator Huang et al. (2010) 
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 Figure 8.3 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P1 
 

Figure 8.4 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P2 
 

 

Figure 8.5 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P3 
 

Figure 8.6 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at P4 

 

(s) 
(s) 

(s) Time (s) 
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If the figures above are compared with Figures (6.8-6.18), it can be seen that the responses of 

the output signals of the controlled system with the neurofuzzy controller have been improved 

when the electromagnetic actuators are used. In another word by using the electromagnetic 

Figure 8.7 Time response of a vertical  
                   displacement at Pc 

Figure 8.8 Time response of a pitch angle 
 

 

Figure 8.9 Time response of a roll angle 
 

(s) (s) 

(s) 
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actuators, not just the energy consumption is reduced but the riding comfort and road 

handling are improved as well.   

The j th consumption power by i th hydraulic actuators can be calculated from the following 

equation: 

������ � ����� � �������� � �� ���� � ������ � 1� � �� ��� � 1��                                              (8.7) 

where Fi is the output force of the i th hydraulic actuator, 

zi is the vertical displacement at the i th corner, 

wi is the vertical displacement at the i th unsprung mass. 

The total consumption power by the i th hydraulic actuator can be calculated from the 

following equation: 

�	� � ∑ ����� � �������� � �� ���� � ������ � 1� � �� ��� � 1���                                               (8.8) 

Figures 8.10-8.13 show the consumption power by the front-right hydraulic actuator, front-

left hydraulic actuator, rear-right hydraulic actuator and rear-left hydraulic actuator, 

respectively. 

  

                                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8.10 Power consumption by the 

front-right hydraulic actuator 

 
Figure 8.11 Power consumption by the 

front-left hydraulic actuator 

(s) (s) 
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The power generated from the i th electromagnetic actuator can be calculated from Eq. (8.1). 

Figures 8.14-18.17 show the power generated from the DC motors of the electromagnetic 

active suspension device.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8.12 Power consumption by the 

rear-right hydraulic actuator 
Figure 8.13 Power consumption by the 

rear-left hydraulic actuator 

(s) (s) 

 
Figure 8.14 Output power from front-right suspension Figure 8.15 Output power from front-left suspension 

(s) (s) 
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These figures illustrate that the DC motors operate as a generator only because the generated 

powers are negative. The energy will contribute to drive the pumps of the hydraulic actuators 

to generate damping forces as a part of the effort of improving the vehicle performance. 

The results illustrate that about 50% of the consumed energy by the active suspensions can be 

saved by using the electromagnetic actuators. It means that the energy consumption by the 

active suspension systems has been reduced and the problem of the energy consumption 

resulting for driving the actuators in the active suspension has been solved. 

8.4  Summary   

The fuel consumption and harmful emission of the vehicles should be reduced to protect the 

environment. The active suspension systems, which have been used in this work, have great 

performance of vibration isolation i.e. they are better than the other two types of the 

suspension systems. But the main disadvantage of the active suspension systems is the highly 

energy consumption. Therefore, the nonlinear damper models have been replaced by 

Figure 8.16 Output power from rear-right suspension Figure 8.17 Output power from rear-left suspension 

(s) (s) 
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electromagnetic actuators which convert the vibration energy that arises from the rough road 

into electrical energy to reduce the energy consumption by the active suspension system. This 

electrical energy is used to run the electrical pumps of the hydraulic systems to generate the 

control forces which are applied between sprung mass and unsprung masses to improve the 

riding comfort and road handling 

By applying the electromagnetic devices, the optimistic results have been found: the overall 

power consumption of the active suspension system has been reduced and the previous heat 

energy dissipated to the viscous fluid of the damper has been converted to useful electrical 

energy used to run the electrical pump in the hydraulic actuator device. When the 

electromagnetic device act as a generator, the power generated and stored in the battery will 

be used to run the pump of the hydraulic actuators to generate appropriate forces to improve 

the riding comfort and road handling. The results illustrate that the electromagnetic device 

acts as a power generator. In another word, the vibration energy excited by the rough road 

surface has been converted to useful electrical energy. Furthermore, when the nonlinear 

damper models are replaced by the electromagnetic actuators, the vertical displacement at 

each suspension, the vertical displacement at center of gravity, pitch angle response and roll 

angle response have been attenuated. As a result, by using hydraulic actuators with 

electromagnetic suspension systems, two targets have been met: increasing fuel economy and 

improving the vehicle performance.  
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9. Conclusions and Recommendations  

 

 

 

9.1 Conclusions 

In this work, full vehicle nonlinear active suspension model has been investigated, in which 

three motions, i.e. the vertical, pitching and rolling, are taken in to account. The intelligent 

control design problems for full vehicle nonlinear active suspension systems with hydraulic 

actuators have been investigated. The effects of the nonlinear hydraulic actuators with 

frictional forces are considered. The mathematical model for full vehicle nonlinear active 

suspension systems with nonlinear hydraulic actuators has been derived. The results have 

shown that the passive suspension systems without control are not sufficient to effectively 

reduce the vibrations arisen from travelling on the rough road or to minimize the rolling and 

pitching movements when sharp manoeuvres take place due to braking and cornering. 

Therefore, robust control systems should be designed.  

Fractional order PIλDµ  controllers are proposed to design as control systems, where all output 

variables including vertical displacement at the centre of gravity, vertical displacement, roll 

angle and pitch angle, depended on the vertical displacements at the corner points are under 

control. The suspension deflection and body acceleration are used to evaluate the road 

handling and riding comfort of the passengers, respectively. By supplying the control signal 

just the vertical displacements at each corner and the body acceleration are reduced while the 

vertical displacements of unsprung masses will be unaffected. The results illustrate that the 

output responses of the controlled system have been slightly improved when the FOPID 
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controllers are used. The vertical displacement at each suspended corner and at the centre of 

gravity are still not negligible, i.e. they may still be sensed by the passengers. On the other 

hand, when the bending torque is applied, or the braking torque applied, with random inputs 

as road profile, the oscillation of the output responses are eliminated, but the steady state 

outputs are still unchanged. Furthermore, when the typical disturbances are applied, the 

results show that the performance of the cost function of the system with FOPID controller 

only has been slightly improved. However  when different values of bending torque are 

applied as the output disturbance, the performance of the cost function for the system with 

proposed controller is close to the performance of the cost function for the passive system. It 

follows that when different values of the bending torque are applied, the proposed controllers 

will lose their robustness.  

Fuzzy model reference learning controllers are designed. The results of the controller 

implementation indicated that the proposed controllers pressed the outputs of the controlled 

system responses to be smaller than the corresponding outputs of the passive system. On the 

other hand, when the bending effect is applied as an input to the controlled system, the 

oscillations of the system outputs are eliminated but the steady state errors are still away from 

the zero. However, in this case, the response of the vertical displacement at the centre of 

gravity and the pitch angle response have not been improved. Furthermore, the results 

illustrated that when the braking effect is applied as the input road profile to the controlled 

system, the oscillations of the system outputs are eliminated but the steady state errors still 

exist. In this case, just the roll angle response has not been improved.  

Six different road profiles acted as the system inputs were applied as disturbances to assess 

the robustness of the proposed controllers. The performances of the cost functions of the 

proposed controller, when different types of disturbances applied, have been compared with 

the performances of the cost functions of the corresponding passive system. The results 
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illustrated that the proposed controller only slightly improves the performance of the cost 

functions. 

Neural controllers are also designed. The results illustrated that the neural controllers have 

capability of minimizing the control objectives better than the two previous controllers. The 

riding comfort and the road handling have been improved using the neural controller. When 

the bending or braking torque is applied with random inputs as the road profile, the 

oscillations of the controlled system outputs are eliminated and the output steady state errors 

become very small.  

Six types of disturbances have been applied individually to test the robustness of the proposed 

neural controller. The results demonstrated that the neural controller is still stable and it 

suppresses the cost function to be minimum even significant disturbances have occurred.  

Neurofuzzy controllers are designed. The results have shown that the responses of the vertical 

displacements at each suspension corner, the vertical displacement at the centre of gravity, the 

pitching and rolling movement have been reduced to very small value when the NF 

controllers are employed. In addition, the results illustrated that when the NF controllers are 

used, the vertical displacements at each corner and body acceleration are reduced to very 

small values which means that the riding comfort and road handling are improved. When the 

bending torque or braking torque is applied, the output responses of the controlled system are 

reduced more than the corresponding outputs responses of the controlled system when the 

other types of control are used. Six types of the disturbances have also been applied to test the 

robustness of the proposed controller. The results prove that the NF controller is still stable 

and it suppresses the cost function to be minimum even significant disturbances have 

occurred. The results have been confirmed that when the NF controller has been used, the cost 

functions has a small value while when the other types of control systems are used the cost 

functions are much bigger.   
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The NF controllers have been implememted using FPGA platforms. The results show that the 

control signals obtained from ModelSim program are identical to the control signals obtained 

from design simulation. Therefore, it can be arrived at that the FPGA boards are effective for 

neurofuzzy controllers of the full vehicle nonlinear active suspension systems. 

To solve the energy problem of the active suspension system, the nonlinear dampers are 

replaced by the electromagnetic actuators. The results illustrated that when the 

electromagnetic actuators are used, about 50% of the energy consumption by the active 

suspension system can be reclaimed. Furthermore, the vertical displacement at each 

suspension; the vertical displacement at centre of gravity, the pitch angle response and the roll 

angle response all have been improved. As a result, two targets have been met by using 

hydraulic actuators with electromagnetic suspension systems: increasing the fuel economy 

and improving the vehicle performance. 

9.2 Recommendations for future work 

The aim of any work in control field is to improve the performance of a controller or to 

propose a new control scheme.  Several recommendations about future works are listed 

below: 

1) In this work a bell shape function is used as a membership function for 

accomplishment of the fuzzification process. Other membership functions can also 

be used, such as Gaussian function, triangle function or trapezoid function. The 

formulas of those functions are simpler than that of the bell shape function. 

Therefore, the update equations used to upgrade the parameters of the neurofuzzy 

controller will be simpler.  

2) To  validate the  robustness  of  the  proposed  neurofuzzy controller,  the  cases  

with  six  types  of  disturbances with dry asphalts road have been investigated. The 
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performance of the proposed neurofuzzy controller can be demonstrated by 

simulation under other road conditions, e.g. snowy road, wet asphalt or transitions 

between such conditions (the road switches from snowy road to wet asphalt) to 

assess the robustness of the neurofuzzy controller. 

3) The numerical values of the hydraulic actuators and full vehicle model used in the 

simulation are taken from pervious data referenced by Alleyne and Hedrick (1995) 

and Park and Kim (1998) respectively. Just the data referencd by first reference are 

obtained experimentally. Therefore, the response of the real active suspension with 

proposed neurofuzzy controller might not match the simulation one. In this case, 

the parameters of the neurofuzzy controller should be refined. Therefore, the 

proposed neurofuzzy controller should move to the direction of real active 

suspension systems to obtain the real values of the neurofuzzy controller. The real 

system can be tested on real road profiles with different disturbances and conditions 

to assess its effectiveness. 

4) In this work, neural network has been employed to obtain the optimal values of the 

parameters fuzzy logic systems. Other techniques can be proposed, such as genetic 

algorithm, to obtain the parameters of the fuzzy system. It might also yield good 

results. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1    Structure of the proposed system model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A1.1 MATLAB SIMULINK model of full vehicle nonlinear active suspensions systems  
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Figure A1.2 Under mask of figure A1.1 
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The MATLAB script file of the S_Function (the sigmoid function) which is used in Figure 

A1.4 is shown below  

function y = fcn(u)  
if u>0  
   y=1;  
elseif u==0  
        y=0;  
    else  u<0  
            y=-1;  
end  
end 

 

Figure A1.3 MATLAB SIMULINK model of spring’s nonlinear force  

 
Figure A1.4 MATLAB SIMULINK model of damper’s nonlinear 
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Figure A1.5 MATLAB SIMULINK model of ��� 
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Figure A1.6 MATLAB SIMULINK model of �� � 
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Appendix 2 

Appendix 2.1    S-function MATLAB script file for FMRLC 

 
S-function MATLAB script file to train the center of the output membership functions of the 

fuzzy controller. 

 

% start 
function [sys,x0,str,ts] = 
auto_tunning_FLCsfunction(t,x,u,flag,m,k,ke,kec,ku)  
  
% The following outlines the general structure of a n S-function.  
% 
switch flag,  
  
case 0,  
    [sys,x0,str,ts]=mdlInitializeSizes;  
case 2,  
sys=mdlUpdate(u,m,k,ke,kec,ku);  
case 3,  
    sys=mdlOutputs(x);  
case{1,4,9},  
    sys=[];  
otherwise  
    error(['Unhandled flag = ',num2str(flag)]);  
end  
  
function [sys,x0,str,ts]=mdlInitializeSizes  
sizes = simsizes;  
sizes.NumContStates  = 0;  
sizes.NumDiscStates  = 1; % x  
sizes.NumOutputs     = 1;  % sys  
sizes.NumInputs      = 2;   %  u  
sizes.DirFeedthrough = 0;  
sizes.NumSampleTimes = 1;   % at least one sample t ime is needed  
sys = simsizes(sizes);  
  
% 
% initialize the initial conditions  
% 
x0  =[0];  
  
% 
% str is always an empty matrix  
% 
str = [];  
  
% 
% initialize the array of sample times  
% 
ts  = [-1  0];   
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% end mdlInitializeSizes  
  
function sys=mdlUpdate(u,m,k,ke,kec,ku);  
  
[sys(1)] =auto_tuning_FLC(ke,kec,ku,u(1),u(2),k,m)  
  
function sys=mdlOutputs(x)  
  
sys=x;  
  
function  [fd]=auto_tuning_FLC(ke,kec,ku,e,ec,k,m)  
    %find the output Fuzzy controller.  
fd=Standard_FLC(ke,kec,ku,e,ec,k,m);  
  
function [u]=Standard_FLC(ke,kec,ku,e,ec,k,m)  
         % Standard FLC function  
% inputs of this function:  
% 1) [ke,kec] are scales of inputs of FLC     
% 2) [ku] is output scale of FLC  
% 3) e,ec are error and change in error  
% 4) Rule_Base is a matrix ,it is a m file in the  
%output of this function:  
%1) u is output of standard FLC  
  
%find the output of fuzzy inverse model  
 p=addition_FLC(ke,kec,ku,e,ec);  
  
     load('bdata.mat','b');  
     %The Knowledge-Base Modifier(modify the center s of fuzzy controller  
     %outputs membership function for the active se t only)  
      
     if -22.5<=e && e<=-15 && -22.5<=ec && ec<=-15  
         b(2)=b(2)+m*k*p;  
         b(3)=b(3)+m*k*p;         
          
     end  
     if -22.5<=e && e<=-15 && -15<=ec && ec<=-7.5  
         b(2)=b(2)+m*k*p;  
         b(3)=b(3)+m*k*p;        
          
     end  
     if -22.5<=e && e<=-15 && -7.5<=ec && ec<=0  
         b(2)=b(2)+m*k*p;          
         b(3)=b(3)+m*k*p;  
          
     end  
     if -22.5<=e && e<=-15 && 0<=ec && ec<=7.5  
         b(4)=b(4)+m*k*p;  
         b(3)=b(3)+m*k*p;  
         b(5)=b(5)+m*k*p;  
          
     end  
     if  -22.5<=e && e<=-15 && 7.5<=ec && ec<=15  
         b(4)=b(4)+m*k*p;  
         b(5)=b(5)+m*k*p;  
         b(6)=b(6)+m*k*p;  
     end  
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     if -22.5<=e && e<=-15 && 15<=ec && ec<=22.5   
         b(6)=b(6)+m*k*p;  
         b(5)=b(5)+m*k*p;  
     end  
      if -15<=e && e<=-7.5 && -22.5<=ec && ec<=-15        
         b(2)=b(2)+m*k*p;          
         b(1)=b(1)+m*k*p;  
          
     end  
     if -15<=e && e<=-7.5 && -15<=ec && ec<=-7.5  
         b(2)=b(2)+m*k*p;  
               
          
     end  
     if -15<=e && e<=-5 && -7.5<=ec && ec<=0  
         b(2)=b(2)+m*k*p;  
         b(3)=b(3)+m*k*p;  
                 
     end  
     if -15<=e && e<=-7.5 && 0<=ec && ec<=7.5  
         b(5)=b(5)+m*k*p;  
         b(3)=b(3)+m*k*p;  
         b(6)=b(6)+m*k*p;  
          
     end  
     if -15<=e && e<=-7.5 && 7.5<=ec && ec<=15  
         b(5)=b(5)+m*k*p;  
         b(6)=b(6)+m*k*p;  
         b(7)=b(7)+m*k*p;  
     end  
     if -15<=e && e<=-7.5 && 15<=ec && ec<=22.5           
         b(6)=b(6)+m*k*p;  
         b(7)=b(7)+m*k*p;  
     end  
      if -7.5<=e && e<=0 && -22.5<=ec && ec<=-15  
         b(2)=b(2)+m*k*p;  
         b(1)=b(1)+m*k*p;  
          
          
     end  
     if -7.5<=e && e<=0 && -15<=ec && ec<=-7.5  
         b(2)=b(2)+m*k*p;  
         b(1)=b(1)+m*k*p;  
          
          
     end  
     if -7.5<=e && e<=0 && -7.5<=ec && ec<=0  
         b(4)=b(4)+m*k*p;          
         b(3)=b(3)+m*k*p;  
         b(2)=b(2)+m*k*p;  
          
     end  
     if -7.5<=e && e<=0 && 0<=ec && ec<=7.5  
         b(4)=b(4)+m*k*p;  
         b(6)=b(6)+m*k*p;  
         b(3)=b(3)+m*k*p;  
     end  
     if  -7.5<=e && e<=-0 && 7.5<=ec && ec<=15  
         b(6)=b(6)+m*k*p;  
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         b(7)=b(7)+m*k*p;  
     end  
     if -7.5<=e && e<=-0 && 15<=ec && ec<=7.5  
         b(7)=b(7)+m*k*p;         
     end  
      if -0<=e && e<=7.5 && -22.5<=ec && ec<=-15  
         b(1)=b(1)+m*k*p;  
          
          
     end  
     if 0<=e && e<=7.5 && -15<=ec && ec<=-7.5  
         b(1)=b(1)+m*k*p;  
         b(2)=b(2)+m*k*p;       
          
     end  
     if 0<=e && e<=7.5 && -7.5<=ec && ec<=0  
         b(4)=b(4)+m*k*p;          
         b(5)=b(5)+m*k*p;  
         b(2)=b(2)+m*k*p;  
          
          
     end  
     if 0<=e && e<=7.5 && 0<=ec && ec<=7.5  
         b(4)=b(4)+m*k*p;  
         b(6)=b(6)+m*k*p;  
         b(5)=b(5)+m*k*p;  
     end  
     if  0<=e && e<=7.5 && 7.5<=ec && ec<=15  
         b(6)=b(6)+m*k*p;  
         b(7)=b(7)+m*k*p;  
     end  
     if 0<=e && e<=7.5 && 15<=ec && ec<=22.5  
         b(6)=b(6)+m*k*p;  
         b(7)=b(7)+m*k*p;  
     end  
      
     if 7.5<=e && e<=15 && -22.5<=ec && ec<=-15  
         b(1)=b(1)+m*k*p;  
         b(2)=b(2)+m*k*p;          
          
     end  
     if  7.5<=e && e<=15 && -15<=ec && ec<=-7.5  
         b(1)=b(1)+m*k*p;  
         b(2)=b(2)+m*k*p;  
         b(3)=b(3)+m*k*p;  
          
     end  
     if  7.5<=e && e<=15 && -7.5<=ec && ec<=0  
         b(2)=b(2)+m*k*p;          
         b(5)=b(5)+m*k*p;  
         b(3)=b(3)+m*k*p;  
          
          
     end  
     if  7.5<=e && e<=15 && 0<=ec && ec<=7.5  
         b(5)=b(5)+m*k*p;  
         b(6)=b(6)+m*k*p;          
          
     end  
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     if  7.5<=e && e<=15 && 7.5<=ec && ec<=15  
         b(6)=b(6)+m*k*p;  
          
     end  
     if  7.5<=e && e<=15 && 15<=ec && ec<=22.5  
         b(6)=b(6)+m*k*p;  
         b(7)=b(7)+m*k*p;  
     end  
     if 15<=e && e<=22.5 && -22.5<=ec && ec<=-15  
         b(2)=b(2)+m*k*p;  
         b(3)=b(3)+m*k*p;  
          
          
     end  
     if  15<=e && e<=22.5 && -15<=ec && ec<=-7.5  
         b(2)=b(2)+m*k*p;  
         b(3)=b(3)+m*k*p;  
         b(4)=b(4)+m*k*p;  
          
     end  
     if  15<=e && e<=22.5 && -7.5<=ec && ec<=0  
         b(4)=b(4)+m*k*p;          
         b(5)=b(5)+m*k*p;  
         b(3)=b(3)+m*k*p;  
          
          
     end  
     if  15<=e && e<=22.5 && 0<=ec && ec<=07.5  
         b(5)=b(5)+m*k*p;  
         b(6)=b(6)+m*k*p;  
          
          
     end  
     if  15<=e && e<=22.5 && 07.5<=ec && ec<=15  
         b(6)=b(6)+m*k*p;  
         b(5)=b(5)+m*k*p;  
     end  
     if 15<=e && e<=22.5 && 15<=ec && ec<=22.5  
         b(6)=b(6)+m*k*p;  
         b(5)=b(5)+m*k*p;  
     end       
     
  
 save('bdata.mat','b');%the centers of output membe rship function.  
 a=newfis('ST_FLC');%FIS=NEWFIS(FISNAME) creates a new Mamdani-style FIS 
structure  
 %%%to add input parameter of e into FIS  
a=addvar(a,'input','e',[-22.5 22.5]);  
%a = addvar(a,varType,varName,varBounds)  
    
%%% fuzzify e to E  
a=addmf(a,'input',1,'NB','trimf',[-30 -22.5 -15]);  
%a = addmf(a,varType,varIndex,mfName,mfType,mfParam s)  
a=addmf(a,'input',1,'NM','trimf',[-22.5 -15 -7.5]);  
a=addmf(a,'input',1,'NS','trimf',[-15 -7.5 0]);  
a=addmf(a,'input',1,'ZE','trimf',[-7.5 0 7.5]);  
a=addmf(a,'input',1,'PS','trimf',[0 7.5 15]);  
a=addmf(a,'input',1,'PM','trimf',[7.5 15 22.5]);  
a=addmf(a,'input',1,'PB','trimf',[15 22.5 30]);  
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 %%%to add input parameter of ec into FIS  
a=addvar(a,'input','ec',[-22.5 22.5]);  
%%% fuzzify ec to EC  
a=addmf(a,'input',2,'NB','trimf',[-30 -22.5 -15]);  
a=addmf(a,'input',2,'NM','trimf',[-22.5 -15 -5]);  
a=addmf(a,'input',2,'NS','trimf',[-15 -7.5 0]);  
a=addmf(a,'input',2,'ZE','trimf',[-7.5 0 7.5]);  
a=addmf(a,'input',2,'PS','trimf',[0 7.5 15]);  
a=addmf(a,'input',2,'PM','trimf',[7.5 15 22.5]);  
a=addmf(a,'input',2,'PB','trimf',[15 22.5 30]);  
lower=min(b);  
upper=max(b);  
%%%to add output parameter of u into FIS  
a=addvar(a,'output','Fd',[lower-5 upper+5]);  
%%% fuzzify u to U  
a=addmf(a,'output',1,'NB','trimf',[b(1)-7.5     b(1 )    b(1)+7.5]);  
a=addmf(a,'output',1,'NM','trimf',[b(2)-7.5     b(2 )    b(2)+7.5]);  
a=addmf(a,'output',1,'NS','trimf',[b(3)-7.5     b(3 )    b(3)+7.5]);  
a=addmf(a,'output',1,'ZE','trimf',[b(4)-7.5     b(4 )    b(4)+7.5]);  
a=addmf(a,'output',1,'PS','trimf',[b(5)-7.5     b(5 )    b(5)+7.5]);  
a=addmf(a,'output',1,'PM','trimf',[b(6)-7.5     b(6 )    b(6)+7.5]);  
a=addmf(a,'output',1,'PB','trimf',[b(7)-7.5     b(7 )    b(7)+7.5]);  
  
%Part II: Rule-bases  
[Rule_Base]=[         1 1 2 1 1  
                      1 2 3 1 1  
                      1 3 3 1 1  
                      1 4 3 1 1  
                      1 5 4 1 1  
                      1 6 5 1 1  
                      1 7 6 1 1                     
                      2 1 2 1 1  
                      2 2 2 1 1  
                      2 3 2 1 1  
                      2 4 3 1 1  
                      2 5 5 1 1  
                      2 6 6 1 1  
                      2 7 6 1 1  
                      3 1 1 1 1  
                      3 2 2 1 1  
                      3 3 2 1 1  
                      3 4 3 1 1  
                      3 5 6 1 1  
                      3 6 7 1 1  
                      3 7 7 1 1  
                      4 1 1 1 1  
                      4 2 1 1 1  
                      4 3 2 1 1  
                      4 4 4 1 1  
                      4 5 6 1 1  
                      4 6 7 1 1  
                      4 7 7 1 1  
                      5 1 1 1 1  
                      5 2 1 1 1  
                      5 3 2 1 1  
                      5 4 5 1 1  
                      5 5 6 1 1  
                      5 6 6 1 1  
                      5 7 7 1 1  
                      6 1 2 1 1  
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                      6 2 2 1 1  
                      6 3 3 1 1  
                      6 4 5 1 1  
                      6 5 6 1 1  
                      6 6 6 1 1  
                      6 7 6 1 1  
                      7 1 2 1 1  
                      7 2 3 1 1  
                      7 3 4 1 1  
                      7 4 5 1 1  
                      7 5 5 1 1  
                      7 6 5 1 1  
                      7 7 6 1 1];  
    %ruleList=[  
    %   1(mf1_in1) 1(mf1_in2) 1(mf1_out1) 1(wieght_ in1) 1(weight_in2)  
    %   1 2 2 1 1];  
    %If the above system a has two inputs and one o utput, the first rule 
can be  
    %interpreted as: *If input 1 is MF 1 and input 2 is MF 1, then output 1 
is  
    %MF 2. with wieght eqyal 1 for each input               
  
   %%% add Rule_base into FIS  
    a=addrule(a,Rule_Base);  
    %a = addrule(a,ruleList)  
  
%Part III Fuzzify  
  
%%% from e to E , ec to EC  
E=ke*e;  
EC=kec*ec;  
%%%confine E  
 if E >4  
    E=4;  
 elseif E<-4  
          E=-4;  
 end    
 %%% confine EC  
  if EC >5  
    EC=5;  
 elseif EC<-5  
          EC=-5;  
 end   
                   
 %  Part IV Fuzzy Inference  
  FLC_input=[E,EC];  
  U=evalfis(FLC_input,a);  
 % Y = EVALFIS(U,FIS) simulates the Fuzzy Inference  System FIS for the  
 % input data U and returns the output data Y  
  
 %%%% Part V Defuzzify  
  u=ku*U;  
 %%%Fuzzy inverse model  
 function [p]=addition_FLC(ke,kec,ku,e,ec)  
%Part_I :Member-ship Functions  
 %%Creates a new Mamdani-style FIS structure  
 b=newfis('ADD_FLC');  
 %%%to add input parameter of ye into FIS  
b=addvar(b,'input','e',[-22.5 22.5]);  
%%% fuzzify ye to yE  
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b=addmf(b,'input',1,'NB','trimf',[-30 -22.5 -15]);  
b=addmf(b,'input',1,'NM','trimf',[-22.5 -15 -5]);  
b=addmf(b,'input',1,'NS','trimf',[-15 -7.5 0]);  
b=addmf(b,'input',1,'ZE','trimf',[-7.5 0 7.5]);  
b=addmf(b,'input',1,'PS','trimf',[0 7.5 15]);  
b=addmf(b,'input',1,'PM','trimf',[7.5 15 22.5]);  
b=addmf(b,'input',1,'PB','trimf',[15 22.5 30]);  
  
  
 %%%to add input parameter of yc into FIS  
b=addvar(b,'input','ec',[-22.5 22.5]);  
%%% fuzzify yc to yC  
b=addmf(b,'input',2,'NB','trimf',[-30 -22.5 -15]);  
b=addmf(b,'input',2,'NM','trimf',[-22.5 -15 -5]);  
b=addmf(b,'input',2,'NS','trimf',[-15 -7.5 0]);  
b=addmf(b,'input',2,'ZE','trimf',[-7.5 0 7.5]);  
b=addmf(b,'input',2,'PS','trimf',[0 7.5 15]);  
b=addmf(b,'input',2,'PM','trimf',[7.5 15 22.5]);  
b=addmf(b,'input',2,'PB','trimf',[15 22.5 30]);  
  
%%%to add output parameter of u into FIS  
b=addvar(b,'output','p',[-30 30]);  
%%% fuzzify p to P  
b=addmf(b,'output',1,'NB','trimf',[-30 -22.5 -15]);  
b=addmf(b,'output',1,'NM','trimf',[-22.5 -15 -7.5]) ;  
b=addmf(b,'output',1,'NS','trimf',[-15 -7.5 0]);  
b=addmf(b,'output',1,'ZE','trimf',[-7.5 0 7.5]);  
b=addmf(b,'output',1,'PS','trimf',[0 7.5 15]);  
b=addmf(b,'output',1,'PM','trimf',[7.5 15 22.5]);  
b=addmf(b,'output',1,'PB','trimf',[15 22.5 30]);  
  
%Part II: Rule-bases  
[Rule_Base_2]=[       1 1 2 1 1  
                      1 2 3 1 1  
                      1 3 3 1 1  
                      1 4 3 1 1  
                      1 5 4 1 1  
                      1 6 5 1 1  
                      1 7 6 1 1                     
                      2 1 2 1 1  
                      2 2 2 1 1  
                      2 3 2 1 1  
                      2 4 3 1 1  
                      2 5 5 1 1  
                      2 6 6 1 1  
                      2 7 6 1 1  
                      3 1 1 1 1  
                      3 2 2 1 1  
                      3 3 2 1 1  
                      3 4 3 1 1  
                      3 5 6 1 1  
                      3 6 7 1 1  
                      3 7 7 1 1  
                      4 1 1 1 1  
                      4 2 1 1 1  
                      4 3 2 1 1  
                      4 4 4 1 1  
                      4 5 6 1 1  
                      4 6 7 1 1  
                      4 7 7 1 1  
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                      5 1 1 1 1  
                      5 2 1 1 1  
                      5 3 2 1 1  
                      5 4 5 1 1  
                      5 5 6 1 1  
                      5 6 6 1 1  
                      5 7 7 1 1  
                      6 1 2 1 1  
                      6 2 2 1 1  
                      6 3 3 1 1  
                      6 4 5 1 1  
                      6 5 6 1 1  
                      6 6 6 1 1  
                      6 7 6 1 1  
                      7 1 2 1 1  
                      7 2 3 1 1  
                      7 3 4 1 1  
                      7 4 5 1 1  
                      7 5 5 1 1  
                      7 6 5 1 1  
                      7 7 6 1 1 ];  
   %%% add Rule_base into FIS  
    b=addrule(b,Rule_Base_2);  
  
  
%Part III Fuzzify  
  
%%% from e to E , ec to EC  
E=ke*e;  
EC=kec*ec;  
%%%confine E  
 if E >4  
    E=4;  
 elseif E<-4  
          E=-4;  
 end    
 %%% confine EC  
  if EC >5  
    EC=5;  
 elseif EC<-5  
          EC=-5;  
 end   
                   
 %  Part IV Fuzzy Inference  
  add_FLC_input=[E,EC];  
  P=evalfis(add_FLC_input,b);  
 % Part V Defuzzify  
  p=ku*P;  
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Appendix 2.2    N-Dimension golden section search method 

 

The Golden Section Search (GSS) method is used to optimize functions of N-variables 

provided upper and lower bounds. This method is very suitable to adjust a set of variables 

without derivative for the extreme of objective functions. For simplification, the structure of 

1-D GSS method is explained first in the following subsection and then in the next subsection 

the method is expanded to 2-D GSS method.  

• One-dimension GSS method 

Consider an objective function J(x) over the interval [a1, b1]. It can be assumed that J(x) has 

only one minimum in [a1,b1] at the point x*.  For the first iteration, the golden section points 

are  selected at x1 and x2 as shown in Figure A2.1a where x1 and x2 can be given as: x1= 

a1+(1-r)(b1-a1) and x2=a1+r (b1-a1), the variable r is defined as golden ratio. There are two 

cases 

1.  J(x1) <J(x2), It means point x* must be in the interval [a1, x2] . The other interval 

[x2,b1]  can be eliminated .  

2. J(x1) ≥ J(x2), It means point x* must be in the interval [x1, b1]. The other interval 

[a1,x1]  can be eliminated . 

Without losing of generality, we focus on the case J(x1) <J(x2). For the second iteration, the 

new golden section points are selected at x3 and x4 as shown in Figure A2.1b where x3= 

a1+(1-r)r(b1-a1) and  x4=a1+r 2 (b1-a1). Note that x4=x1 , where r2= (1-r), therefore, J(x1) = 

J(x4). Just the value of J(x3) is evaluated at this iteration. One of the subintervals [x4, x2]  or 

[a1, x3]  is eliminated depending on the result of the comparison of two objective function 

values (J(x3) and J(x4)) evaluated at the two inner points (x3 and x4). This pattern is continued 

until the point x* (at which the objective function J is minimum) is obtained.  
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• Two-dimension GSS method 

Similar to the 1-D GSS method, assume that the objective function is denoted as J(x,y), the 

interval of uncertainty are [a1, b1]  and [a2,b2] , respectively and the minimum objective 

function happens at (x*,y*). For the first iteration, the golden section points are selected at x1 

and x2 on interval [a1, b1]  and at y1 and y2 on interval [a2,b2]  where x1= a1+(1-r)(b1-a1) , 

x2=a1+r (b1-a1), y1= a2+(1-r)(b2-a2) and y2=a2+r (b2-a2). There are four cases 

1. J(x1,y1) smaller than J(x1,y2), J(x2,y1)  and J(x2,y2): it means point (x* ,y*) is in the 

region intersected by the two section x∈[a1,x2]  and y∈[a2,y2] ,so that the other 

intervals can be eliminated.  

2. J(x1,y2) smaller than J(x1,y1), J(x2,y1)  and J(x2,y2): it means point (x* ,y*) is in the 

region intersected by the two section x∈[a1,x2]  and y∈[y1,b2], so that the other 

intervals can be eliminated. 

3. J(x2,y1) smaller than J(x1,y1), J(x1,y2)  and J(x2,y2): it means point (x* ,y*) is in the 

region intersected by the two section x∈[x1,b1]  and y∈[a2,y2], so that the other 

intervals can be eliminated. 

4. J(x2,y2) smaller than J(x1,y1), J(x1,y2)  and J(x2,y1): it means point (x* ,y*) is in the 

region intersected by the two section x∈[x1,b1]  and y∈[y1,b2], so that the other 

intervals can be eliminated. 

We focus on the first case. At the second iteration,  the new golden section points are selected 

at x3 and x4  on interval [a1,x2]   and y3 and y4 on the interval  [a2,y2] where x3= a1+(1-r)r(b1-

a1) ,  x4=a1+r 2 (b1-a1),  y3= a2+(1-r)r(b2-a2) ,  y4=a2+r 2 (b2-a2). Note that x4=x1 and y4=y1. 

Therefore, J(x1,y1 ) = J(x4 ,y4). Only three evaluations of J(x3,y3), J(x3,y4) and J(x4,y3) are made 

a1 b1 

x1 x2 
a1 

x4= x1 
x2 

x3 

(a) (b) 

Figure 6 One-dimension GSS 
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in this iteration. Another subintervals are eliminated  depending  on  the  result  of  

comparison of these  four  objective function values evaluated  at  the  four inner points. This 

pattern is continued until the point (x*,y*), at which the objective function J is minimum, is 

obtained.  

• Three-dimension GSS method 

According to the same logic as in the 2-Ds, it is easy to implement a 3-D GSS. Suppose that 

the objective function is denoted as ���, �, �	, the intervals of uncertainty are 
��, ��, 
��, �� 

and 
��, ��, respectively and the unique minimum objective function happens at ���, ��, ��	. 

For first iteration, the golden section points are chosen as 1-r and r relative to intervals of x, y, 

z, i.e. the first two points on x are �� � �� � �1 � �	��� � ��	 and �� � �� � ���� � ��	; the 

first two points on y are �� � �� � �1 � �	��� � ��	 and �� � �� � ���� � ��	; the first two 

points on z are �� � �� � �1 � �	��� � ��	 and �� � �� � ���� � ��	. Suppose for example 

that ����, ��, ��	  is smaller than  ����, ��, ��	 , ����, ��, ��	 , ����, ��, ��	 , ����, ��, ��	 

, ����, ��, ��	  , ����, ��, ��	 , and ����, ��, ��	, therefore, the point  ���, ��, ��	  intuitively is 

in the region intersected by the three sections x∈[a1,x2]  , y∈[a2,y2] and  z∈[a3,z2].  

At the second iteration, the new golden section points are selected at x3 and x4  on the interval 

[a1,x2]   ; y3 and y4 on the interval  [a2,y2] and  z3 and z4 on the interval  [a3,z2] , where x3= 

a1+(1-r)r(b1-a1) ,  x4=a1+r 2 (b1-a1),  y3= a2+(1-r)r(b2-a2) ,  y4=a2+r 2 (b2-a2), z3= a3+(1-

r)r(b3-a3) and  z4=a3+r 2 (b3-a3). Note that x4=x1, y4=y1 and z4=z1.  

Therefore, J(x1,y1,z1 ) = J(x4 ,y4,z2). Only seven evaluations of J(x3,y3,z3), J(x3,y3,z4), 

J(x3,y4,z3), J(x3,y4,z4), J(x4,y3,z3), J(x4,y4,z3) and J(x4,y3,z4)are made in this iteration. Another 

subintervals are eliminated  depending  on  the  result  of  comparison of these  eight objective 

function values evaluated  at  the  eight inner points. This pattern is continued until the point 

(x*,y*,z*), at which the objective function J is minimum, is obtained.  
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Appendix 3    M-file programs to train neural controllers 

 

• M-file program to train neural controller at front-right suspension 

clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
time=1:1:10001; 
load('error1data.mat','error1'); 
load('errordot1data.mat','errordot1'); 
load('errorI1data.mat','errorI1'); 
load('force1data.mat','force1'); 
timet=time'; 
error1t=error1'; 
errordot1t=errordot1'; 
errorI1t=errorI1'; 
force1t=force1'; 
P=[error1t;errordot1t;errorI1t]; 
T=force1t; 
S1=20; 
[S2,Q]=size(T); 
mmnet=newff(minmax(P),[S1 S2],{'tansig' 'purelin'},'trainlm'); 
mmnet.dividefcn=''; 
[trainP,valP,testP,trainInd,valInd,testInd] = dividerand(P); 
[trainT,valT,testT] = divideind(T,trainInd,valInd,testInd); 
mmnet.trainparam.mu_max=1e15; 
mmnet.trainParam.show = 5; 
mmnet.trainParam.epochs = 3000; 
mmnet.trainParam.goal = 1e-5; 
mmnet=train(mmnet,P,T); 
a = sim(mmnet,P); 
Iput_Weight_a=mmnet.IW{1,1}; 
Iput_biase_a=mmnet.b{1}; 
Layer_weight_a=mmnet.LW{2,1}; 
Layer_biase_a=mmnet.b{2}; 
figure(1); 
plot(timet,force1,timet,a); 
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• M-file program to train neural controller at front-left suspension 

clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
time=1:1:10001; 
load('error2data.mat','error2'); 
load('errordot2data.mat','errordot2'); 
load('errorI2data.mat','errorI2'); 
load('force2data.mat','force2'); 
timet=time'; 
error2t=error2'; 
errordot2t=errordot2'; 
errorI2t=errorI2'; 
force2t=force2'; 
P=[error2t;errordot2t;errorI2t]; 
T=force2t; 
S1=15; 
[S2,Q]=size(T); 
mmnet=newff(minmax(P),[S1 S2],{'tansig' 'purelin'},'trainlm'); 
mmnet.dividefcn=''; 
[trainP,valP,testP,trainInd,valInd,testInd] = dividerand(P); 
[trainT,valT,testT] = divideind(T,trainInd,valInd,testInd); 
mmnet.trainparam.mu_max=1e15; 
mmnet.trainParam.show = 5; 
mmnet.trainParam.epochs = 10000; 
mmnet.trainParam.goal = 1e-5; 
mmnet=train(mmnet,P,T); 
a = sim(mmnet,P); 
Iput_Weight_a=mmnet.IW{1,1}; 
Iput_biase_a=mmnet.b{1}; 
Layer_weight_a=mmnet.LW{2,1}; 
Layer_biase_a=mmnet.b{2}; 
figure(1); 
plot(timet,force2,timet,a); 
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• M-file program to train neural controller at rear-right suspension 

 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
time=1:1:10001; 
load('error3data.mat','error3'); 
load('errordot3data.mat','errordot3'); 
load('errorI3data.mat','errorI3'); 
load('force3data.mat','force3'); 
timet=time'; 
error3t=error3'; 
errordot3t=errordot3'; 
errorI3t=errorI3'; 
force3t=force3'; 
P=[error3t;errordot3t;errorI3t]; 
T=force3t; 
S1=15; 
[S2,Q]=size(T); 
mmnet=newff(minmax(P),[S1 S2],{'tansig' 'purelin'},'trainlm'); 
mmnet.dividefcn='dividerand'; 
[trainP,valP,testP,trainInd,valInd,testInd] = dividerand(P); 
[trainT,valT,testT] = divideind(T,trainInd,valInd,testInd); 
mmnet.trainparam.mu_max=1e15; 
mmnet.trainParam.show = 5; 
mmnet.trainParam.epochs = 3000; 
mmnet.trainParam.goal = 1e-5; 
mmnet=train(mmnet,P,T); 
a = sim(mmnet,P); 
Iput_Weight_a=mmnet.IW{1,1}; 
Iput_biase_a=mmnet.b{1}; 
Layer_weight_a=mmnet.LW{2,1}; 
Layer_biase_a=mmnet.b{2}; 
figure(1); 
plot(timet,force3,timet,a); 
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• M-file program to train neural controller at rear-right suspension 

 
clear all; 
close all; 
clc; 
time=1:1:10001; 
load('error4data.mat','error4'); 
load('errordot4data.mat','errordot4'); 
load('errorI4data.mat','errorI4'); 
load('force4data.mat','force4'); 
timet=time'; 
error4t=error4'; 
errordot4t=errordot4'; 
errorI4t=errorI4'; 
force4t=force4'; 
P=[error4t;errordot4t;errorI4t]; 
T=force4t; 
S1=20; 
[S2,Q]=size(T); 
mmnet=newff(minmax(P),[S1 S2],{'tansig' 'purelin'},'trainlm'); 
mmnet.dividefcn='dividerand'; 
[trainP,valP,testP,trainInd,valInd,testInd] = dividerand(P); 
[trainT,valT,testT] = divideind(T,trainInd,valInd,testInd); 
mmnet.trainparam.mu_max=1e15; 
mmnet.trainParam.show =5; 
mmnet.trainParam.epochs = 10000; 
mmnet.trainParam.goal = 1e-5; 
mmnet=train(mmnet,P,T); 
a = sim(mmnet,P); 
Iput_Weight_a=mmnet.IW{1,1}; 
Iput_biase_a=mmnet.b{1}; 
Layer_weight_a=mmnet.LW{2,1}; 
Layer_biase_a=mmnet.b{2}; 
figure(1); 
plot(timet,force4,timet,a); 
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Appendix 4    Constrains File for the neurofuzzy controller 

 

• Constrains File for Right-Front Neurofuzzy Controller 

NET "e1<0>" LOC="C15"; 
NET "e1<1>" LOC="C3"; 
NET "e1<2>" LOC="B15"; 
NET "e1<3>" LOC="A15"; 
NET "e1<4>" LOC="C12"; 
NET "e1<5>" LOC="D12"; 
NET "e1<6>" LOC="G9"; 
NET "e1<7>" LOC="A8"; 
NET "ce1<0>" LOC="A11"; 
NET "ce1<1>" LOC="B11"; 
NET "ce1<2>" LOC="C4"; 
NET "ce1<3>" LOC="E13"; 
NET "ce1<4>" LOC="B16"; 
NET "ce1<5>" LOC="A16"; 
NET "ce1<6>" LOC="D14"; 
NET "ce1<7>" LOC="C14"; 
NET "ce1<8>" LOC="B14"; 
NET "ce1<9>" LOC="A14"; 
NET "ce1<10>" LOC="B13"; 
NET "ce1<11>" LOC="A13"; 
NET "ce1<12>" LOC="F12"; 
NET "contout1<0>" LOC="E12"; 
NET "contout1<1>" LOC="E11"; 
NET "contout1<2>" LOC="F11"; 
NET "contout1<3>" LOC="C11"; 
NET "contout1<4>" LOC="D11"; 
NET "contout1<5>" LOC="E9"; 
NET "contout1<6>" LOC="F9"; 
NET "contout1<7>" LOC="E8"; 
NET "contout1<8>" LOC="F8"; 
NET "contout1<9>" LOC="C7"; 
NET "contout1<10>" LOC="D7"; 
NET "contout1<11>" LOC="F7"; 
NET "contout1<12>" LOC="E7"; 
NET "contout1<13>" LOC="B6"; 
NET "contout1<14>" LOC="A6"; 
NET "contout1<15>" LOC="C5"; 
NET "contout1<16>" LOC="D5"; 
NET "contout1<17>" LOC="A4"; 
NET "contout1<18>" LOC="B4"; 
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• Constrains File for Left-Front Neurofuzzy Controller 

NET "e2<0>" LOC="C15"; 
NET "e2<1>" LOC="C3"; 
NET "e2<2>" LOC="B15"; 
NET "e2<3>" LOC="A15"; 
NET "e2<4>" LOC="C12"; 
NET "e2<5>" LOC="D12"; 
NET "e2<6>" LOC="G9"; 
NET "e2<7>" LOC="A8"; 
NET "ce2<0>" LOC="A11"; 
NET "ce2<1>" LOC="B11"; 
NET "ce2<2>" LOC="C4"; 
NET "ce2<3>" LOC="E13"; 
NET "ce2<4>" LOC="B16"; 
NET "ce2<5>" LOC="A16"; 
NET "ce2<6>" LOC="D14"; 
NET "ce2<7>" LOC="C14"; 
NET "ce2<8>" LOC="B14"; 
NET "ce2<9>" LOC="A14"; 
NET "ce2<10>" LOC="B13"; 
NET "ce2<11>" LOC="A13"; 
NET "ce2<12>" LOC="F12"; 
NET "contout2<0>" LOC="E12"; 
NET "contout2<1>" LOC="E11"; 
NET "contout2<2>" LOC="F11"; 
NET "contout2<3>" LOC="C11"; 
NET "contout2<4>" LOC="D11"; 
NET "contout2<5>" LOC="E9"; 
NET "contout2<6>" LOC="F9"; 
NET "contout2<7>" LOC="E8"; 
NET "contout2<8>" LOC="F8"; 
NET "contout2<9>" LOC="C7"; 
NET "contout2<10>" LOC="D7"; 
NET "contout2<11>" LOC="F7"; 
NET "contout2<12>" LOC="E7"; 
NET "contout2<13>" LOC="B6"; 
NET "contout2<14>" LOC="A6"; 
NET "contout2<15>" LOC="C5"; 
NET "contout2<16>" LOC="D5"; 
NET "contout2<17>" LOC="A4"; 
NET "contout2<18>" LOC="B4"; 
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• Constrains File for Right-Rear Neurofuzzy Controller 

NET "e3<0>" LOC="C15"; 
NET "e3<1>" LOC="C3"; 
NET "e3<2>" LOC="B15"; 
NET "e3<3>" LOC="A15"; 
NET "e3<4>" LOC="C12"; 
NET "e3<5>" LOC="D12"; 
NET "e3<6>" LOC="G9"; 
NET "e3<7>" LOC="A8"; 
NET "ce3<0>" LOC="A11"; 
NET "ce3<1>" LOC="B11"; 
NET "ce3<2>" LOC="C4"; 
NET "ce3<3>" LOC="E13"; 
NET "ce3<4>" LOC="B16"; 
NET "ce3<5>" LOC="A16"; 
NET "ce3<6>" LOC="D14"; 
NET "ce3<7>" LOC="C14"; 
NET "ce3<8>" LOC="B14"; 
NET "ce3<9>" LOC="A14"; 
NET "ce3<10>" LOC="B13"; 
NET "ce3<11>" LOC="A13"; 
NET "ce3<12>" LOC="F12"; 
NET "contout3<0>" LOC="E12"; 
NET "contout3<1>" LOC="E11"; 
NET "contout3<2>" LOC="F11"; 
NET "contout3<3>" LOC="C11"; 
NET "contout3<4>" LOC="D11"; 
NET "contout3<5>" LOC="E9"; 
NET "contout3<6>" LOC="F9"; 
NET "contout3<7>" LOC="E8"; 
NET "contout3<8>" LOC="F8"; 
NET "contout3<9>" LOC="C7"; 
NET "contout3<10>" LOC="D7"; 
NET "contout3<11>" LOC="F7"; 
NET "contout3<12>" LOC="E7"; 
NET "contout3<13>" LOC="B6"; 
NET "contout3<14>" LOC="A6"; 
NET "contout3<15>" LOC="C5"; 
NET "contout3<16>" LOC="D5"; 
NET "contout3<17>" LOC="A4"; 
NET "contout3<18>" LOC="B4"; 
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• Constrains File for Left-Rear Neurofuzzy Controller 

NET "e4<0>" LOC="C15"; 
NET "e4<1>" LOC="C3"; 
NET "e4<2>" LOC="B15"; 
NET "e4<3>" LOC="A15"; 
NET "e4<4>" LOC="C12"; 
NET "e4<5>" LOC="D12"; 
NET "e4<6>" LOC="G9"; 
NET "e4<7>" LOC="A8"; 
NET "ce4<0>" LOC="A11"; 
NET "ce4<1>" LOC="B11"; 
NET "ce4<2>" LOC="C4"; 
NET "ce4<3>" LOC="E13"; 
NET "ce4<4>" LOC="B16"; 
NET "ce4<5>" LOC="A16"; 
NET "ce4<6>" LOC="D14"; 
NET "ce4<7>" LOC="C14"; 
NET "ce4<8>" LOC="B14"; 
NET "ce4<9>" LOC="A14"; 
NET "ce4<10>" LOC="B13"; 
NET "ce4<11>" LOC="A13"; 
NET "ce4<12>" LOC="F12"; 
NET "contout4<0>" LOC="E12"; 
NET "contout4<1>" LOC="E11"; 
NET "contout4<2>" LOC="F11"; 
NET "contout4<3>" LOC="C11"; 
NET "contout4<4>" LOC="D11"; 
NET "contout4<5>" LOC="E9"; 
NET "contout4<6>" LOC="F9"; 
NET "contout4<7>" LOC="E8"; 
NET "contout4<8>" LOC="F8"; 
NET "contout4<9>" LOC="C7"; 
NET "contout4<10>" LOC="D7"; 
NET "contout4<11>" LOC="F7"; 
NET "contout4<12>" LOC="E7"; 
NET "contout4<13>" LOC="B6"; 
NET "contout4<14>" LOC="A6"; 
NET "contout4<15>" LOC="C5"; 
NET "contout4<16>" LOC="D5"; 
NET "contout4<17>" LOC="A4"; 
NET "contout4<18>" LOC="B4"; 
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